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1. INTRODUCTION 

 
1.1 My full name is Sarah Lea Jenkin. My experience and qualifications are set out 

in my evidence in chief dated 2 December 2015.  

 

1.2 I confirm that I have read the Code of Conduct for Expert Witnesses contained 

in the Environment Court Practice Note 2014 and that I agree to comply with it. 

I confirm that I have considered all the material facts that I am aware of that 

might alter or detract from the opinions that I express, and that this evidence is 

within my area of expertise except where I state that I am relying on the 

evidence of another person.  The Council has agreed to me giving expert 

evidence on its behalf in accordance with my duties under the Code of 

Conduct. 

 

2. SCOPE 

 

2.1 I have read the submitter evidence in chief dated 10 December 2015 relevant 

to my area of expertise. My rebuttal evidence is provided in response to the 

evidence in chief filed on behalf of the following submitters: 

 

(a) Ms Penelope Lemon for Orion New Zealand (#3720/FS#5049); 

(b) Mr Andrew Craig for Orion New Zealand (#3720/FS#5049); 

(c) Ms Clare Kelly for Orion New Zealand (#3720/FS#5049); 

(d) Ms Anna Cameron for the Crown (#3721); 

(e) Ms Sandra McIntyre for the Crown (#3721); 

(f) Ms Ainsley McLeod for Transpower New Zealand (#3494/FS#5014) 

(g) Mr Matthew McCullum-Clark for The Utilities Group.
1
 

 

2.2 I also confirm I have read the evidence provided by Mr Shane Watson for 

Orion New Zealand (#3720/FS#5049) which provides background. 

 

2.3 My evidence has the following attachments: 

 

(a) Attachment A: Revised Proposal; 

(b) Attachment B: Accept/Reject Table. 

 

                                                                                                                                                              
1  Two Degrees Mobile Limited (#3353), Spark New Zealand Trading Limited (#3408), Chorus New Zealand Limited (#3635), 

Vodafone New Zealand Limited (#3556) and Enable Networks Limited (#3689) (together referred to in this evidence as the 
Utilities Group). 
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3. OBJECTIVE 11.1.2 

 

Orion New Zealand (#3720/FS#5049) 

 

3.1 At her paragraph 26 Ms Lemon identifies a gap in Objective 11.1.2, insofar as 

it doesn’t make reference to areas and items of natural and cultural heritage.    

 

3.2 Objective 11.1.2 was not part of the notified Stage 3 Utilities and Energy 

proposal. Rather, it was considered in the Stage 2 Utilities and Energy 

proposal, the hearing for which concluded on 4 December 2015.  While 

amendments were sought and made to Objective 11.2.1 during the Stage 2 

consideration, these did not relate to any Stage 3 Natural and Cultural 

Heritage Matters.  

 

3.3 The wording of Objective 11.2.1 proposed through the Stage 2 Utilities and 

Energy hearing is:  

  “11.1.2 Objective: Adverse effects 

Avoid, remedy or mitigate the adverse effects of new or upgraded 

utilities on other activities, having regard to the technical and 

operational requirements of utilities and avoid the adverse effects of 

other activities on utilities” 
 

3.4 I agree with Ms Lemon that a gap exists.  As worded, the objective is 

concerned with the adverse effects of utilities on other activities only or the 

effect of other activities on utilities.  The objective makes no reference to the 

potential effect of utilities on natural or cultural items.  

 

3.5 Ms Lemon has not suggested any proposed additional wording that might 

address this issue and this objective is out of the scope of the notified Stage 3 

Utilities and Energy proposal.  However, if the Panel were minded to consider 

amendments to Objective 11.2.1, it could be worded as follows: 

 

 “11.1.2 Objective: Adverse effects 

Avoid, or where this is not practicable, remedy or mitigate the adverse 

effects of new or upgraded utilities on other activities and on significant 

natural and physical resources or cultural qualities, having regard to 

the technical and operational requirements of utilities, and avoid the 

adverse effects of other activities on utilities” 
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3.6 I consider this approach would be consistent with, for example, Policy 16.3 (3) 

in the CRPS. I have not canvassed the view of submitters these amendments 

and hence I acknowledge the Panel may consider these amendments to be 

out of scope.  

 

4. POLICY 11.1.2.1 

 

 Orion New Zealand (#3720/FS#5049) 

 

4.1 At her paragraph 26, Ms Lemon has no objection to the wording of Policy 

11.1.2.1 as included in my evidence in chief dated 2 December 2015.  

 

 The Crown (#3721) 

 

4.2 At her paragraph 11.12 Ms Cameron expresses concern about the inclusion of 

the qualifier ‘significant’ in Policy 11.1.2.1, specifically in relation to the natural 

character overlays. At her paragraph 11.15 Ms Cameron seeks the removal of 

‘where reasonably practicable’ from the policy.  I do not agree with Ms 

Cameron’s evidence that ‘significant’ and ‘where reasonably practicable’ 

should be removed from Policy 11.1.2.1. 

 

4.3 This part of the policy was part of the Stage 2 proposal, rather than the Stage 

3 proposal.  This text has already been considered as part of the Stage 2 

version of the policy, and its retention was not challenged by submitters to that 

version of the proposal. I consider that removal of ‘where reasonably 

practicable’ is not within the scope of the Stage 3 Natural and Cultural 

Heritage hearing.  Furthermore, as discussed in the following paragraphs, I 

consider its removal would be problematic for decision-making. 

 

4.4 If the text Ms Cameron refers to was removed the policy would read “to ensure 

that new or upgraded utilities do not result in a reduction in the values of …”. In 

my view, this policy would not give effect to the higher order documents such 

as the NPSET (Policies 7 and 8), the NPSREG, the NZCPS (Policy 6), CRPS 

(Objectives 5.2.1, 8.2.2 and 8.2.3 and Policies 6.3.5, 8.3.3, 8.3.6, 16.3.4 and 

16.3.5) and Strategic Objective 3.3.12.   In my view the amended policy would 

also be inconsistent with the policy framework in Chapters 9.1 and 9.2, which 

recognise and provide for utilities.  
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4.5 I disagree with Ms Cameron's view that ‘where reasonable practicable’ is 

inconsistent with the higher order documents.  Policy 16.3.4 (3)(a) of the 

CRPS includes the text ‘or where this is not practicable’ in relation to avoiding, 

remedying or mitigating adverse effects.  Similar language is used in Policy 6 

(h) of the NZCPS, which provides: 

 

“consider how adverse visual impacts of development can be avoided in 

areas sensitive to such effects, such as headlands and prominent 

ridgelines, and as far as practicable and reasonable apply controls or 

conditions to avoid those effects” [emphasis added]. 

 

4.6 Ms Cameron is concerned there is no guidance in the pRDP to determine what 

is practicable.  I disagree that this guidance is required in order to implement 

the policy.  The NZCPS and CRPS do not include guidance on what is 

practicable.  In my view, this is a case be case assessment, taking into 

account any relevant technical, location and operational requirements.   

 

4.7 In my view, a decision-maker considering a resource consent application for a 

utility in a landscape overlay would be required, by this policy, to decline the 

application if there was any reduction in the values of the identified 

landscapes. This has the effect of prohibiting such activities, which in my view 

is not the intent of the objectives, other policies, and rules in Chapter 11, or 

indeed Chapter 9.  Furthermore, a policy which requires effects to be avoided, 

as I consider would result if Ms Cameron’s amendments were executed, in my 

view does not give effect to the Resource Management Act.  Section 6 does 

not prohibit activities in outstanding natural landscapes or features; rather it 

requires that protection from inappropriate development. In my view, Policy 6 

of the NZCPS explicitly recognises the functional need for some development 

to locate in the coastal environment.   

 

 Transpower New Zealand (#3494/FS#5014) 

 

4.8 At her paragraph 39, Ms McLeod is broadly supportive of the revised Policy 

11.1.2.1 accompanying my 2 December EIC, acknowledging however that the 

potential to achieve greater consistency between Policies 11.1.1.6 and 

11.1.2.1.   
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4.9 There continue to be discussions between submitters and the Council in 

relation to the wording of these policies.  I have proposed alternative wording 

in the revised proposal in Attachment A, consistent with the Stage 2 Utilities 

and Energy revised proposal provided in response to Environment Court 

Judge Hassan’s direction of 11 December 2015. I consider this wording 

addresses duplication between Policies 11.1.1.6 (a Stage 2 Utilities and 

Energy policy) and 11.1.2.1 (notified in both the Stage 2 and Stage 3 Utilities 

and Energy proposal).  

 

4.10 In my view, there remains the potential for further amendment to Policy 

11.1.2.1 and I consider further progress could be made prior to the hearing to 

improve the policy drafting.  This would include considering Ms McLeod’s 

observation at paragraph 46 of her evidence regarding the potential for the 

National Grid to be subject to greater policy constraints than other utilities with 

the same or similar effects.  

 

5. RULE 11.3 

 

Orion New Zealand (#3720/FS#5049) 

 

5.1 Given the amendments now proposed to Chapters 9.1 and 9.2, I agree with 

the evidence of Ms Lemon (paragraph 28), Ms McLeod (paragraph 53) and Mr 

McCullum-Clark (paragraph 4.3) that an amendment to Rule 11.3(1) is 

appropriate.  Having considered the evidence of these witnesses, I am of the 

view that the addition of text at the end of Rule 11.3.1 as suggested by Ms 

McLeod (paragraph 4(b)) stating that “with the exception of Chapter 9, which 

does not apply unless otherwise specified” would be appropriate to recognise 

the relationship between Chapter 11 and 9.1 and 9.2. I have amended the 

proposal in Attachment A to reflect this. Further amendments may be 

warranted following filing of Ms Rachlin’s evidence in chief for the Council in 

relation to Chapters 9.3 and 9.4.  

 

5.2 This specification will be made in the form of cross-references between 

relevant Chapter 11 and Chapter 9 rules.  The content of Rule 11.3 was 

considered during the Stage 2 Utilities and Energy Proposal, and it was not 

notified as part of the Stage 3 proposal.  However, I consider this amendment 

to Rule 11.3.1 appropriate to meet the wider submitter relief of reconciling 

Chapters 9 and 11, in the Panel was minded to accept it. 
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5.3 I do not agree with Mr McCullum-Clark’s proposed amendment to Rule 11.3.1, 

that rules in Sections 9.1-9.2 of Chapter 9 do not apply to utilities.  

Amendments to Chapter 9.1 to incorporate a new RDA status for vegetation 

clearance associated with new access tracks and utilities means that this 

section of Chapter 9 will apply to utilities, while the exclusion in Chapter 9.2 for 

utilities means that this section of Chapter 9 will not apply.  In principle, I am 

supportive of a similar approach in relation to Topics 9.3 and 9.4 insofar as 

clarification of the relationship between the two chapters would be beneficial, 

and this will be considered further following the filing of Ms Rachlin's evidence 

in chief.  

 

6. VEGETATION CLEARANCE WITHIN SITES OF ECOLOGICAL SIGNIFICANCE – 

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CHAPTER 9.1 AND CHAPTER 11 

 

Orion New Zealand (#3720/FS#5049) 

 

6.1 I agree with Ms Lemon at her paragraphs 13 and 14, where she considers that 

the trigger for consent for vegetation clearance is higher in Chapter 11 than it 

is in Chapter 9.1 and that the location of rules within Chapters 11 and 9.1 is 

confusing.   

 

 Transpower New Zealand (#3494/FS#5014) 

 

6.2 In her paragraph 20, Ms McLeod considers that there are opportunities for 

further refinement to achieve greater clarity and consistency between Chapter 

9.1 and Chapter 11 through the inclusion of additional cross-referencing.  In 

her paragraphs 31-34 Ms McLeod is concerned that the blanket approach in 

Chapter 11 rules, which requires a resource consent for an RDA for utilities 

located in Sites of Ecological, is inconsistent with Chapter 9.1.   I agree with 

that view. 

 

 The Crown (#3721) 

 

At her paragraph 7.19, Ms Cameron raises a concern with the exemption in 

Rule 9.1.2.1.6 (xiii) insofar as there is no clarity about what is meant by ‘minor 

upgrading’. She suggests replacement wording of ‘maintenance and 

replacement of existing utilities’. I disagree that there is no clarity about the 
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meaning of 'minor upgrading' and I consider her proposed wording is 

inconsistent with the policy and rule structure in Chapter 11. 

 

6.3 Rule 11.3.3.1 P9 provides a very clear scope for minor upgrading as a 

permitted activity. This rule was the subject of considerable mediation prior to 

the Stage 2 hearing, and there is agreement amongst all utilities submitters 

(including the Crown) about the scope and application of this rule.  Similarly, 

Rule 11.3.3.1 P3 enables maintenance of utilities, including vegetation 

clearance, as a permitted activity.  As stated in my paragraph 6.5, I have 

amended Rules 11.3.3.1 P3 and P9 to include a specific cross-reference to the 

Chapter 9.1 exemption.  Further amendments, in my view, are not required.  

 

6.4 In response to Ms Cameron’s evidence at paragraph 11.9, I have removed the 

reference to Sites of Ecological Significance from the Activity Specific 

Standards in the relevant rules throughout Chapter 11 and included cross-

references to Chapter 9.1 because the indigenous vegetation rules are 

included within this chapter. As a result, a reference to significant indigenous 

vegetation and significant habitats of indigenous fauna are, in my view, 

unnecessary.   

 

6.5 I agree with both Ms McLeod and Ms Lemon that there is room for 

improvement to further clarify the utilities provisions between the two chapters. 

To address these concerns, I propose the following approach to improve 

clarity: 

 

(a) Removal of reference to Sites of Ecological Significance in Rules 

11.3.2.1 P1 (1), 11.3.3.1 P1 (3), 11.3.3.2 RD6 (7) and 11.3.4.1 P1 

(1); and 

(b) The addition of notes in Rule 11.3 How to Use these Rules, 

identifying the cross-references between Chapter 11 and Rules 

9.1.2.1.6 (i) and (xiii) and Rule 9.1.2.2.3 RD3.  

 

6.6 These proposed amendments have been made to the revised proposal in 

Attachment A. 

 

7. RELATED RULES 

 

 Transpower New Zealand (#3494/FS#5014) 
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7.1 In her paragraph 50, Ms McLeod acknowledges the deletion of Activity 

Specific Standard 2 in Rule 11.3.2.1 P1.  In deleting this standard, I consider 

the equivalent standards in the following rules should also be deleted for 

consistency (although there are no specific submission points seeking deletion 

of these standards):2 

 

(a) Rule 11.3.3.1 P5 (8); 

(b) Rule 11.3.3.2 RD6 (8); 

(c) Rule 11.3.3.3 D1 (3); 

(d) Rule 11.3.3.3 D2 (5); and 

(e) Rule 11.3.4.1 P1 2). 

 

 

8.  IMPORTANT RIDGELINES 

 

8.1 In my revised proposal attached to my EIC, I deleted all references to 

Important Ridgelines, on the understanding that these were part of the 

Outstanding Natural Feature overlay and hence did not require specific 

mention.  However, I have now been advised that my understanding was 

incorrect and there are Important Ridgelines with the Rural Amenity 

Landscapes.  As a result, I have included these references in the Revised 

Proposal in Attachment A.  

 

9. RULE 11.3.1.1 P1 – ACCESS TRACKS 

 

 Transpower New Zealand (#3494/FS#5014) 

 

9.1 I agree with Ms McLeod’s evidence at paragraph 47 that the relationship 

between rules in Chapter 9.2 and Chapter 11 is inconsistent and lacks clarity.   

 

9.2 In her paragraph 54, Ms McLeod expressed concern that the approach to 

access tracks in Chapter 11 is inconsistent with the approach in Chapter 9.  I 

agree there is an inconsistency.  I have already addressed the rules relating to 

vegetation clearance in Sites of Ecological Significance (Chapter 9.1) in 

section 6 of my evidence.  The remaining inconsistency, therefore, relates to 

the Chapter 9.2 overlays in relation to landscapes.   

                                                                                                                                                              
2  The Utilities Group  did however seek an amendment to Rule 11.3.4.1 P1 (2) to include unless located in the Transport 

Zone’ 
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9.3 Ms McLeod is generally agreeable with the provisions in landscape overlays 

for access tracks.  However, in my view, the combination of removing the 

references to landscape overlays in Rule 11.3.1.1 P1 and introducing an 

exemption into Rule 9.2.3.4.1 in response to a submission from Transpower3 

would mean there are no controls on the construction or extension of access 

tracks in landscape overlays.  

 

9.4 The intention of the rules is to provide a suite of controls over the construction 

or extension of access tracks in NCH overlays.  In my view, this this is not 

achieved through the rules as currently drafted. I consider these rules would 

benefit from further consideration and discussions with submitters, with a view 

to resolving the current inconsistency.  

 

9.5 Ms McLeod is seeking a further rationalisation of the matters of Discretion to 

be consistent with the approach of the landscape witnesses. In response to 

Crown submissions,4 Ms Ferguson included three additional Matters of 

Discretion (Chapter 9.2.4.1 (k), 9.2.4.2 (n) and 9.2.4.3 (m) for RDAs, which 

refer to the locational, technical and operational needs of utilities.  I have 

suggested that ‘needs’ be replaced with ‘requirements’, to be consistent with 

amendments to Chapter 11 as a result of the Stage 2 Utilities and Energy 

hearing.  Otherwise, I consider these additional Matters provide sufficient 

consideration for RDA in Chapter 11.  I have amended the proposal in 

Attachment A to include appropriate cross-references between the Chapter 

11 RDA rules and the relevant Chapter 9.2 Matters of Discretion.     

 

The Crown (#3721) 

 

9.6 I agree with Ms Cameron’s evidence at paragraph 11.4 that with the inclusion 

of the exemption in Chapter 9.2.3.1.4, there is a gap in Rule 11.3.3.1 P1. I 

agree with Ms Cameron that it is not appropriate for the construction or 

extension of access tracks in the landscape overlays to be uncontrolled. As 

stated in my paragraph 9.4 this matter is subject to further consideration.  

 

                                                                                                                                                              
3  Transpower New Zealand [#3494.24]. 
4  The Crown [#3721.416, 416 and 417]. 
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10. RULE 11.3.2.1 P1 – NEW ELECTRICITY TRANSMISSION AND DISTRIBUTION 

LINES 

 

Orion New Zealand (#3720/FS#5049) 

 

10.1 In his paragraphs 14-23, Mr Craig has suggested that electricity distribution 

lines could be a permitted activity within the RAL on Banks Peninsular and the 

Port Hills, under Rule 11.3.2.1 P1. In all other respects, new utilities in the 

remaining Natural and Cultural Heritage overlays would remain a Restricted 

Discretionary Activity under Rule 11.3.2.2 RD1. Ms Lemon supports this in her 

evidence at paragraph 18.  

 

10.2 Ms Pfluger’s rebuttal evidence for the Council, at section 6, addresses the 

evidence of Mr Craig and by association the evidence of Ms Lemon. Ms 

Pfluger does not agree that poles should be a permitted activity within the 

Rural Amenity Landscape because of the potential for adverse effects on 

landscape qualities, and I support her evaluation. Therefore, no change has 

been made to Rule 11.3.2.1 P1 in this regard.  

 

10.3 Given the amendment to Rule 11.3.2.1 (1) during the Stage 2 hearing, I agree 

with Ms Lemon’s evidence that the reference to underground utilities in Activity 

Specific Standard 1(g) is no longer required.  I have amended the proposal in 

Attachment A accordingly.  

 

11. RULE 11.3.1.1 P2 – WEATHER STATIONS AND NAVIGATION AIDS 

 

 The Crown (#3721) 

 

11.1 I agree with Ms McIntyre’s suggested amendments to Rule 11.3.1.1 P1 at 

paragraph 8.4 of her evidence, noting that the correct Chapter 11 rule 

reference is 11.3.1.1 P2.   This is a minor amendment to clarify application of 

the rule. Renumbering of the Activity Specific Standard sub-points will be 

resolved in the final version of the chapter.  Ms McIntyre’s suggested 

amendment is reflected in the revised proposal in Attachment A.  
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12. RULE 11.4 - ASSESSMENT MATTERS 

 

 The Crown (#3721) 

 

12.1 In her paragraphs 11.16 and 11.17 Ms Cameron supports the deletion of 

Assessment Matters 11.4.1 and their replacement with cross-references to 

relevant Proposal 9 matters.  In light of the amendments to Chapter 9.1 and 

9.2, I agree with Ms Cameron that the Assessment Matters in 11.4.1, with the 

exception of 11.4.1(e) in relation to Residential Character Areas, can be 

replaced with cross-references to the following Chapter 9 Matters of 

Discretion: 

 

(a) Rules 9.1.3.2; and 

 

(b) Rules 9.2.4.1, 9.2.4.2 and 9.2.4.3, subject to replacing the reference 

to ‘needs’ with ‘requirements’ in sub-items (k), (n) and (m) 

respectively, to be consistent with a direction from Judge Hassan 

immediately prior to commencement of the Stage 2 utilities and 

Energy hearing.5 

 

12.2 I agree with Ms McIntyre’s evidence at paragraph 4.3 regarding replacing the 

relevant Chapter 11 Assessment Matters with cross-references to Chapter 9.  

As noted in the preceding paragraphs, amendments have been made to the 

relevant Assessment Matters in Chapters 9.1 such that I consider this is now 

feasible.   

 

 The Utilities Group  

 

12.3 I agree with Mr McCullum-Clark in his paragraph 4.5 that relevant RDA 

Assessment Activities in Rule 11.4 in relation to the natural and cultural 

heritage overlays need to specifically recognise the operational constraints of 

utilities.  I consider that appropriate amendments have been made to the 

Assessment Criteria in Chapter 9.1 and 9.2, which are described in Ms 

Hogan’s and Mrs Ferguson’s rebuttal evidence, such that this recognition is 

now provided.   

 

                                                                                                                                                              
5  Minute of Environment Court Judge Hassan, Chair IHP, dated 1 December 2015 – item 5(d). 
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 Transpower New Zealand (#3494/FS#5014)  

 

12.4 In her paragraph 51, Ms McLeod identified an Assessment Matter reference in 

Rule 11.3.2.2 RD1 omitted from the revised proposal in my evidence in chief.  

This was an error in the revised proposal and I have made the relevant 

corrections in the revised proposal in Attachment A.  

 

13. ORION NEW ZEALAND – MS CLARE KELLY 

 

13.1 Ms Kelly has requested a new permitted activity rule for the maintenance, 

repair, replacement and minor upgrading of utilities within heritage settings, 

including associated earthworks, and a new restricted discretionary activity for 

the development of new utilities within a heritage item or setting, including 

associated earthworks.  

 

13.2 Maintenance and minor upgrading of utilities are already provided for in 

Rule 11.3.1.1 P3 and P9 respectively.  However, I acknowledge there is a gap 

between the Chapter 11 proposal and the Chapter 9 proposal, insofar as 

maintenance and minor upgrading of utilities is not specifically provided for in 

Chapter 9.   

 

13.3 At her paragraph 46, Ms Kelly considers that the installation of new kiosk and 

distribution cabinets within a heritage setting and the installation of associated 

new underground cable networks could be managed by rules controlling siting, 

screening and protection of visual amenity.  Ms Kelly makes no reference to 

whether this rule should be located in Chapter 11 or Chapter 9.3. Rule 

11.3.2.1 P4 already provides for the installation of distribution cabinets and 

kiosks as a permitted activity, subject to Activity Specific Standards; none of 

which relate to heritage matters.   

 

13.4 Rule 11.3.2.2 RD1 already provides for the development of new utilities within 

a heritage item or heritage setting, as Rule 11.3.2.1 P1 excludes new utilities 

on or in heritage items or settings. On this basis, I consider a new rule within 

Chapter 9 (noting that Ms Kelly does not identify where these new rules should 

be located) is not required.  
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14. THE UTILITIES GROUP – MR MATTHEW MCCULLUM-CLARK 

 

14.1 I agree with Mr McCullum-Clark that inconsistencies remain between 

Chapters 9 and 11.  I consider, however, that many of these inconsistencies 

have been addressed via amendments to the Chapter 11 and 9 proposals as 

described in this rebuttal statement and the rebuttal evidence of Ms Hogan, Ms 

Pfluger and Mrs Ferguson.  

 

 

 

 

 

Sarah Lea Jenkin 

18 December 2015 
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ATTACHMENT A: REVISED PROPOSAL 

 



Revised Proposal - Chapter 11 - Utilities and Energy  

Rebuttal Evidence 

As at 18 December 2015 

 

 

Redline Chapter 11 – Utilities and Energy 

Stage 3 

1 

Chapter 11 Utilities and Energy 

Key: 

This Revised Proposal is prepared following receipt of submitter evidence.  

 

The base document is the Stage 3 Utilities and Energy Proposal as attached to Sarah 
Jenkin’s evidence in chief, dated 2 December 2015.  

 

The text is coloured as follows: 

 

Grey text, including 
bold 

Stage 2 text as notified 

 

black text, including 
black underlined text 
and black strikethough 
text [submission 
number] 

Stage 3 text as notified, with amendments in response to submissions 
either underlined or struck-out. 

 

blue bold underlined 
text or blue 
strikethrough text 
[submission number] 

Stage 3 Chapter 13.13 text, with amendments in response to submissions 
either underlined or struck-out. 
 

Purple bold underlined 
text or purple 
strikethrough text 

Amendments to reconcile Chapter 11 with Chapter 9 

red underlined for 
additions and red 
strikethrough for 
deletions 

Re-notified provisions. 

green text Definitions that are relied on within the chapter.  

Gold bold underlined 
text or gold 
strikethrough text 

Amendments following submitter evidence.  

 

Orange bold 
underlined text or 
orange strikethrough 
text 

Amendments made to underlying Stage 2 proposal following the Stage 2 
Utilities and Energy hearing.  

 
 
 
 

Chapter 8 matters 
 
8.8.5 Exemption 
 
6d  Any earthworks involved with maintenance of an access track to a permitted, 
established or consented utility.  
 
8.8.7 Matters for discretion 
 
viii the effects on the ability of a utility operator to operate, upgrade and develop its 
utility, including on-going safe and direct access [#2218.30 Transpower NZ Ltd] 
  



Revised Proposal - Chapter 11 - Utilities and Energy  

Rebuttal Evidence 

As at 18 December 2015 

 

 

Redline Chapter 11 – Utilities and Energy 

Stage 3 

2 

 
Chapter 11 – Utilities and energy 
 
 
 
11.1.2.1 Policy: Adverse effects from utilities 
1. To ensure that, where reasonably practicable, and having regard to the benefits of 

utilities and their locational, technical and operational requirements, new or 
substantially upgraded utilities: 

a. do not result in a significant reduction in the values of outstanding natural landscapes 
and features, important ridgelines, Sites of Ecological Significance , Sites of Ngai 
Tahu Cultural Significance, significant indigenous flora vegetation and habitats of 
significant indigenous fauna (including Sites of Ecological Significance), and areas 
of outstanding or at least high natural character  and conservation reserves;  

b. do not result in a significant reduction in the heritage value of heritage items or settings, 
or a significant reduction in the health, structural integrity or values of significant trees;  

c. are located and designed in a way that minimises adverse effects, having regard to their 
economic benefits and technical and operational needs; and 

d. avoid, remedy or mitigate the potential for adverse effects of noise from wind turbines. 

having regard to the benefits of utilities and their technical and 

operational needs. 

2. In relation to the National Grid, new or upgraded transmission lines shall seek to 
avoid adverse effects on outstanding natural landscapes, areas of high natural 
character and areas of high recreation value and amenity and existing sensitive 
activities. 

 

[#3408.14, #3556.15, #3635.13, #3689.14, #3353.19 The Utilities Group] [#2494.31 & 32 
Transpower New Zealand] [#3629.83 Canterbury Regional Council] [#3721.551 
Canterbury Earthquake Recovery Authority] [#3720.75 Orion New Zealand] [#3722.84 
Te Runanga o Ngāi Tahu]  
 
[#3353.64, #3356.65, #3353.67, #3408.61-63, #3556.62&63, #3635.39, #3689.57&58 The 
Utilities Group] [#3720.122-124 Orion New Zealand]  
 
 

11.3 Rules 

How to use these rules  

1. Rules in Zone chapters (13 – 21) do not apply to utilities unless specified or 

referenced in this chapter. Rules in Chapters 5-8 and 10 – 12 do apply. Chapter 5 

(Natural hazards) includes specific rules in relation to utilities in areas subject to 

hazards. Chapter 9 rules do not apply unless otherwise specified1aa Refer to 

Rule 9.1.2.2. RD3 for construction of utilities involving indigenous vegetation 

clearance.  
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1ab Refer to Rule 9.1.2.1.6(i) and (xiii) for an exemption for maintenance and 

minor upgrading of utilities involving indigenous vegetation clearance.   

[#3721.550 CERA] [#3636.14 The Oil Companies] 

1b Where there is a conflict between general utility rules in 11.3.1 and utility-specific 

rules in 11.3.2-11.3.5, the utility-specific rules shall prevail.  

2. All telecommunications facilities operated by a network operator are controlled by the 

Resource Management (National Environmental Standards for Telecommunications 

Facilities) Regulations 2008 (NESTF) in respect of the generation of radiofrequency 

fields. In the road reserve equipment cabinets, noise from these cabinets, and masts / 

antennas on existing structures are also controlled by the NESTF. Other 

telecommunications facilities or activities will be managed by the District Plan.  

Under the NESTF, other telecommunications facilities or activities are managed by 
the District Plan: 

a. Within the dripline of a tree or other vegetation where the trees or other 
vegetation are managed by the District Plan. For the purposes of these rules, 
this means significant trees and sites of ecological significance; 

b. On the same side of the road as items or land identified as having historic 
heritage values, where the land or items are identified by the District Plan. For 
the purposes of these rules, this means heritage items and heritage settings; 

c. On the same side of the road as land or sites that are identified as having visual 
amenity values by the District Plan. For the purposes of these rules, this means 
any Significant Feature.  

3. The Resource Management (National Environmental Standards of Electricity 

Transmission Activities) Regulations 2009 (NESETA) contain a separate code of rules 

for the operation, maintenance, upgrading, relocation, or removal of an existing 

transmission line, which is part of the National Grid, as defined in the regulations. Except 

as provided for by the regulation, no rules in this District Plan apply to such activities. 

Where an activity does not relate to an existing transmission line that is part of the 

National Grid or where new transmission lines and associated structures are proposed, 

the District Plan provisions apply. 

4. Any application for resource consent for a controlled or restricted discretionary activity 

shall be non-notified and shall not require the written approval of affected parties. For 

any other application for resource consent, the Council may notify the application or 

require the written approval of other persons.  

 
 
11.3 Rules 
 
11.3.1 Utilities and energy - General 
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11.3.1.1 Permitted activities - General 
The following activities and works are permitted subject to Activity Specific Standards.  
 

 Activity Standard 

P1 Construction or extension of any access 

tracks to utilities. 

 

Clarification: 

The National Environmental Standards for 

Electricity Transmission Activities 

Regulations 2009 permits the use of an 

access track to an existing transmission line. 

 

[#2387.286 Canterbury Earthquake 

Recovery Authority] 

[#2340.54 Orion New Zealand] 

1. Access tracks shall not be 
located within or on: 
a. an Outstanding 

Natural Landscape; 
b. Outstanding Natural 

Feature; 
c. Significant feature or 

rural amenity 
landscape significant 
landscape; 

d. Important Ridgeline; 
e. Area of Outstanding, 

Very High or at least 
High Natural Character 
in the Coastal 
Environment; 

f. a Site of Ecological 
Significance; 

g. the dripline of a 
significant tree; 

h. 20m of a heritage item, 
or setting; or 

i. Sites of Ngāi Tahu 
Cultural Significance 

 
Advice Note: 
The provisions of Chapter 8 
relating to earthworks also apply. 
 
 
[#3353.22&24; #3408.18; 
#3556.18; #3635.15&19; 
#3689.17 The Utilities Group] 
[#3494.34 Transpower New 
Zealand Limited] [#3720.76-
79,82-91 Orion New Zealand 
Limited] [#3721.552,556,557 
Canterbury Earthquake 
Recovery Authority] [#3722.85 
Te Runanga o Ngai Tahu] 
 

P2 Weather stations and navigation aids 1. Weather stations and 
navigation aids greater than 
1m in height or 6m

2
 in area 

shall not be located within or 
on: 
a.  an Outstanding 

Natural Landscape; 
b. Outstanding Natural 

Feature; 
c. Significant feature or 

significant landscape; 
d. Important Ridgeline; 
e. Area of Outstanding, 
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Very High or High 
Natural Character; 

f. a Site of Ecological 
Significance; 

g. the dripline of a 
significant tree; 

h. 20m of a heritage item, 
or setting; or 

i. a Residential Character 
Area 

[#3721.558-563 Canterbury 
Earthquake Recovery 
Authority] [#3629.9 Canterbury 
Regional Council] [#3721.1022-
1024 Canterbury Earthquake 
Recovery Authority] 
[#3720.134-136 Orion New 
Zealand] 

 
 

11.3.1.2 Restricted discretionary activities - General 

The activities listed below are restricted discretionary activities.  

Activity 

  

The Council' s discretion shall 

be limited to the following 

matters:  

RD1  With the exception of Activity Specific Standard 

1(f), aAny activity listed in Rule 11.3.1.1 that does 

not comply with the Activity Specific Standards for 

permitted activity P1.  

 

11.4 (1), (2) and (3)  

 

 
 
 
 
11.3.2 Electricity utilities 
 
11.3.2.1 Electricity transmission and distribution – permitted activities 
Electricity transmission and distribution utilities are permitted subject to the following 
standards: 

 

 Activity Standards 

P1 Installation of lines and utility poles 
for the purpose of electricity 
transmission and distribution in any 
Rural Zone or Transport Zone. 
 

New electricity transmission and 

electricity distribution lines and 

associated structures or 

1. New above ground Uutilities shall 
not be located within: 
a. an Outstanding Natural 

Landscape; 
b. Outstanding Natural Feature; 
c. Significant feature or Rural 

Amenity Landscape 
significant landscape; 

d. Important Ridgeline; 
e. Area of Outstanding, Very High 

or at least High Natural 

Comment [SJ1]: Delete this  
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equipment (including 

underground lines and their 

associated structures). 

[#2218.58 Transpower New 

Zealand] 

 

Character in the Coastal 
Environment; 

f. a Site of Ecological 
Significance; 

g. the dripline of a significant tree, 
unless they are located 
underground; 

h. 20m of a heritage item, or 
setting; or 

i. a Residential Character Area; or 
j. Sites of Ngāi Tahu Cultural 

Significance 
 

[#3722.85 Te Runanga o Ngāi Tahu] 
[#3720.105&106, 149Orion New Zealand] 
[#3720.564 Canterbury Earthquake 
Recovery Authority]  

 
 

2. Utilities shall not be located within a 
buffer of 50m horizontal distance or 
20m vertical distance, whichever is 
the lesser, from any of the areas or 
items identified at (1)(a) – (e). 
[#3494.35 Transpower] [#3720.107 
Orion New Zealand] 

3.  The utility pole shall not exceed: 

a. 25m in height in Rural Zones or 

adjoining Transport Zones; or 

b. 15m in height in Transport Zones 

not adjoining a Zone described at 

(a), or in any other Zone. 

4. The utility pole is not a lattice tower. 

[#3720.106 Orion New Zealand] 

1. The utility New utility 

structure or towers shall 

not exceed: [#2218.60 

Transpower New Zealand] 

a) 25m in height in 

Rural, SP(Port), 

Commercial, 

Industrial and 

any Transport 

Zones adjoining 

these Zones. 

Transport 

Zones or 

[#2218.61 

Transpower 
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New Zealand] 

#2340.62 Orion 

New Zealand] 

b) 15m in height in 

all other Zones 

(including 

adjacent 

Transport Zones 

not adjoining a 

Zone 

described at 

(a), or in any 

other zone. 

[#2218.62 

Transpower 

New Zealand] 

[#2340.63 

Orion New 

Zealand] 

2. The utility pole is not a lattice 

tower.  [#2218.64 Transpower 

New Zealand] 

 

 
 

11.3.2.2 Restricted discretionary activities - Electricity transmission and distribution 

The activities listed below are discretionary activities.  

Activity  The Council' s discretion shall be limited to the 

following matters:  

RD1  With the exception of Activity Specific 

Standard 1(f), aAny activity listed in Rule 

11.3.2.1 that does not comply with the 

Activity Specific Standards for permitted 

activities P1 (3) and (4).  

11.4 (1), (2), (3) and (4)  

RDX Any activity listed in Rule 11.3.1.1 that 

does not comply with the Activity 

Specific Standards for permitted 

activity P13 

11.4 (1)(b)(c), (2)(d)(e), (3), (5)(c)(f)(g), (6). 
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11.3.3 Energy 
11.3.3.1 Permitted activities - Energy 
Utilityies and infrastructure activities are permitted activities subject to compliance with the 
standards below, and the following standards: 

 

 Activity Standards 

P1  
 

Installation and operation of equipment for 
assessing a site for suitability for 
renewable energy electricity generation. 
 
[#2267.3 Rockgas Limited] 

1.  Equipment shall not be erected on 
a site for more than 12 months in 
any 36 month period. 

2. The noise standards for the Zone in 
which the activity is located are met 

3. Equipment shall not be located 
within: 
a. an Outstanding Natural 

Landscape; 
b. Outstanding Natural Feature; 
c. Significant feature or rural 

amenity landscape 
significant landscape; 

d. Important Ridgeline; 
e. Area of Outstanding, Very 

High or at least High Natural 
Character in the Coastal 
Environment; 

f. a Site of Ecological 
Significance; 

ff.   Site of Ngai Tahu Cultural 
Significance; 

g. 50m of a significant tree 
the dripline of a significant 
tree; 

h. 50m20m of a heritage item, 
or setting; or 

i. a Residential Character Area 
 
 
 

[#3721.566 Canterbury Earthquake 
Recovery Authority] [#3722.85 Te 
Runanga o Ngai Tahu] [#3721.1029-
1030 Canterbury Earthquake 
Recovery Authority] 
 

P5 Installation and operation of a wind 
turbine for small or community scale 
renewable electricity generation in Rural 
or Industrial Zones. 
 

1. Any wind turbine shall be ancillary 

to the principal use of the site. 

2. Not more than one wind turbine is 

to be erected per site. Where the 

activity is a community electricity 

generation system to power a 

number of sites, turbines may be 

clustered on one or more sites. 

3. No wind turbine exceeds a total 

height of 20m. Compliance with 

this standard shall be to any 

above ground part of the wind 

turbine utility structure and the full 
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extent of blades. 

4. The wind turbine complies with the 

relevant Zone provisions relating 

to Street Scene and Separation 

from Neighbours. Compliance with 

this standard shall be to any 

above ground part of the wind 

turbine utility structure and the full 

extent of blades. 

5. The noise standards for the Zone 

in which the activity is located are 

met. 

6. No wind turbine operates between 

10pm and 7am. [#2387.1074 

Canterbury Earthquake 

Recovery Authority] [#2288.24 

Federated Farmers] 

7. Any wind turbine is not located in 
an: 
a. an Outstanding Natural 

Landscape; 
b. Outstanding Natural Feature; 
c. Significant feature or rural 

amenity landscape 
significant landscape; 

d. Important Ridgeline; 
e. Area of Outstanding, Very 

High or at least High Natural 
Character in the Coastal 
Environment; 

f. a Site of Ecological 
Significance; 

g. the dripline of a significant 
tree; 

h. 20m of a heritage item, or 
setting; or 

8. Utilities shall not be located 
within a buffer of 50m horizontal 
distance or 20m vertical 
distance, whichever is the 
lesser, from any of the areas or 
items identified at (7)(a) – (e). 

 
 
 
[#3721.568 Canterbury Earthquake 
Recovery Authority] 

 
 

11.3.3.2 Restricted discretionary activities – Energy  

The activities listed below are restricted discretionary activities.  

Activity  The Council' s discretion shall be 

limited to the following matters:  
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RD1  With the exception of Activity Specific 

Standard 1(f), aAny activity listed in Rule 

11.3.3.1 that does not comply with the Activity 

Specific Standards for permitted activities P1.  

11.4 (1), (2)(a) and, (3)(a)  

RD6 Installation and operation of a wind turbine for 
small or community scale renewable 
electricity generation in Zones other than 
Rural or Industrial where: 
1. any wind turbine is ancillary to the 

principal use of the site; 

2. not more than one wind turbine is be 

erected per site. Where a community 

electricity generation system is to power 

a number of sites, the equivalent 

number of turbines may be clustered on 

one or more sites; 

3. no wind turbine exceeds a total height of 

20m. Compliance with the rule shall be 

to any above ground part of the wind 

turbine utility structure and the full extent 

of blades; 

4. The wind turbine complies with the 

relevant Zone provisions relating to 

Street Scene and Separation from 

Neighbours. This applies Compliance 

with this rule shall be to any above 

ground part of the wind turbine utility 

structure and the full extent of blades; 

5. The noise standards for the Zone in 

which the activity is located are met. 

6. no wind turbine operates between 10pm 

and 7am;  [#2387.301 Canterbury 

Earthquake Recovery Authority] 

7. any utility is not located within: 
a. an Outstanding Natural Landscape; 
b. Outstanding Natural Feature; 
c. 50m of a Significant feature or 

rural amenity landscape 
significant landscape; 

d. Important Ridgeline; 
e. Area of Outstanding, Very High or  

at least High Natural Character in 
the Coastal Environment; 

f. 50m of a Site of Ecological 
Significance; 

g. the dripline of a significant tree; 
h. 20m of a heritage item, or setting; 

or 
i. a Residential Character Area 

8. Utilities shall not be located within a 
buffer of 50m horizontal distance or 
20m vertical distance, whichever is the 
lesser, from any of the areas or items 

11.4 (1), (2)(a), (3)(a), (4)(a), and 
(5)(a) and (j)  
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identified at (7)(a) – (e). 
 
 
[#3721.570 Canterbury Earthquake 
Recovery Authority] 

 
11.3.3.3 Discretionary activities - Energy 

The activities listed below are discretionary activities.  

 Activity 

D1 Installation and operation of wind turbines for large scale renewable energy 
generation where: 
1. installation and operation of a wind turbine occurs only in Rural 1-5, Rural 

Quarry, or Rural Banks Peninsula Zones; 
2. noise levels comply with the limits prescribed in NZS6808:2010 (Acoustics – 

Wind Farm Noise). Noise levels shall be measured and assessed in 
accordance with NZS6808:2010; 

3. any wind turbines for large scale renewable energy generation is not located 
within: 
a. an Outstanding Natural Landscape; 
b. Outstanding Natural Feature; 
c. Significant feature or rural amenity landscape significant landscape; 
d. Important Ridgeline; 
e. Area of Outstanding, Very High or at least High Natural Character in 

the Coastal Environment; 
f. a Site of Ecological Significance; 
g. 50m of the dripline of a significant tree; 
h. 50m 20m of a heritage item, or setting; or 

 
3. Utilities shall not be located within a buffer of 150m horizontal 

distance or 50m vertical distance, whichever is the lesser, from any 
of the areas or items identified at (3)(a) –(e). 
 
 

[#3721.572 Canterbury Earthquake Recovery Authority] 

D2 Installation and operation a solar cell or concentrator for large scale renewable 

generation energy where: 

1. installation and operation of solar cells or concentrators occurs only in Rural, 
Commercial, or Industrial Zones; 

2. any solar concentrator for large scale renewable generation energy is not 
within the area covered by the approach slopes for the Christchurch 
International Airport; 

3. any solar concentrator does not reflect light into a Residential Zone for more 
than 15 hours per annum. 

4. any solar cell or concentrator for large scale renewable generation energy is 
not located within; 
a. an Outstanding Natural Landscape; 
b. Outstanding Natural Feature; 
c. Significant feature or rural amenity landscape significant landscape; 
d. Important Ridgeline; 
e. Area of Outstanding, Very High or  at least High Natural Character in 

the Coastal Environment; 
f. a Site of Ecological Significance; 
g. 50m of the dripline of a significant tree; 
h. 20m of a heritage item, or setting; or 
i. a Residential Character Area. 

5. Utilities shall not be located within a buffer of 150m horizontal distance 
or 50m vertical distance, whichever is the lesser, from any of the areas or 
items identified at (4)(a) – (e). 

Comment [SJ2]: Accept crown point 
re language because of limit of Chapter 
9 

Comment [SJ3]: Accept crown points 
re language 
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[#3721.574 Canterbury Earthquake Recovery Authority] 

 
 
 
11.3.4 Communications Facilities 
 

11.3.4.1 Permitted activities - Communications Facilities 
Communications facilities are permitted subject to the following standards: 

 

 Activity Standards 
P1 
 

Freestanding communications 
utilities  
 
Clarification: 
 

1. The National 
Environmental Standards 
for Telecommunications 
Facilities Regulations  

2. 2008 defers to the District 
Plan for 
telecommunications 
facilities in the road 
reserve and: 
a. within the dripline of a 

tree or other 
vegetation where the 
trees or other 
vegetation are 
managed by the 
District Plan. For the 
purposes of this rule, 
this means significant 
trees and sites of 
ecological 
significance; 

b. on the same side of 
the road as items or 
land identified as 
having historic 
heritage values,  
where the land or 
items are identified by 
the District Plan. For 
the purposes of this 
rule, this means 
heritage items and 
heritage settings; 

c. on the same side of 
the road as land or 
sites that are 
identified as having 
visual amenity values 
by the District Plan. 
For the purposes of 
this rule, this means 
any Outstanding 

1. Except when located in a Transport Zone, 
new freestanding communications utilities 
shall not be located in or on an: 
a. an Outstanding Natural Landscape; 
b. Outstanding Natural Feature; 
c. Significant feature or rural amenity 

landscape significant landscape; 
d. Important Ridgeline; 
e. Area of Outstanding, Very High or at 

least High Natural Character in the 
Coastal Environment; 

f. a Site of Ecological Significance; 
i. a Residential Character Area; or 
h. 20m of a heritage item, or setting 
 

 
Freestanding communications utilities shall 
not be located in or on: 
 

g. 50m of the dripline of a significant tree; 
 
[#3721.577 Canterbury Earthquake Recovery 
Authority] [#3720.1030, 1033&1034 Canterbury 
Earthquake Recovery Authority] [#3353.31,32, 
82, #3408.27&28, 80, $3556.28&29, 81&82, 
#3635.16&49, #3689.25&26 The Utilities Group] 
 

2. Unless located in the Transport Zone, 
uUtilities shall not be located within a 
buffer of 50m horizontal distance or 20m 
vertical distance, whichever is the lesser, 
from any of the areas or items identified at 
(1)(a) – (e). 
 

 
[#3553.33, #3556.30, #3408.29, #3635.17, 

#3689.27 The Utilities Group] 
 
 
 
 

3. Any utility structure shall not be: 

 

a              greater than 25m in 
height  (excluding lightning 
rods) and  any head frame shall be no 
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Natural Feature, 
Outstanding Natural 
Landscape, 
Significant Feature, 
Significant 
Landscape, 
Important Ridgeline, 
or Area of 
Outstanding, Very 
High or High Natural 
Character; and 

d. on the same side of 
the road as next to 
the Coastal Marine 
Area. 

3. The National 
Environmental Standards 
for Telecommunications 
Facilities Regulations 
2008 manages instances 
where: 
a. an original utility 

structure is replaced 
with a replacement 
utility structure; 

b. the addition of an 
antenna makes a 
structure into a 
replacement utility 
structure;  

c. if an antenna on a 
replacement utility 
structure is replaced; 
or 

d. a dish antenna is 
added to or replaced 
on an original utility 
structure or 
replacement utility 
structure.  
[#2387.302 
Canterbury 
Earthquake 
Recovery Authority] 

greater in diameter than 6m at its 
widest point in Transport, SP (Port), 
Industrial, Commercial,  or Rural 
Urban Fringe,  Zones; or 

 

b              greater than 35m in height 
(excluding lightning rods) and any 
head frame shall be no greater in 
diameter than 6m at its widest point in 
Rural Waimakariri Zone; or 

 

c              greater than 30m in height 
(exlcuding lightning rods) and   any 
head frame shall be no greater in 
diameter than 6m at its widest point in 
Transport, Industrial, 
Commercial,  or Rural Urban 
Fringe,  Zones where two or more 
network operators utilise the same 
utility structure. 

 

d              greater than 40m in height 
(excluding lightning rods) any head 
frame shall be no greater in diameter 
than 6m at its widest point in Rural 
Waimakariri Zone where two or more 
network operators utilise the same 
utility structure. 

e              greater than 20m in 
height (excluding lightning rods) and 
1.0m in diameter above a height of 
6m except for any head frame which 
shall be no greater in diameter than 
6m at its widest point in any other 
Zone. 

 
4. a. Any dish antenna shall be less than 

1.58m in diameter in Industrial, 

Commercial, or Rural Zones and less 

than 0.758m in any other Zone; and 

[#2387.304 Canterbury Earthquake 

Recovery Authority] [#2095.32, 

#2379.32, #2095.37, #2120.39, 

#2158.28, #2189.37 The Utilities 

Group] 

b. Any other antenna shall not exceed a 

surface area of 1.5m
2
. 

 

11.4 Assessment Matters - Utilities 
 

1. Heritage and natural environment 
 

a. The extent to which the utility and associated structures affect the values of 
areas identified in the District Plan as an Outstanding Natural Landscape, 
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Outstanding Natural Feature, Outstanding Natural Character areas in the 
Coastal Environment, or Sites of Ecological Significance.  

. 
b. Any cumulative visual effects arising from the utility, particularly in relation to 

telecommunication facilities and energy generation facilities. 
c. The effects of the utility on protected trees, heritage items and settings, including 

those of significance to Tangata Whenua. 
d. If any activity is proposed within an Outstanding Natural Landscape, Outstanding 

Natural Feature, Significant feature or significant landscape, Important Ridgeline, 
Area of Outstanding, Very High or High Natural Character, Site of Ecological 
Significance, on the site of or within the dripline of a significant tree, within on the 
site of or within 20m of a heritage item, or setting: any relevant assessment matters 
in Chapter 9.  [#3353.41, #3408.38, #35563.39, #3635.20, #3689.35 The Utilities 
Group] [#3721.581 Canterbury Earthquake Recovery Authority] [FS#5014.17-21 
Transpower New Zealand Limited] [FS#5056.13 The Oil Companies]  

 
 
e. If any activity is proposed within a Residential Character Area, any relevant assessment 

matters in Chapter 14. 
f. In relation to utilities or access tracks within Sites of Ecological significance, Rule 

9.1.3.2 
g. In relation to utilities or access tracks within landscape overlays, Rules 9.2.4.1, 

9.2.4.2 and 9.4.2.3. 
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Submissio
n Point 

Further 
Submissio
n 

Submitter 
Name 

Support / 
Oppose 

Provision Number Decision & Reason A A(P) R 

3000.1  SCIRT Amend 11.3.1.1 Permitted 
activities - General 

Decision Sought:  

 Stage one 

That standard associated with P6 (Installation of Network Utilities Underground in the Transport Zone) 
is amended from Nil to: NZ Utilities Advisory Group Code of Practice (for working in the road corridor) 
2011 and Utilities Access Act 2010 

   

3001.1  Dave Bain Amend 11.1.1.5 Policy: 
Established 
utilities 

Decision Sought:  

Stage One 

That Section 11 in regards to Energy also references the 160km of piped underground Landfill Gas and 
LPG gas networks.  

   

3353.14  Two Degrees 
Mobile 
Limited 

Oppose Chapter 11 
Utilities and 
Energy 

Decision Sought: Include within Chapters 9 and 11 a clear statement that if a matter is dealt with in 
Chapter 11, the rules of Chapter 11 prevail.   

   

3353.14 FS5049.46 Orion New 
Zealand 
Limited 

Support Chapter 11 
Utilities and 
Energy 

OP 3353.14 Decision Sought:  

Orion supports the submissions insofar as they seek to clarify the relationship between Chapter 9 and 
Chapter 11. 

Orion retains the position that all matters relating to utilities and Chapter 9 matters be located in a 
single chapter. Although its original submission sought that these matters be contained in Chapter 9, it 
is not averse to the matters being located in Chapter 11, as sought by the Utilities Group. 

   

3353.14 FS5049.82 Orion New 
Zealand 
Limited 

Support Chapter 11 
Utilities and 
Energy 

OP 3353.14 Decision Sought: Orion supports the submission insofar as it seeks to clarify the 
relationship between Chapter 9 and Chapter 11. Orion retains the position that all matters relating to 
utilities and Chapter 9 matter be located in a single chapter. Although its original submission sought 
that these matters be contained Chapter 9, it is not averse to the matters being located in Chapter 11 
as sought by the Utilities Group.  

   

3353.14 FS5056.8 BP Oil Ltd, 
Mobil Oil NZ 
Ltd and Z 
Energy 

Support Chapter 11 
Utilities and 
Energy 

OP 3353.14 Decision Sought:  

The submission broadly aligns with the relief sought in the Oil Companies own submissions to clarify 
there is no duplication or confusion between provisions in Chapter 11 and Chapter 9 as to the status 
of activities for utilities located in Natural and Cultural Heritage Areas and is supported. In particular, 
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include within Chapters 9 and 11 a clear statement that if a matter is dealt with in Chapter 11, the 
rules of Chapter 11 prevail. 

3353.19  Two Degrees 
Mobile 
Limited 

Oppose 11.1.2.1 Policy: 
Adverse effects 
from utilities 

Decision Sought:  

Delete the words 'important ridgeline' as below (error - deletion not shown in submission?): 

11.1.2.1 Policy: Adverse effects from utilities 

1. To ensure that, where reasonably practicable, new or upgraded utilities: 

a. do not result in a reduction in the values of landscapes, features, important ridgelines, Sites of 
Ecological Significance and conservation reserves;  

b. do not result in a more than minor reduction in the heritage value of heritage items or settings, or a 
reduction in the health, structural integrity or values of significant trees; 

... 

  

   

3353.20  Two Degrees 
Mobile 
Limited 

Not 
Stated 

11.2 Application of 
these rules 

Decision Sought:  

Insert: 

1. Rules in Zone chapters (13-21) do not apply to utilities unless specified or referenced.  Rules in 
Chapters 5-12 do apply.  Chapter 5 (Natural hazards) includes specific rules in relation to utilities in 
areas subject to hazards.  Where Chapter 9 (Natural and Cultural Heritage) includes specific rules that 
may apply to utilities and overlap Chapter 11 provisions, Chapter 11 rules prevail.  

   

3353.20 FS5030.32 Canterbury 
Earthquake 
Recovery 
Authority 
(CERA) 

Oppose 11.2 Application of 
these rules 

OP 3353.20 Decision Sought: The provisions of Proposal 11 do not prevail over Proposal 9.     

3353.21  Two Degrees Oppose 11.3.1.1 (P1)(1)(a) Decision Sought:     
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Mobile 
Limited Amend 11.3.1.1 P1 1.a to read: 

1. Access tracks shall not be located within: 

a. an Outstanding Natural Landscape, unless any cut or fill is less than 0.5m and the area of 
earthworks is less than 100m2; 

... 

3353.21 FS5049.10
6 

Orion New 
Zealand 
Limited 

Support 11.3.1.1 (P1)(1)(a) OP 3353.21 Decision Sought: Orion supports the submission on Rule 11.3.1.1 P1 insofar as it sets the 
thresholds for earthworks associated with access tracks in the listed areas.  

   

3353.22  Two Degrees 
Mobile 
Limited 

Oppose 11.3.1.1 (P1)(1)(c) Decision Sought:  

Amend 11.3.1.1 P1 1.c to read: 

1. Access tracks shall not be located within: 

... 

c. Significant Feature or Significant Landscape; 

... 

   

3353.22 FS5049.10
7 

Orion New 
Zealand 
Limited 

Support 11.3.1.1 (P1)(1)(c) OP 3353.22 Decision Sought: Orion supports the submission on Rule 11.3.1.1 P1 insofar as it sets the 
thresholds for earthworks associated with access tracks in the listed areas.  

   

3353.23  Two Degrees 
Mobile 
Limited 

Oppose 11.3.1.1 (P1)(1)(d) Decision Sought:  

Amend 11.3.1.1 P1 1.d to read: 

1. Access tracks shall not be located within: 
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... 

d. Important Ridgeline, unless any cut of rill is less than 0.5m and the area of earthworks is less than 
100m2; 

... 

3353.23 FS5049.10
8 

Orion New 
Zealand 
Limited 

Support 11.3.1.1 (P1)(1)(d) OP 3353.23 Decision Sought: Orion supports the submission on Rule 11.3.1.1 P1 insofar as it sets the 
thresholds for earthworks associated with access tracks in the listed areas.  

   

3353.24  Two Degrees 
Mobile 
Limited 

Oppose 11.3.1.1 (P1)(1)(e) Decision Sought:  

Amend 11.3.1.1 P1 1.e to read: 

1. Access tracks shall not be located within: 

... 

e. Area of Outstanding, Very High or High Natural Character, unless any cut or fill is less than 0.5m and 
the area of earthworks is less than 100m2; 

... 

   

3353.24 FS5049.10
9 

Orion New 
Zealand 
Limited 

Support 11.3.1.1 (P1)(1)(e) OP 3353.24 Decision Sought: Orion supports the submission on Rule 11.3.1.1 P1 insofar as it sets the 
thresholds for earthworks associated with access tracks in the listed areas.  

   

3353.25  Two Degrees 
Mobile 
Limited 

Oppose 11.3.1.1. (P1)(1)(f) Decision Sought:  

Amend 11.3.1.1 P1 1.f to read: 

1. Access tracks shall not be located within: 

... 
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f. a Site of Ecological Significance, unless located in road reserve; 

... 

3353.25 FS5049.11
0 

Orion New 
Zealand 
Limited 

Support 11.3.1.1. (P1)(1)(f) OP 3353.25 Decision Sought: Orion supports the submission on Rule 11.3.1.1 P1 insofar as it sets the 
thresholds for earthworks associated with access tracks in the listed areas.  

   

3353.26  Two Degrees 
Mobile 
Limited 

Oppose 11.3.1.1 (P1)(1)(h) Decision Sought:  

Amend 11.3.1.1 P1 1.h to read: 

1. Access tracks shall not be located within: 

... 

h. 20 m of a heritage item, unless located in road reserve,  or setting. 

   

3353.26 FS5049.11
1 

Orion New 
Zealand 
Limited 

Support 11.3.1.1 (P1)(1)(h) OP 3353.26 Decision Sought: Orion supports the submission on Rule 11.3.1.1 P1 insofar as it sets the 
thresholds for earthworks associated with access tracks in the listed areas.  

   

3353.27  Two Degrees 
Mobile 
Limited 

Oppose 11.3.1.1 (P1) Decision Sought:  

Amend 11.3.1.1 P1 to read: 

1. Access tracks shall not be located within: 

... 

For the avoidance of doubt, no rules of Chapter 9 apply to new, upgraded or existing access tracks for 
utilities. 

   

3353.27 FS5049.11
2 

Orion New 
Zealand 
Limited 

Support 11.3.1.1 (P1) OP 3353.27 Decision Sought: Orion supports the submission on Rule 11.3.1.1 P1 insofar as it sets the 
thresholds for earthworks associated with access tracks in the listed areas.  

   

3353.28  Two Degrees 
Mobile 

Oppose 11.3.4.1 (P1)(1) Decision Sought:     
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Limited 

Amend 11.3.4.1 P1 to read: 

1. Unless an upgrade of an existing utility that increases any dimension by less than 30%, freestanding 
communications utilities shall not be located in: 

... 

3353.29  Two Degrees 
Mobile 
Limited 

Oppose 11.3.4.1 (P1)(1)(c) Decision Sought:  

Amend 11.3.4.1 P1 1.c. to read: 

... 

c. Significant Feature or Significant Landscape; 

... 

   

3353.30  Two Degrees 
Mobile 
Limited 

Oppose 11.3.4.1 (P1)(1)(e) Decision Sought:  

Amend 11.3.4.1 P1 1.e. to read: 

... 

e. Area of Outstanding, Very High or High Natural Character; 

... 

   

3353.31  Two Degrees 
Mobile 
Limited 

Oppose 11.3.4.1 (P1)(1)(f) Decision Sought:  

Amend 11.3.4.1 P1 1.f. to read: 

... 

f. a Site of Ecological Significance, unless located in road reserve; 
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... 

3353.32  Two Degrees 
Mobile 
Limited 

Oppose 11.3.4.1 (P1)(1)(h) Decision Sought:  

Amend 11.3.4.1 P1 1.h. to read: 

... 

h. 20m of a heritage item or setting, unless located in road reserve; 

... 

   

3353.33  Two Degrees 
Mobile 
Limited 

Oppose 11.3.4.1 (P1)(2) Decision Sought:  

Amend 11.3.4.1 P1 2. to read: 

2. Unless located in road reserve, Utilities shall not be lcoated within a buffer of 50m horizontal 
distance or 20m vertical distance, whichever is the lesser, from any of the areas or items identified at 
(1)(a)-(e).  

For the avoidance of doubt, no rules of Chapter 9 apply to new or upgraded free standing 
communications utilities.  

   

3353.34  Two Degrees 
Mobile 
Limited 

Oppose 11.3.4.1 (P1)(3)(a) Decision Sought:  

Amend 11.3.4.1 P1 3.a. to read: 

3. Any utility structure shall not be: 

a. greater than 25m in height (excluding lightning rods) and 1.0m in diameter, above a height of 6m 
any head frame shall be no greater than 6m at its widest point in Transport, SP(Port), Industrial, 
Commercial, or Rural Urban Fringe, or Rural Waimakariri Zones; or 

... 

   

3353.35  Two Degrees 
Mobile 

Oppose 11.3.4.1 (p1)(3)(b) Decision Sought:     
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Limited 

Amend 11.3.4.1 P1 3.b. to read: 

3. Any utility structure shall not be: 

... 

b. greater than 35m in height (excluding lightning rods) an any head frame shall be no greater than 6m 
at its widest point in Rural Waimakariri Zone; or 

... 

3353.36  Two Degrees 
Mobile 
Limited 

Oppose 11.3.4.1 (P1)(3)(c) Decision Sought:  

Amend 11.3.4.1 P1 3.b. (now proposed as c) to read: 

3. Any utility structure shall not be: 

... 

c. greater than 30m in height (excluding lightning rods) and 1m in diameter above a height of 6m any 
head frame shall be no greater than 6m at its widest point in Transport, Industrial, Commercial, or 
Rural Urban Fringe, or Rural Waimakariri Zones where two or more network operators utilise the 
same utility structure.   

   

3353.37  Two Degrees 
Mobile 
Limited 

Oppose 11.3.4.1 (P1)(3) Decision Sought:  

Amend 11.3.4.1 P1 3. to read: 

3. Any utility structure shall not be: 

... 

d. greater than 40m in height (excluding lightning rods) any head frame shall be no greater than 6m at 
its widest point in rural Waimakariri Zone where two or more network operators utilise the same 
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utility structure. 

... 

3353.38  Two Degrees 
Mobile 
Limited 

Oppose 11.3.4.1 (P1)(3) Decision Sought:  

Amend 11.3.4.1 P1 3. to read: 

3. Any utility structure shall not be: 

... 

e. greater than 20m in height (excluding lightning rods) and 1.0m in diameter above a height of 6m 
except for any head frame which shall be no greater than 6m at its widest point in any other zone.   

   

3353.39  Two Degrees 
Mobile 
Limited 

Oppose 11.3.4.1 Permitted 
activities - 
Communications 
facilities 

Decision Sought:  

Amend clarification (1)(c) under 11.3.4.1 P1: 

... 

c. on the same side of the road as land or sites that are identified as having visual amenity values by 
the District Plan.  For the purposes of this rule, this means any Outstanding Natural Feature, 
Outstanding Natural Landscape, Significant Feature, Significant Landscape, Important Ridgeline, or 
Area of Outstanding, Very High or High Natural Character; and 

... 

   

3353.40  Two Degrees 
Mobile 
Limited 

Oppose 11.4 Assessment 
Matters - Utilities 

Decision Sought:  

Amend 11.4 1.c. Assessment Matters - Utilities  

1. Heritage and natural environment 

... 
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c. The effects of the utility on protected trees, heritage items and settings, including those of 
significance to Tangata Whenua. 

... 

3353.41  Two Degrees 
Mobile 
Limited 

Oppose 11.4 Assessment 
Matters - Utilities 

Decision Sought:  

Amend 11.4 1.d. Assessment Matters - Utilities  

1. Heritage and natural environment 

... 

d. Any relevant assessment matters in Chapter 9, if any activity is proposed within an Outstanding 
Natural Landscape, Outstanding Natural Feature, Significant Feature or Significant Landscape, 
Important Ridgeline, Area of Outstanding, Very High or High Natural Character, Site of Ecological 
Significance, on the site of or within the dripline of a significant tree, on the site of or within 20m of a 
heritage item, or setting: any relevant assessment matters in Chapter 9.  

   

3353.41 FS5014.18 Transpower 
New Zealand 
Limited 

Support 11.4 Assessment 
Matters - Utilities 

OP 3353.41 Decision Sought: Transpower agrees that the assessment matters in 11.4.1 (d) required 
refinement to better achieve the Statement of Expectations by reducing repetition.  It is considered 
that assessment matter 11.4.1(d) is unnecessary given the content of 11.4.1(a).  

   

3353.41 FS5056.13 BP Oil Ltd, 
Mobil Oil NZ 
Ltd and Z 
Energy 

Support 11.4 Assessment 
Matters - Utilities 

OP 3353.41 Decision Sought: Deletion of clause d is supported as it is repetitive and creates potential 
confusion by cross-referencing back to Chapter 9.    

   

3353.43  Two Degrees 
Mobile 
Limited 

Support Chapter 11 
Utilities and 
Energy 

Decision Sought: Amend to integrate the provisions of Chapter 13 with other chapters, especially 
Chapter 11.  

   

3353.47  Two Degrees 
Mobile 
Limited 

Support Chapter 11 
Utilities and 
Energy 

Decision Sought: Delete the definitions and utility provisions of Chapter 13 and merge these with 
general definitions and Chapter 11 as appropriate.   

   

3353.64  Two Degrees 
Mobile 
Limited 

Support 13.13.1.2.1 (a) Decision Sought:  

Amend 13.13.1.2.1 to read: 
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Ensure that, where reasonably practicable, new or substantially upgraded utilities: 

a. do not result in a reduction in the values of outstanding natural landscapes, features and Sites of 
Ecological Significance; 

... 

3353.65  Two Degrees 
Mobile 
Limited 

Support 13.13.1.2.1 (b) Decision Sought:  

Amend 13.13.1.2.1 to read: 

Ensure that, where reasonably practicable, new or substantially upgraded utilities: 

... 

b. do not result in a significant reduction in the heritage value of heritage items or settings, or a 
reduction in the health, structural integrity or values of significant trees; 

... 

  

3353.67  Two Degrees 
Mobile 
Limited 

Support 13.13.1.2.1 (d) Decision Sought:  

Amend 13.13.1.2.1 to read: 

Ensure that, where reasonably practicable, new or substantially upgraded utilities: 

... 

d. avoid, remedy or mitigate the potential for adverse effects of large or noisy utilities, including wind 
turbines.  

  

3353.81  Two Degrees 
Mobile 
Limited 

Support 13.13.2.5.1 
Permitted 
Activities - 
Communications 
Facilities 

Decision Sought:  

Amend 13.13.2.5.1 P1 (a) to read: 
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a. Utilities shall not be located in a: 

i. Significant Feature, or 

ii. Site of Ecological Significance 

... 

3353.82  Two Degrees 
Mobile 
Limited 

Support 13.13.2.5.1 
Permitted 
Activities - 
Communications 
Facilities 

Decision Sought:  

Amend 13.13.2.5.1 P1 (b) to read: 

... 

b. Utilities shall not be located within: 

i. The dripline of a significant tree; 

ii. 20 m or a heritage item, unless located in a road reserve, or setting. 

... 

   

3408.14  Spark New 
Zealand 
Trading 
Limited 

Amend 11.1.2.1 (a) Decision Sought:  

Delete the words 'important ridgeline' as below: 

11.1.2.1  

1. To ensure that, where reasonably practicable, new or upgraded facilities: 

a. do not result in a reduction in the values of landscapes, features, important ridgelines, Sites of 
Ecological Significance and conservation reserves. 

   

3408.15  Spark New 
Zealand 
Trading 

Amend 11.1.2.1 (b) Decision Sought:     
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Limited 

Delete the words 'important ridgeline' as below: 

11.1.2.1  

b. do not result in a more than minor reduction in the heritage value of heritage items or settings , or 
a reduction in the health, structural integrity or values of significant trees 

3408.16  Spark New 
Zealand 
Trading 
Limited 

Amend Chapter 11 
Utilities and 
Energy 

Decision Sought:  

Insert: 

1. Rules in Zone Chapters 13-21) do not apply to utilities unless specified or referenced.  Rules in 
Chapters 5-12 do apply.  Chapter 5 (Natural Hazards) includes specific rules in relation to utilities in 
areas subject to hazards.  Where Chapter 9 (Natural and Cultural Heritage) includes specific rules that 
may apply to utilities and overlap Chapter 11 provisions, Chapter 11 rules prevail. 

   

3408.16 FS5030.31 Canterbury 
Earthquake 
Recovery 
Authority 
(CERA) 

Oppose Chapter 11 
Utilities and 
Energy 

OP 3408.16 Decision Sought: The provisions of Proposal 11 do not prevail over Proposal 9.     

3408.16 FS5049.80 Orion New 
Zealand 
Limited 

Support Chapter 11 
Utilities and 
Energy 

OP 3408.16 Decision Sought: Orion supports the submission insofar as it seeks to clarify the 
relationship between Chapter 9 and Chapter 11. Orion retains the position that all matters relating to 
utilities and Chapter 9 matter be located in a single chapter. Although its original submission sought 
that these matters be contained Chapter 9, it is not averse to the matters being located in Chapter 11 
as sought by the Utilities Group.  

   

3408.17  Spark New 
Zealand 
Trading 
Limited 

Amend 11.3.1.1 (P1)(1)(a) Decision Sought:  

Amend 11.3.1.1 (P1) to read: 

1.  Access tracks shall not be located within: 

a. an Outstanding Natural Landscape, unless any cut or fill is less than 0.5m and the area of 
earthworks is less than 100m² 
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3408.17 FS5049.98 Orion New 
Zealand 
Limited 

Support 11.3.1.1 (P1)(1)(a) OP 3408.17 Decision Sought: Orion supports the submission on Rule 11.3.1.1 P1 insofar as it sets the 
thresholds for earthworks associated with access tracks in the listed areas.  

   

3408.18  Spark New 
Zealand 
Trading 
Limited 

Amend 11.3.1.1 (P1)(1)(c) Decision Sought:  

Amend to read: 

c.  Significant Feature or Significant Landscape 

   

3408.18 FS5049.99 Orion New 
Zealand 
Limited 

Support 11.3.1.1 (P1)(1)(c) OP 3408.18 Decision Sought: Orion supports the submission on Rule 11.3.1.1 P1 insofar as it sets the 
thresholds for earthworks associated with access tracks in the listed areas.  

   

3408.19  Spark New 
Zealand 
Trading 
Limited 

Amend 11.3.1.1 (P1)(1)(d) Decision Sought:  

Amend to read: 

d. Important Ridgeline, unless any cut or fill is less than 0.5m and the area of earthworks is less than 
100m² 

   

3408.19 FS5049.10
0 

Orion New 
Zealand 
Limited 

Support 11.3.1.1 (P1)(1)(d) OP 3408.19 Decision Sought: Orion supports the submission on Rule 11.3.1.1 P1 insofar as it sets the 
thresholds for earthworks associated with access tracks in the listed areas.  

   

3408.20  Spark New 
Zealand 
Trading 
Limited 

Amend 11.3.1.1 (P1)(1)(e) Decision Sought:  

Amend to read: 

e. Area of Outstanding, Very High or High Natural Character, unless any cut or fill is less than 0.5m and 
the area of earthworks is less than 100m² 

   

3408.20 FS5049.10
1 

Orion New 
Zealand 
Limited 

Support 11.3.1.1 (P1)(1)(e) OP 3408.20 Decision Sought: Orion supports the submission on Rule 11.3.1.1 P1 insofar as it sets the 
thresholds for earthworks associated with access tracks in the listed areas.  

   

3408.21  Spark New 
Zealand 
Trading 
Limited 

Amend 11.3.1.1. (P1)(1)(f) Decision Sought:  

Amend to read: 
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f. a Site of Ecological Significance, unless located in road reserve 

3408.21 FS5049.10
2 

Orion New 
Zealand 
Limited 

Support 11.3.1.1. (P1)(1)(f) OP 3408.21 Decision Sought: Orion supports the submission on Rule 11.3.1.1 P1 insofar as it sets the 
thresholds for earthworks associated with access tracks in the listed areas.  

   

3408.22  Spark New 
Zealand 
Trading 
Limited 

Amend 11.3.1.1 (P1)(1)(h) Decision Sought:  

Amend to read: 

h. 30m of a heritage item, unless located in road reserve, or setting 

   

3408.22 FS5049.10
3 

Orion New 
Zealand 
Limited 

Support 11.3.1.1 (P1)(1)(h) OP 3408.22 Decision Sought: Orion supports the submission on Rule 11.3.1.1 P1 insofar as it sets the 
thresholds for earthworks associated with access tracks in the listed areas.  

   

3408.23  Spark New 
Zealand 
Trading 
Limited 

Amend 11.3.1.1 (P1) Decision Sought:  

Amend to read (P1) 

For the avoidance of doubt, no rules of Chapter 9 apply to new, upgraded or existing access tracks for 
utilities 

   

3408.23 FS5049.10
4 

Orion New 
Zealand 
Limited 

Support 11.3.1.1 (P1) OP 3408.23 Decision Sought: Orion supports the submission on Rule 11.3.1.1 P1 insofar as it sets the 
thresholds for earthworks associated with access tracks in the listed areas.  

   

3408.24  Spark New 
Zealand 
Trading 
Limited 

Amend 11.3.4.1 (P1)(1) Decision Sought:  

Amend 11.3.4.1 (P1) to read: 

1. Unless an upgrade of an existing utility that increases any dimension by less that 30% 

   

3408.25  Spark New 
Zealand 
Trading 
Limited 

Amend 11.3.4.1 (P1)(1)(c) Decision Sought:  

Amend 11.3.4.1 (P1) to read: 

c. Significant Feature or Significant Landscapes 

   

3408.26  Spark New 
Zealand 

Amend 11.3.4.1 (P1)(1)(e) Decision Sought:     
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Trading 
Limited Amend 11.3.4.1 (P1) to read: 

e. Area of Outstanding, Very High or High Natural Character 

3408.27  Spark New 
Zealand 
Trading 
Limited 

Amend 11.3.4.1 (P1)(1)(f) Decision Sought:  

Amend 11.3.4.1 (P1) to read: 

f. a Site of Ecological Significance, unless located in road reserve 

   

3408.28  Spark New 
Zealand 
Trading 
Limited 

Amend 11.3.4.1 (P1)(1)(h) Decision Sought:  

Amend 11.3.4.1 (P1) to read: 

h. 20m of a heritage item, or setting unless located in road reserves 

   

3408.29  Spark New 
Zealand 
Trading 
Limited 

Amend 11.3.4.1 (P1)(2) Decision Sought:  

Amend 11.3.4.1 (P1) to read: 

2. Unless located in road reserve, Utilities shall not be located within a buffer of 50m horizontal 
distance or 20m vertical distance, whichever is the lesser, from any of the areas or items identified at 
(1)(a) - (e).   

   

3408.30  Spark New 
Zealand 
Trading 
Limited 

Amend 11.3.4.1 Permitted 
activities - 
Communications 
facilities 

Decision Sought:  

Amend 11.3.4.1 (P1) to read: 

For the avoidance of doubt, no rules of Chapter 9 apply to new or upgraded free standing 
communications utilities 

   

3408.31  Spark New 
Zealand 
Trading 
Limited 

Amend 11.3.4.1 (P1)(3)(a) Decision Sought:  

Amend 11.3.4.1 (P1) to read: 

3. Any utility structure shall not be: 
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a. greater than 25m in height, (excluding lightning rods) and 1.0m in diameter, above a height of 
6m any head frame shall be no greater than 6m at tis widest point in Transport, SP (Port), Industrial, 
Commercial, or Rural Urban Fringe, or Rural Waimakariri Zones  

3408.32  Spark New 
Zealand 
Trading 
Limited 

Amend 11.3.4.1 (P1)(3) Decision Sought:  

Amend 11.3.4.1 (P1) to read: 

b. greater than 35m in height (excluding lightning rods) and any head frame shall be no greater the 6m 
at its widest point in Rural Waimakariri Zone; or 

   

3408.33  Spark New 
Zealand 
Trading 
Limited 

Not 
Stated 

11.3.4.1 (P1)(3)(c) Decision Sought:  

Amend 11.3.4.1 (P1) to read: 

c. greater than 30m in height (excluding lightning rods) in 1m in diameter above a height of 6m any 
head frame shall be no greater than 6m at its widest point  in Transport, Industrial, 
Commercial, or Rural Urban Fringe, or Waimakariri Zones where two or more network operators 
utilise the same utility structure 

   

3408.34  Spark New 
Zealand 
Trading 
Limited 

Amend 11.3.4.1 (P1)(3) Decision Sought:  

Amend 11.3.4.1 (P1) to read: 

d. greater than 40m in height (excluding lightning rods) any head frame shall be no greater than 6m at 
its widest point in Rural Waimakariri Zone where two or more network operators utilise the same 
utility structure. 

   

3408.35  Spark New 
Zealand 
Trading 
Limited 

Amend 11.3.4.1 (P1)(3)(c) Decision Sought:  

Amend 11.3.4.1 (P1) to read: 

e. greater than 20m in height excluding lightning rods) and 1.0m in diameter above a height of 
6m except for any head frame which shall be no greater than 6m at its widest point in any other Zone. 

   

3408.36  Spark New 
Zealand 
Trading 

Amend 11.3.4.1 (P1)(c) Decision Sought:     
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Limited 

Amend 11.3.4.1 (P1) to read: 

For the purposes of this rule, this means any Outstanding Natural Feature, Outstanding Natural 
Landscape, Significant Feature, Significant Landscape, Important Ridgeline, or Area of Outstanding, 
Very High or High Natural Character 

3408.37  Spark New 
Zealand 
Trading 
Limited 

Amend 11.4 (1)(c) Decision Sought:  

Amend 11.4  Assessment Matters - Utilities 

1 Heritage and natural environment 

c. The effects of the utility on protected trees, heritage items and settings, including those of 
significance to Tangata Whenua. 

   

3408.38  Spark New 
Zealand 
Trading 
Limited 

Amend 11.4 (1)(d) Decision Sought:  

Amend 11.4 Assessment Matters - Utilities  

Heritage and natural environment 

d. Any relevant assessment matters in Chapter 9, if any activity is proposed within an Outstanding 
Natural Landscape, Outstanding Natural Feature, Significant Feature or Significant Landscape, 
Important Ridgeline, Area of Outstanding, Very High or High Natural Character, Site of Ecological 
Singificance, on the site of or within the dripline of a significant tree, on the site of or within 20m of a 
heritage item, or setting; any relevant assessment matters in Chapter 9 

   

3408.38 FS5014.17 Transpower 
New Zealand 
Limited 

Support 11.4 (1)(d) OP 3408.38 Decision Sought: Transpower agrees that the assessment matters in 11.4.1 (d) required 
refinement to better achieve the Statement of Expectations by reducing repetition.  It is considered 
that assessment matter 11.4.1(d) is unnecessary given the content of 11.4.1(a).  

   

3408.40  Spark New 
Zealand 
Trading 
Limited 

Amend Chapter 11 
Utilities and 
Energy 

Decision Sought: Amend to integrate the provisions of Chapter 13 with other chapters, especially 
Chapter 11.  

   

3408.44  Spark New Amend Chapter 11 Decision Sought: Delete the definitions and utility provisions of Chapter 13 and merge these with    
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Zealand 
Trading 
Limited 

Utilities and 
Energy 

general definitions and Chapter 11 as appropriate.  

3408.61  Spark New 
Zealand 
Trading 
Limited 

Amend 13.13.1.2.1 (a) Decision Sought:  

Amend to read: 

a. do not result in a reduction in the values of outstanding natural landscapes, features and Sites of 
Ecological Significance. 

  

3408.62  Spark New 
Zealand 
Trading 
Limited 

Amend 13.13.1.2.1 (b) Decision Sought:  

Amend to read: 

b. do not result in a significant reduction in the heritage value of heritage items or settings, or a 
reduction in the health, structural integrity or values of significant trees 

  

3408.63  Spark New 
Zealand 
Trading 
Limited 

Amend 13.13.1.2.1 (c) Decision Sought:  

Amend to read: 

c. are located and designed in a way which minimises adverse effects, having regard to their economic 
benefits and technical and operational needs, and the benefits of colocation:  

  

3408.78  Spark New 
Zealand 
Trading 
Limited 

Amend 13.13.2.5.1 
(P1)(a)(i) 

Decision Sought:  

Amend to read: 

a. Utilities shall not be located in a: 

i. Significant Feature; or 

   

3408.79  Spark New 
Zealand 
Trading 
Limited 

Amend 13.13.2.5.1 
(P1)(a)(ii) 

Decision Sought:  

Amend to read: 

ii. Site of Ecological Significance 
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3408.8  Spark New 
Zealand 
Trading 
Limited 

Amend Chapter 11 
Utilities and 
Energy 

Decision Sought: Include within Chapters 9 and 11 a clear statement that if a matter is dealt with in 
Chapter 11, the rules of Chapter 11 prevail.  

   

3408.8 FS5049.26 Orion New 
Zealand 
Limited 

Support Chapter 11 
Utilities and 
Energy 

OP 3408.8 Decision Sought:  

Orion supports the submissions insofar as they seek to clarify the relationship between Chapter 9 and 
Chapter 11.  

Orion retains the position that all matters relating to utilities and Chapter 9 matters be located in a 
single chapter. Although its original submission sought that these matters be contained in Chapter 9, it 
is not averse to the matters being located in Chapter 11, as sought by the Utilities Group. 

   

3408.80  Spark New 
Zealand 
Trading 
Limited 

Amend 13.13.2.5.1 
(P1)(b)(i) 

Decision Sought:  

Amend to read: 

b. Utilities shall not be located within: 

i. The dripline of a significant tree 

   

3408.81  Spark New 
Zealand 
Trading 
Limited 

Amend 13.13.2.5.1(P1)(b)(
iii) 

Decision Sought:  

Amend to read: 

b. ii. 30m or a heritage item, unless located in road reserve or setting 

   

3494.31  Transpower 
New Zealand 
Limited 

Support 11.1.2.1 (a) Decision Sought:  

Amend Policy 11.1.2.1 (a) as follows: 

"a. do not result in a significant reduction in the values of outstanding natural landscapes and 
features: site of ecological significance and areas of outstanding or at least high natural character, 
features, important ridgelines, Sites of Ecological Significance and conservation reserves; 

   

3494.31 FS5049.96 Orion New 
Zealand 

Support 11.1.2.1 (a) OP 3494.31 Decision Sought: Orion supports the amendments to Policy 11.1.2.1.     
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Limited 

3494.32  Transpower 
New Zealand 
Limited 

Support 11.1.2.1 (b) Decision Sought:  

Amend Policy 11.1.2.1 (b) as follows: 

b. do not result in a significant reduction in the heritage value of heritage items or settings, or a 
reduction in the health, structural integrity or values of significant trees." 

   

3494.32 FS5049.97 Orion New 
Zealand 
Limited 

Support 11.1.2.1 (b) OP 3494.32 Decision Sought: Orion supports the amendments to Policy 11.1.2.1.     

3494.33  Transpower 
New Zealand 
Limited 

Support 11.2 Application of 
these rules 

Decision Sought:  

Amend 11.2 as follows: 

"1. Rules in Zone chapters (13-21) do not apply to utilities unless specified or reference. Rules in 
Chapters 5-12 do apply, with the exception of Chapter 9 that does not apply unless otherwise 
specified. ..." 

   

3494.33 FS5049.85 Orion New 
Zealand 
Limited 

Support 11.2 Application of 
these rules 

OP 3494.33 Decision Sought: Orion supports the submission insofar as it seeks to clarify the 
relationship between Chapter 9 and Chapter 11. Orion retains the position that all matters relating to 
utilities and Chapter 9 matters be located in a single chapter. Although its original submission sought 
that these matters be contained in Chapter 9, it is not averse to the matters being located in Chapter 
11 as sought by Transpower.  

   

3494.34  Transpower 
New Zealand 
Limited 

Support 11.3.1.1 (P1) Decision Sought: Amend Rule 11.3.1.1(P1) to ensure that the rule is consistent with the approach 
taken to access for other activities in Proposal 9.  

   

3494.34 FS5049.86 Orion New 
Zealand 
Limited 

Support 11.3.1.1 (P1) OP 3494.34 Decision Sought: Orion supports the submission insofar as it seeks to clarify the 
relationship between Chapter 9 and Chapter 11. Orion retains the position that all matters relating to 
utilities and Chapter 9 matters be located in a single chapter. Although its original submission sought 
that these matters be contained in Chapter 9, it is not averse to the matters being located in Chapter 
11 as sought by Transpower.  

   

3494.35  Transpower 
New Zealand 
Limited 

Oppose 11.3.2.1 Permitted 
activities - 
Electricity 
transmission and 

Decision Sought: Amend Rule 11.3.2.1(P1) in a manner that is consistent with the relief sought by 
Transpower in its Stage 2 submission (Standard 1) and by deleting Standard 2. As a consequence, 
amend the associated Assessment Matters in 11.4.  
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distribution 

3494.38  Transpower 
New Zealand 
Limited 

Support Chapter 11 
Utilities and 
Energy 

Decision Sought: Amend the planning maps to clearly identify (and distinguish) the National Grid 
transmission lines, including their correct voltages.  

   

3556.15  Vodafone 
New Zealand 
Limited 

Oppose 11.1.2.1 (a) Decision Sought:  

Delete the words'important ridgeline' as below: 

11.1.2.1 Policy: Adverse effects from utilities 

1. To ensure that, where reasonably practicable, new or upgraded utilities: 

  a. do not result in a reduction in the values of landscapes, features, important ridgelines, 
Sites of Ecological Significance and conservation reserves; 

  

   

3556.16  Vodafone 
New Zealand 
Limited 

Oppose 11.1.2.1 (b) Decision Sought:  

Delete the words 'important ridgeline' as below: 

11.1.2.1 Policy: Adverse effects from utilities 

1. To ensure that, where reasonably practicable, new or upgraded utilities: 

  

  b. do not result in a more than minor reduction in the heritage value of heritage items or 
settings, or a reduction in the health, structural integrity or vales of significant trees; 

  

   

3556.17  Vodafone 
New Zealand 
Limited 

Amend 11.2 Application of 
these rules 

Decision Sought:     
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Insert: 

1. Rules in Zone chapters (13-21) do not apply to utilities unless specified or referenced. Rules in 
Chapter 5-12 do apply. Chapter 5 (Natural hazards) includes specific rules in relation to utilities in 
areas subject to hazards. Where Chapter 9 (Natural and Cultural Heritage) includes specific rules that 
may apply to utilities and overlap Chapter 11 provisions, Chapter 11 rules prevail. 

  

3556.18  Vodafone 
New Zealand 
Limited 

Amend 11.3.1.1 (P1)(1)(a) Decision Sought:  

Amend 11.3.1.1 (P1) to read: 

1. Access tracks shall not be located within: 

  a. an Outstanding Natural Landscape, unless any cut or fill is less than 0.5m and the area of 
earthworks is less than 100m2; 

    

   

3556.18 FS5049.11
9 

Orion New 
Zealand 
Limited 

Support 11.3.1.1 (P1)(1)(a) OP 3556.18 Decision Sought: Orion supports the submission on Rule 11.3.1.1 P1 insofar as it sets the 
thresholds for earthworks associated with access tracks in the listed areas.  

   

3556.19  Vodafone 
New Zealand 
Limited 

Amend 11.3.1.1 (P1)(1)(c) Decision Sought:  

Amend 11.3.1.1 (P1) to read: 

1. Access tracks shall not be located within: 

    

 c. Significant Feature or Significant Landscape; 
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3556.19 FS5049.12
0 

Orion New 
Zealand 
Limited 

Support 11.3.1.1 (P1)(1)(c) OP 3556.19 Decision Sought: Orion supports the submission on Rule 11.3.1.1 P1 insofar as it sets the 
thresholds for earthworks associated with access tracks in the listed areas.  

   

3556.20  Vodafone 
New Zealand 
Limited 

Amend 11.3.1.1 (P1)(1)(d) Decision Sought:  

Amend 11.3.1.1 (P1) to read: 

1. Access tracks shall not be located within: 

   d. Important Ridgeline, unless my cut or fill is less than 0.5m and the area of earthworks is 
less than 100m2; 

  

   

3556.20 FS5049.12
1 

Orion New 
Zealand 
Limited 

Support 11.3.1.1 (P1)(1)(d) OP 3556.20 Decision Sought: Orion supports the submission on Rule 11.3.1.1 P1 insofar as it sets the 
thresholds for earthworks associated with access tracks in the listed areas.  

   

3556.21  Vodafone 
New Zealand 
Limited 

Not 
Stated 

11.3.1.1 (P1)(1)(e) Decision Sought:  

Amend 11.3.1.1 (P1) to read: 

1. Access tracks shall not be located within: 

  e. Area of Outstanding, Very High or High Natural Character, unless any cut or fill is less than 
0.5m and the area of earthworks is less than 100m2; 

   

   

3556.21 FS5049.12
2 

Orion New 
Zealand 
Limited 

Support 11.3.1.1 (P1)(1)(e) OP 3556.21 Decision Sought: Orion supports the submission on Rule 11.3.1.1 P1 insofar as it sets the 
thresholds for earthworks associated with access tracks in the listed areas.  

   

3556.22  Vodafone 
New Zealand 
Limited 

Amend 11.3.1.1. (P1)(1)(f) Decision Sought:  

Amend 11.3.1.1 (P1) to read: 
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1. Access tracks shall not be located within: 

 f. a Site of Ecological Significance, unless located in road reserve; 

  

3556.22 FS5049.12
3 

Orion New 
Zealand 
Limited 

Support 11.3.1.1. (P1)(1)(f) OP 3556.22 Decision Sought: Orion supports the submission on Rule 11.3.1.1 P1 insofar as it sets the 
thresholds for earthworks associated with access tracks in the listed areas.  

   

3556.23  Vodafone 
New Zealand 
Limited 

Amend 11.3.1.1 (P1)(1)(h) Decision Sought:  

Amend 11.3.1.1 (P1) to read: 

1. Access tracks shall not be located within: 

    h. 20m of a heritage item, unless located in road reserve, or setting. 

   

3556.23 FS5049.12
4 

Orion New 
Zealand 
Limited 

Support 11.3.1.1 (P1)(1)(h) OP 3556.23 Decision Sought: Orion supports the submission on Rule 11.3.1.1 P1 insofar as it sets the 
thresholds for earthworks associated with access tracks in the listed areas.  

   

3556.24  Vodafone 
New Zealand 
Limited 

Amend 11.3.1.1 (P1) Decision Sought:  

Amend 11.3.1.1 (P1) to read: 

1. Access tracks shall not be located within: 

  a. an Outstanding Natural Landscape, unless any cut or fill is less than 0.5m and the area of 
earthworks is less than 100m2; 

  b. Outstanding Natural Feature: 

 c. Significant Feature or Significant Landscape; 

  d. Important Ridgeline, unless my cut or fill is less than 0.5m and the area of earthworks is 
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less than 100m2; 

  e. Area of Outstanding, Very High or High Natural Character, unless any cut or fill is less than 
0.5m and the area of earthworks is less than 100m2; 

 f. a Site of Ecological Significance, unless located in road reserve; 

  g. the dripline of a significant tree; or 

  h. 20m of a heritage item, unless located in road reserve, or setting. 

For the avoidance of doubt, no rules of Chapter 9 apply to new, upgraded or existing access tracks for 
utilities. 

3556.24 FS5049.12
5 

Orion New 
Zealand 
Limited 

Support 11.3.1.1 (P1) OP 3556.24 Decision Sought: Orion supports the submission on Rule 11.3.1.1 P1 insofar as it sets the 
thresholds for earthworks associated with access tracks in the listed areas.  

   

3556.25  Vodafone 
New Zealand 
Limited 

Amend 11.3.4.1 (P1)(1) Decision Sought:  

Amend 11.3.4.1 (P1) to read: 

1. Unless an upgrade fo an existing utility that increases any dimension by less than 30%, freestanding 
communicaitons utilities shall not be located in: 

  a. an Outstanding Natural Landscape; 

  b. Outstanding Natural Feature; 

  c. Significant Feature or Significant Landscape; 

  d. Important Ridgeline; 

  e. Area of Outstanding, Very High or High Natural Character; 
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  f. a Site of Ecological Significance, unless located in road reserve; 

  g. the dripline of a significant tree; or  

 h. 20m of a heritage item, or setting unless located in road reserve; 

  i. the Suburban Residential Conservation Zone. 

3556.26  Vodafone 
New Zealand 
Limited 

Amend 11.3.4.1 (P1)(1)(c) Decision Sought:  

Amend 11.3.4.1 (P1) to read: 

1. Unless an upgrade fo an existing utility that increases any dimension by less than 30%, freestanding 
communicaitons utilities shall not be located in: 

  a. an Outstanding Natural Landscape; 

  b. Outstanding Natural Feature; 

  c. Significant Feature or Significant Landscape; 

  

   

3556.27  Vodafone 
New Zealand 
Limited 

Amend 11.3.4.1 (P1)(1)(e) Decision Sought:  

Amend 11.3.4.1 (P1) to read: 

1. Unless an upgrade fo an existing utility that increases any dimension by less than 30%, freestanding 
communicaitons utilities shall not be located in: 

  e. Area of Outstanding, Very High or High Natural Character; 

  

   

3556.28  Vodafone 
New Zealand 

Not 
Stated 

11.3.4.1 (P1)(1)(f) Decision Sought:     
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Limited 

Amend 11.3.4.1 (P1) to read: 

1. Unless an upgrade fo an existing utility that increases any dimension by less than 30%, freestanding 
communicaitons utilities shall not be located in: 

  f. a Site of Ecological Significance, unless located in road reserve; 

  

3556.29  Vodafone 
New Zealand 
Limited 

Amend 11.3.4.1 (P1)(1)(h) Decision Sought:  

Amend 11.3.4.1 (P1) to read: 

1. Unless an upgrade fo an existing utility that increases any dimension by less than 30%, freestanding 
communicaitons utilities shall not be located in: 

 h. 20m of a heritage item, or setting unless located in road reserve; 

  

   

3556.30  Vodafone 
New Zealand 
Limited 

Amend 11.3.4.1 (P1)(2) Decision Sought:  

Amend 11.3.4.1 (P1) to read: 

2. Unless located in road reserve, Utilities shall not be located within a buffer of 50m horizontal 
distance or 20m vertical distance, whichever is the lesser, from any of the areas or items identified at 
(1)(a)-(e). 

For the avoidance of doubt, not rules of Chapter 9 apply to new or upgraded free standing 
communications utilities 

   

3556.31  Vodafone 
New Zealand 
Limited 

Amend 11.3.4.1 (P1)(1) Decision Sought:  

Amend 11.3.4.1 (P1) to read: 
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For the avoidance of doubt, not rules of Chapter 9 apply to new or upgraded free standing 
communications utilities 

3556.32  Vodafone 
New Zealand 
Limited 

Amend 11.3.4.1 (P1)(3) Decision Sought:  

Amend 11.3.4.1 (P1) to read: 

3. Any utility structure shall not be: 

  a. greater than 25m in height (excluding lightning rods) and 1.0m in diameter, above a height 
of 6m any head frame shall be no greater than 6m at its widest point in Transport, SP(Port), Industrial, 
Commercial, or Rural Urban Fringe, or Rural WaimakaririZones; or 

  

   

3556.33  Vodafone 
New Zealand 
Limited 

Amend 11.3.4.1 (P1)(3) Decision Sought:  

Amend 11.3.4.1 (P1) to read: 

3. Any utility structure shall not be: 

   b. greater than 35m in height (excluding lightning rods) and any head frame shal lbe no 
greater than 6m at its widest point in rural Waimakariri Zone; or 

    

   

3556.34  Vodafone 
New Zealand 
Limited 

Amend 11.3.4.1 (P1)(3) Decision Sought:  

Amend 11.3.4.1 (P1) to read: 

3. Any utility structure shall not be: 

   c. greater than 30m in height (excluding lightning rods) and 1 m in diameter above a height of 
6m any head frame shall be no greater than 6m at its widest point in Transport, Industrial, 
Commercial, or Rural Urban Fringe, or Rural Waimakariri Zones where two or more network operators 
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utilise the same utility structure. 

  

3556.35  Vodafone 
New Zealand 
Limited 

Amend 11.3.4.1 (P1)(3) Decision Sought:  

Amend 11.3.4.1 (P1) to read: 

3. Any utility structure shall not be:   

  d. greater than 40m in height (excluding lightning rods) any head frame shall be no greater 
than 6m at its widest point in Rural Waimakariri Zone where two or more network operators utilise 
the same utility structure. 

  

   

3556.36  Vodafone 
New Zealand 
Limited 

Amend 11.3.4.1 (P1)(3) Decision Sought:  

Amend 11.3.4.1 (P1) to read: 

3. Any utility structure shall not be: 

   e. greater than 20m in height (excluding lightning rods) and 1.0m in diameter above a height 
of 6m except for any head frame which shall be no greater than 6m at its widest point in any other 
Zone. 

   

3556.37  Vodafone 
New Zealand 
Limited 

Amend 11.3.4.1 (P1)(1)(c) Decision Sought:  

Amend Clarification: 

 c. on the same side of the road as land or sites that are identified as having visual amenity values by 
the District Plan. For the purposes of this rule, this means any Outstanding Natural Feature, 
Outstanding Natural Landscape, Significant Feature, Significant Landscape, Important Ridgeline, or 
Area of Outstanding, Very High or High Natural Character; and 

   

3556.38  Vodafone 
New Zealand 

Amend 11.4 (1)(c) Decision Sought:     
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Limited 

Amend 11.4 Assessment Matters - Utilities 

1. Heritage and natural environment 

c. The effects of the utiity on protected trees, heritage items and settings, including those of 
significance to Tangata Whenua. 

3556.39  Vodafone 
New Zealand 
Limited 

Amend 11.4 (1)(d) Decision Sought:  

Amend 11.4 Assessment Matters - Utilities 

1. Heritage and natural environment 

d. Any relevant assessment matters in Chapter 9, if any activity is proposed within an Outstanding 
Natural Landscape, Outstanding Natural Feature, Significant Feature or Significant Landscape, 
important Ridgeline, Area of Outstanding, Very High or High Natural Character, Site of Ecological 
Significance, on the site of or within the dripline of a significant tree, on the site of or within 20m of a 
heritage item, or setting: any relevant assessment matters in Chapter 9. 

   

3556.39 FS5014.19 Transpower 
New Zealand 
Limited 

Support 11.4 (1)(d) OP 3556.39 Decision Sought: Transpower agrees that the assessment matters in 11.4.1 (d) required 
refinement to better achieve the Statement of Expectations by reducing repetition.  It is considered 
that assessment matter 11.4.1(d) is unnecessary given the content of 11.4.1(a).  

   

3556.41  Vodafone 
New Zealand 
Limited 

Amend Chapter 11 
Utilities and 
Energy 

Decision Sought: Amend to integrate the provisions of Chapter 13 with other chapters, especially 
Chapter 11.  

   

3556.45  Vodafone 
New Zealand 
Limited 

Oppose Chapter 11 
Utilities and 
Energy 

Decision Sought: Delete the definitions and utility provisions of Chapter 13 and merge these with 
general definitions and Chapter 11 as appropriate.  

   

3556.62  Vodafone 
New Zealand 
Limited 

Amend 13.13.1.2.1 (a) Decision Sought:  

Amend to read: 

Ensure that, where reasonably practicable, new or substantially upgraded utilities: 
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a. do not result in a reduction in the values of outstanding natural landscapes, features and Sites of 
Ecological Significance; 

3556.63  Vodafone 
New Zealand 
Limited 

Amend 13.13.1.2.1 (b) Decision Sought:  

Amend to read: 

Ensure that, where reasonably practicable, new or substantially upgraded utilities: 

b. do not result in a significant reduction in the heritage value or heritage items or settings, or a 
reduction in a health, structural integrity or values of significant trees; 

  

3556.79  Vodafone 
New Zealand 
Limited 

Oppose 13.13.2.5.1 
(P1)(a)(i) 

Decision Sought:  

Amend to read: 

a. Utilities shall not be located in a: 

  i. Significant Feature; or 

  

   

3556.80  Vodafone 
New Zealand 
Limited 

Amend 13.13.2.5.1 
(P1)(a)(ii) 

Decision Sought:  

Amend to read: 

a. Utilities shall not be located in a: 

  ii. Site of Ecological Significance. 

   

3556.81  Vodafone 
New Zealand 
Limited 

Not 
Stated 

13.13.2.5.1 
(P1)(b)(i) 

Decision Sought:  

Amend to read: 

b. Utilities shall not be located in a: 

  i. The dripline of a significant tree; 
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3556.82  Vodafone 
New Zealand 
Limited 

Amend 13.13.2.5.1 
(P1)(b)(ii) 

Decision Sought:  

Amend to read: 

b. Utilities shall not be located in a: 

  ii. 20m or a heritage item, unless located in road reserve, or setting; 

   

3556.9  Vodafone 
New Zealand 
Limited 

Amend Chapter 11 
Utilities and 
Energy 

Decision Sought: Include within Chapter 9 and 11 a clear statement that if a matter is dealt with in 
Chapter 11, the rules of Chapter 11 prevail.  

   

3556.9 FS5049.52 Orion New 
Zealand 
Limited 

Support Chapter 11 
Utilities and 
Energy 

OP 3556.9 Decision Sought:  

Orion supports the submissions insofar as they seek to clarify the relationship between Chapter 9 and 
Chapter 11. 

Orion retains the position that all matters relating to utilities and Chapter 9 matters be located in a 
single chapter. Although its original submission sought that these matters be contained in Chapter 9, it 
is not averse to the matters being located in Chapter 11, as sought by the Utilities Group. 

   

3556.9 FS5049.84 Orion New 
Zealand 
Limited 

Support Chapter 11 
Utilities and 
Energy 

OP 3556.9 Decision Sought: Orion supports the submission insofar as it seeks to clarify the 
relationship between Chapter 9 and Chapter 11. Orion retains the position that all matters relating to 
utilities and Chapter 9 matter be located in a single chapter. Although its original submission sought 
that these matters be contained Chapter 9, it is not averse to the matters being located in Chapter 11 
as sought by the Utilities Group.  

   

3620.11  Rockgas 
Limited 

Amend 11.4 Assessment 
Matters - Utilities 

Decision Sought:  
Amend Rule 11.4.3 to include an additional assessment criterion to read "the importance and benefits 
to the community of being able to provide access tracks enable the maintenance, renewal and 
upgrading of critical infrastructure".  

   

3620.11 FS5014.22 Transpower 
New Zealand 
Limited 

Support 11.4 Assessment 
Matters - Utilities 

OP 3620.11 Decision Sought: Transpower supports this assessment matter and considers that the 
recognition of benefits in this manner is consistent with Objective 3.3.12 of the Strategic Directions 
decision.  

   

3620.12  Rockgas 
Limited 

Amend 11.3.1.2 Restricted 
discretionary 
activities - General 

Decision Sought:  
Amend Rule 11.3.1.2 to provide for activities listed as "RD1" to be processed without the need for 
written approvals or limited or public notification. 

    

3629.141  Canterbury Amend Chapter 11 Decision Sought:     
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Regional 
Council (CRC 

Utilities and 
Energy Amend as follows: 

 Insert a section into Chapter 1, Introduction, and to all chapters in a consistent location at the 
beginning of each chapter, to clarify for users the plan’s hierarchy, and which provisions take 
precedence, so far as the amendments are not inconsistent with the relief sought in this submission 

3629.17  Canterbury 
Regional 
Council (CRC 

Amend 11.3.1 Utilities and 
energy - General 

Decision Sought:  

Insert the following to 11.3.1:  

a.  The following activities are exempt from the rules in 11.3.1  

i. Marine navigational aids that are managed, operated or authorised by the Canterbury 
Regional Council pursuant to the Maritime Transport Act 1994 (as amended). 

   

3629.83  Canterbury 
Regional 
Council (CRC 

Amend 11.1.2.1 (a) Decision Sought:  

Amend 11.1.2.1  as follows: 

1. To ensure that, where reasonably practicable, new or upgraded utilities: 

a. do not result in a reduction in the values of outstanding natural landscapes, outstanding natural 
features, important ridgelines, Sites of Ecological Significance, and conservation reserves.  

   

3635.13  Chorus New 
Zealand 
Limited 

Amend 11.1.2.1 (b) Decision Sought: Amend as follows: 
b do not result in  a more than minor reduction in the heritage value of heritage items  or 
settings, or a reduction in the health, structural integrity or values of significant trees;  

   

3635.14  Chorus New 
Zealand 
Limited 

Amend 11.2 Application of 
these rules 

Decision Sought: Insert: 
1 Rules in Zone chapters (13 - 21) do not apply to utilities unless specified or referenced. Rules 
in chapter 5 - 12 do apply. Chapter 5 includes specific rules in relation to utilities in areas subject to 
hazards. Where chapter 9 includes specific rules that may apply to utilities and overlap chapter 11 
provisions. Chapter 11 rules prevail  

   

3635.14 FS5030.33 Canterbury 
Earthquake 

Oppose 11.2 Application of 
these rules 

OP 3635.14 Decision Sought: The provisions of Proposal 11 do not prevail over Proposal 9     
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Recovery 
Authority 
(CERA) 

3635.14 FS5049.81 Orion New 
Zealand 
Limited 

Support 11.2 Application of 
these rules 

OP 3635.14 Decision Sought: Orion supports the submission insofar as it seeks to clarify the 
relationship between Chapter 9 and Chapter 11. Orion retains the position that all matters relating to 
utilities and Chapter 9 matter be located in a single chapter. Although its original submission sought 
that these matters be contained Chapter 9, it is not averse to the matters being located in Chapter 11 
as sought by the Utilities Group.  

   

3635.15  Chorus New 
Zealand 
Limited 

Amend 11.3.1.1 (P1) Decision Sought:  

Amend to read: 
a. an outstanding natural landscape, unless any cut or fill is less than 0.5m and the area of 
earthworks is less than 100m2; 
b ... 
c Significant Feature or Significant Landscape; 
d Important ridgeline, unless any cut or fill is less than 0.5m and the area of earthworks is less 
than 100m2; 
e Area of outstanding, very high or high natural character, unless any cut or fill is less than 
0.5m and the area of earthworks is less than 100m2; 
f a site of ecological significance, unless located in road reserve; 
g ... 
h 20m of a heritage item unless located in road reserve, or setting 
For the avoidance of doubt, no rules of Chapter 9 apply to new, upgraded or existing access tracks for 
utilities 

   

3635.15 FS5049.10
5 

Orion New 
Zealand 
Limited 

Support 11.3.1.1 (P1) OP 3635.15 Decision Sought: Orion supports the submission on Rule 11.3.1.1 P1 insofar as it sets the 
thresholds for earthworks associated with access tracks in the listed areas.  

   

3635.16  Chorus New 
Zealand 
Limited 

Amend 11.3.4.1 (P1)(1) Decision Sought: Amend to read: 
1 Unless an upgrade of an existing utility that increases any dimension by less than 
30%, freestanding communications utilities shall not be located in: 
 a ... 
 b ... 
  c Sigificant Feature or Significant Landscape; 
 
 d ... 
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 e Area of outstanding, very high  or high natural character; 
 f a site of ecological significance, unless located in road reserve; 
 g ... 
 h 20m of a heritage item,  or setting  unless located in road reserve  

3635.17  Chorus New 
Zealand 
Limited 

Amend 11.3.4.1 (P1)(2) Decision Sought: Amend to read: 
2 Unless located in road reserve, Utilities shall not be located within a buffer of 50m horizontal 
distance or 20m vertical distance, whichever is the lesser, from any of the areas or items identified at 
(1)(a) - (e). For the avoidance of doubt, no rules of Chapter 9 apply to new or upgraded free standing 
communications utilities  

   

3635.18  Chorus New 
Zealand 
Limited 

Amend 11.3.4.1 (P1)(3) Decision Sought: Amend to read: 
a greater than 25m in height  (excluding lightning rods) and  1.0m in diameter, above a height 
of 6m any head frame shall be no greater than 6m at its widest point in Trasport, SP (Port), Industrial, 
Commercial,  or Rural Urban Fringe, or Rural Waimakariri Zones; or 
b  greater than 35m in height (excluding lightning rods) and any head frame shall be no greater 
than 6m at its widest point in Rural Waimakariri Zone; or 
 
c greater than 30m in height (exlcuding lightning rods) and  1m in diameter above a height of 
6m  any head frame shall be no greater than 6m at its widest point in Transport, Industrial, 
Commercial,  or Rural Urban Fringe, or Rural Waimakariri Zones where two or more network 
operators utilise the same utility structure. 
d greater than 40m in height (excluding lightning rods) any head frame shall be no greater than 
6m at its widest point in Rural Waimakariri Zone where two or more network operators utilise the 
same utility structure. 
 
e greater than 20m in height (excluding lightning rods) and 1.0m in diameter above a height of 
6m except for any head frame which shall be no greater than 6m at its widest point in any other Zone  

   

3635.19  Chorus New 
Zealand 
Limited 

Amend 11.3.4.1 (P1)(1)(c) Decision Sought: Amend clarification: 
c on the same side of the road as land or sites that are identified as having visual amenity 
values by the District Plan. For the purposes o this rule, this means any outstanding natural feature, 
outstanding natural  landscape, significant landscape, significant feature, important ridgeline, or area 
of outstanding, very high or high natural character; and  

   

3635.20  Chorus New 
Zealand 
Limited 

Amend 11.4 (1)(d) Decision Sought: Delete provision 11.4 (1)(d)     

3635.20 FS5014.20 Transpower Support 11.4 (1)(d) OP 3635.20 Decision Sought: Transpower agrees that the assessment matters in 11.4.1 (d) required    
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New Zealand 
Limited 

refinement to better achieve the Statement of Expectations by reducing repetition.  It is considered 
that assessment matter 11.4.1(d) is unnecessary given the content of 11.4.1(a).  

3635.22  Chorus New 
Zealand 
Limited 

Amend Chapter 11 
Utilities and 
Energy 

Decision Sought: Amend to integrate the provisions of Chapter 13 with other chapters, especially 
Chapter 11. Specifically, delete the definitions and utility provisions of Chapter 13 and merge these 
with general definitions and Chapter 11 as appropriate  

   

3635.39  Chorus New 
Zealand 
Limited 

Amend 13.13.1.2.1 Policy - 
Adverse Effects 

Decision Sought: Amend to read: 
a do not result in a reduction in the values of outstanding natural landscapes, features and 
sites of ecological significance; 
b do not result in a significant reduction in the heritage value of heritage items or settings, or a 
reduction in the health, structural integrity or values of significant trees; 
c are located and designed in a way which minimises adverse effects, having regard to their 
economic benefits and technical and operational needs, and the benefits of colocation; and 
d avoid, remedy or mitigate the potential for adverse effects of large or noisy utilities, 
including wind turbines  

  

3635.49  Chorus New 
Zealand 
Limited 

Amend 13.13.2.5.1 (P1) Decision Sought: Amend to read: 
a  Utilities shall not be located in a : 
 
i  Significant Feature; or 
 ii  Site of Ecological Significance 
b  Utilities shall not be located within: 
 i The  dripline of a significant tree; 
 ii 20m or a heritage item unless located in road reserve,  or setting 
c Any  utility structure shall not be: 
 i greater than 25m in  height (excluding lightning rods) and 1.0m in diameter above 
a  height of 6m  except for any head frame which shall be no greater than 6m at its widest point in 
Transport or Commercial Zones: or 
 ii greater than 30m in  height (excluding lightning rods) and 1m in diameter above 
a  height of 6m  except for any head frame which shall be no greater than 6m at its widest point in 
Central City Transport, Central City Business, Central City Mixed Use or Central City Commercial Local 
zones where two or more network operators utilise the same utility structure; 
 iii greater than 20m in height (excluding lightning rods) and 1.0m in diameter above 
a height of 6m except for any head frame which shall be no greater than 6m at its widest point in any 
other zone 
d 
 i Any dish antenna shall be less than 1.5m 1.8m in diameter; and 
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 ii Any other antenna shall not exceed a surface area of 1.5m2  

3635.8  Chorus New 
Zealand 
Limited 

Amend Chapter 11 
Utilities and 
Energy 

Decision Sought: Include within Chapters 9 and 11 a clear statement that if a matter is dealt with in 
Chapter 11, the rules of Chapter 11 prevail  

   

3635.8 FS5049.33 Orion New 
Zealand 
Limited 

Support Chapter 11 
Utilities and 
Energy 

OP 3635.8 Decision Sought:  

Orion supports the submissions insofar as they seek to clarify the relationship between Chapter 9 and 
Chapter 11. 

Orion retains the position that all matters relating to utilities and Chapter 9 matters be located in a 
single chapter. Although its original submission sought that these matters be contained in Chapter 9, it 
is not averse to the matters being located in Chapter 11, as sought by the Utilities Group. 

   

3636.12  BP Oil NZ Ltd, 
Mobil Oil NZ 
Ltd (Oil 
Companies) 
and Z Energy 
Ltd  

Amend Chapter 11 
Utilities and 
Energy 

Decision Sought:  
4.1A Ensure there is no duplication or confusion between provisions in Chapter  

11 and Chapter 9 as to the status of activities for utilities located in Natural and Cultural 
Heritage Areas. This could be achieved by making the following amendments:  

  

 

   

3636.12 FS5049.88 Orion New 
Zealand 
Limited 

Support Chapter 11 
Utilities and 
Energy 

OP 3636.12 Decision Sought: Orion supports the submission insofar as it seeks to clarify the 
relationship between Chapter 9 and Chapter 11. Orion retains the position that all matters relating to 
utilities and Chapter 9 matters be located in a single chapter. Although its original submission sought 
that these matters be contained in Chapter 9, it is not averse to the matters being located in Chapter 
11 as sought by the Oil Companies.  

   

3636.14  BP Oil NZ Ltd, 
Mobil Oil NZ 
Ltd (Oil 
Companies) 
and Z Energy 
Ltd  

Amend 11.2 (1) Decision Sought:  

Amend 11.2 Application of these rules as follows:   

1. Rules in Zone chapters (13 – 21) do not apply to utilities unless specified or referenced. Rules in 
Chapters 5 – 8 and 10 – 12 do apply. Chapter 5 (Natural hazards) includes specific rules in relation to 
utilities in areas subject to hazards. Chapter 9 (Natural and Cultural Heritage) matters are addressed 
through Chapter 11 Utilities and Energy.    

   

3636.14 FS5049.89 Orion New Support 11.2 (1) OP 3636.14 Decision Sought: Orion supports the submission insofar as it seeks to clarify the    
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Zealand 
Limited 

relationship between Chapter 9 and Chapter 11. Orion retains the position that all matters relating to 
utilities and Chapter 9 matters be located in a single chapter. Although its original submission sought 
that these matters be contained in Chapter 9, it is not averse to the matters being located in Chapter 
11 as sought by the Oil Companies.  

3675.67  Historic Places 
Canterbury 
(HPC) 

Support 11.1 Objectives 
and Policies - 
Utilities and 
energy 

Decision Sought: Retain objectives and policies, rules and assessment matters which relate to 
heritage, outstanding natural features landscaped or natural character, ecological significance and 
significant trees.  

   

3675.68  Historic Places 
Canterbury 
(HPC) 

Support 11.2 Application of 
these rules 

Decision Sought: Retain objectives and policies, rules and assessment matters which relate to 
heritage, outstanding natural features landscaped or natural character, ecological significance and 
significant trees.  

   

3675.69  Historic Places 
Canterbury 
(HPC) 

Support 11.3 Rules Decision Sought: Retain objectives and policies, rules and assessment matters which relate to 
heritage, outstanding natural features landscaped or natural character, ecological significance and 
significant trees.  

   

3675.70  Historic Places 
Canterbury 
(HPC) 

Support 11.4 Assessment 
Matters - Utilities 

Decision Sought: Retain objectives and policies, rules and assessment matters which relate to 
heritage, outstanding natural features landscaped or natural character, ecological significance and 
significant trees.  

   

3689.14  Enable 
Networks 
Limited 

Oppose 11.1.2.1 (b) Decision Sought:  

Delete the words 'important ridgeline' as below (error - deletion not shown in submission?): 

11.1.2.1 Policy: Adverse effects from utilities 

1. To ensure that, where reasonably practicable, new or upgraded utilities: 

a. do not result in a reduction in the values of landscapes, features, important ridgelines, Sites of 
Ecological Significance and conservation reserves;  

b. do not result in a more than minor reduction in the heritage value of heritage items or settings, 
or a reduction in the health, structural integrity or values of significant trees; 

... 

   

3689.15  Enable 
Networks 

Amend 11.2 Application of 
these rules 

Decision Sought:     
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Limited 

Insert: 

1. Rules in Zone chapters (13-21) do not apply to utilities unless specified or referenced.  Rules in 
Chapters 5-12 do apply.  Chapter 5 (Natural hazards) includes specific rules in relation to utilities in 
areas subject to hazards.  Where Chapter 9 (Natural and Cultural Heritage) includes specific rules that 
may apply to utilities and overlap Chapter 11 provisions, Chapter 11 rules prevail.  

3689.16  Enable 
Networks 
Limited 

Amend 11.3.1.1 (P1)(1)(a) Decision Sought:  

Amend 11.3.1.1 P1 1.a to read: 

1. Access tracks shall not be located within: 

a. an Outstanding Natural Landscape, unless any cut or fill is less than 0.5m and the area of 
earthworks is less than 100m2; 

   

3689.16 FS5049.11
3 

Orion New 
Zealand 
Limited 

Support 11.3.1.1 (P1)(1)(a) OP 3689.16 Decision Sought: Orion supports the submission on Rule 11.3.1.1 P1 insofar as it sets the 
thresholds for earthworks associated with access tracks in the listed areas.  

   

3689.17  Enable 
Networks 
Limited 

Oppose 11.3.1.1 (P1)(1)(c) Decision Sought:  

Amend 11.3.1.1 P1 1.c to read: 

1. Access tracks shall not be located within: 

... 

c. Significant Feature or Significant Landscape; 

... 

   

3689.17 FS5049.11
4 

Orion New 
Zealand 
Limited 

Support 11.3.1.1 (P1)(1)(c) OP 3689.17 Decision Sought: Orion supports the submission on Rule 11.3.1.1 P1 insofar as it sets the 
thresholds for earthworks associated with access tracks in the listed areas.  

   

3689.18  Enable Oppose 11.3.1.1 (P1)(1)(d) Decision Sought:     
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Networks 
Limited Amend 11.3.1.1 P1 1.d to read: 

1. Access tracks shall not be located within: 

... 

d. Important Ridgeline, unless any cut of rill is less than 0.5m and the area of earthworks is less than 
100m2; 

3689.18 FS5049.11
5 

Orion New 
Zealand 
Limited 

Support 11.3.1.1 (P1)(1)(d) OP 3689.18 Decision Sought: Orion supports the submission on Rule 11.3.1.1 P1 insofar as it sets the 
thresholds for earthworks associated with access tracks in the listed areas.  

   

3689.19  Enable 
Networks 
Limited 

Oppose 11.3.1.1 (P1)(1)(e) Decision Sought:  

Amend 11.3.1.1 P1 1.e to read: 

1. Access tracks shall not be located within: 

... 

e. Area of Outstanding, Very High or High Natural Character, unless any cut or fill is less than 0.5m and 
the area of earthworks is less than 100m2; 

... 

   

3689.19 FS5049.11
6 

Orion New 
Zealand 
Limited 

Support 11.3.1.1 (P1)(1)(e) OP 3689.19 Decision Sought: Orion supports the submission on Rule 11.3.1.1 P1 insofar as it sets the 
thresholds for earthworks associated with access tracks in the listed areas.  

   

3689.20  Enable 
Networks 
Limited 

Oppose 11.3.1.1. (P1)(1)(f) Decision Sought:  

Amend 11.3.1.1 P1 1.f to read: 

1. Access tracks shall not be located within: 
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... 

f. a Site of Ecological Significance, unless located in road reserve; 

... 

3689.20 FS5049.11
7 

Orion New 
Zealand 
Limited 

Support 11.3.1.1. (P1)(1)(f) OP 3689.20 Decision Sought: Orion supports the submission on Rule 11.3.1.1 P1 insofar as it sets the 
thresholds for earthworks associated with access tracks in the listed areas.  

   

3689.21  Enable 
Networks 
Limited 

Amend 11.3.1.1 (P1)(1)(h) Decision Sought:  

Amend 11.3.1.1 P1 1.h to read: 

1. Access tracks shall not be located within: 

... 

h. 20 m of a heritage item, unless located in road reserve,  or setting. 

For the avoidance of doubt, no rules of Chapter 9 apply to new, upgraded or existing access tracks for 
utilities.  

   

3689.21 FS5049.11
8 

Orion New 
Zealand 
Limited 

Support 11.3.1.1 (P1)(1)(h) OP 3689.21 Decision Sought: Orion supports the submission on Rule 11.3.1.1 P1 insofar as it sets the 
thresholds for earthworks associated with access tracks in the listed areas.  

   

3689.22  Enable 
Networks 
Limited 

Oppose 11.3.4.1 (P1)(1) Decision Sought:  

Amend 11.3.4.1 P1 to read: 

1. Unless an upgrade of an existing utility that increases any dimension by less than 30%, freestanding 
communications utilities shall not be located in: 

... 

   

3689.23  Enable 
Networks 

Oppose 11.3.4.1 (P1)(1)(c) Decision Sought:     
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Limited 

Amend 11.3.4.1 P1 1.c. to read: 

... 

c. Significant Feature or Significant Landscape; 

... 

3689.24  Enable 
Networks 
Limited 

Oppose 11.3.4.1 (P1)(1)(e) Decision Sought:  

Amend 11.3.4.1 P1 1.e. to read: 

... 

e. Area of Outstanding, Very High or High Natural Character; 

... 

   

3689.25  Enable 
Networks 
Limited 

Oppose 11.3.4.1 (P1)(1)(f) Decision Sought:  

Amend 11.3.4.1 P1 1.f. to read: 

... 

f. a Site of Ecological Significance, unless located in road reserve; 

... 

   

3689.26  Enable 
Networks 
Limited 

Oppose 11.3.4.1 (P1)(1)(h) Decision Sought:  

Amend 11.3.4.1 P1 1.h. to read: 

... 
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h. 20m of a heritage item or setting, unless located in road reserve; 

... 

3689.27  Enable 
Networks 
Limited 

Oppose 11.3.4.1 (P1)(2) Decision Sought:  

Amend 11.3.4.1 P1 2. to read: 

2. Unless located in road reserve, Utilities shall not be located within a buffer of 50m horizontal 
distance or 20m vertical distance, whichever is the lesser, from any of the areas or items identified at 
(1)(a)-(e).  

For the avoidance of doubt, no rules of Chapter 9 apply to new or upgraded free standing 
communications utilities. 

   

3689.28  Enable 
Networks 
Limited 

Oppose 11.3.4.1 (P1)(3)(a) Decision Sought:  

Amend 11.3.4.1 P1 3.a. to read: 

3. Any utility structure shall not be: 

a. greater than 25m in height (excluding lightning rods) and 1.0m in diameter, above a height of 6m 
any head frame shall be no greater than 6m at its widest point in Transport, SP(Port), Industrial, 
Commercial, or Rural Urban Fringe, or Rural Waimakariri Zones; or 

... 

   

3689.29  Enable 
Networks 
Limited 

Oppose 11.3.4.1 (p1)(3)(b) Decision Sought:  

Amend 11.3.4.1 P1 3.b. to read: 

3. Any utility structure shall not be: 

... 

b. greater than 35m in height (excluding lightning rods) an any head frame shall be no greater than 6m 
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at its widest point in Rural Waimakariri Zone; or 

... 

 

3689.30  Enable 
Networks 
Limited 

Oppose 11.3.4.1 (P1)(3)(c) Decision Sought:  

Amend 11.3.4.1 P1 3.b. (now proposed as c) to read: 

3. Any utility structure shall not be: 

... 

c. greater than 30m in height (excluding lightning rods) and 1m in diameter above a height of 6m any 
head frame shall be no greater than 6m at its widest point in Transport, Industrial, Commercial, or 
Rural Urban Fringe, or Rural Waimakariri Zones where two or more network operators utilise the 
same utility structure.   

   

3689.31  Enable 
Networks 
Limited 

Oppose 11.3.4.1 (P1)(3) Decision Sought:  

Amend 11.3.4.1 P1 3. to read: 

3. Any utility structure shall not be: 

... 

d. greater than 40m in height (excluding lightning rods) any head frame shall be no greater than 6m at 
its widest point in rural Waimakariri Zone where two or more network operators utilise the same 
utility structure. 

   

3689.32  Enable 
Networks 
Limited 

Oppose 11.3.4.1 (P1)(3) Decision Sought:  

Amend 11.3.4.1 P1 3. to read: 
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3. Any utility structure shall not be: 

... 

e. greater than 20m in height (excluding lightning rods) and 1.0m in diameter above a height of 6m 
except for any head frame which shall be no greater than 6m at its widest point in any other zone.  

3689.33  Enable 
Networks 
Limited 

Oppose 11.3.4.1 (P1)(1)(c) Decision Sought:  

Amend clarification (1)(c) under 11.3.4.1 P1: 

... 

c. on the same side of the road as land or sites that are identified as having visual amenity values by 
the District Plan.  For the purposes of this rule, this means any Outstanding Natural Feature, 
Outstanding Natural Landscape, Significant Feature, Significant Landscape, Important Ridgeline, or 
Area of Outstanding, Very High or High Natural Character; and 

... 

   

3689.34  Enable 
Networks 
Limited 

Oppose 11.4 (1)(c) Decision Sought:  

Amend clarification (1)(c) under 11.3.4.1 P1: 

... 

c. on the same side of the road as land or sites that are identified as having visual amenity values by 
the District Plan.  For the purposes of this rule, this means any Outstanding Natural Feature, 
Outstanding Natural Landscape, Significant Feature, Significant Landscape, Important Ridgeline, or 
Area of Outstanding, Very High or High Natural Character; and 

... 

   

3689.35  Enable 
Networks 
Limited 

Oppose 11.4 (1)(d) Decision Sought:     
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Amend 11.4 1.d. Assessment Matters - Utilities  

1. Heritage and natural environment 

... 

d. Any relevant assessment matters in Chapter 9, if any activity is proposed within an Outstanding 
Natural Landscape, Outstanding Natural Feature, Significant Feature or Significant Landscape, 
Important Ridgeline, Area of Outstanding, Very High or High Natural Character, Site of Ecological 
Significance, on the site of or within the dripline of a significant tree, on the site of or within 20m of a 
heritage item, or setting: any relevant assessment matters in Chapter 9.  

3689.35 FS5014.21 Transpower 
New Zealand 
Limited 

Support 11.4 (1)(d) OP 3689.35 Decision Sought: Transpower agrees that the assessment matters in 11.4.1 (d) required 
refinement to better achieve the Statement of Expectations by reducing repetition.  It is considered 
that assessment matter 11.4.1(d) is unnecessary given the content of 11.4.1(a).  

   

3689.38  Enable 
Networks 
Limited 

Support Chapter 11 
Utilities and 
Energy 

Decision Sought: Amend to integrate the provisions of Chapter 13 with other chapters, especially 
Chapter 11. Specifically, delete the definitions and utility provisions of Chapter 13 and merge these 
with general definitions and Chapter 11 as appropriate.  

   

3689.40  Enable 
Networks 
Limited 

Support Chapter 11 
Utilities and 
Energy 

Decision Sought: Amend to be consistent with the relief sought in the Utilities Group submissions on 
Stage 2 and Stage 3 of the Christchurch City Plan Review.   

   

3689.57  Enable 
Networks 
Limited 

Support 13.13.1.2.1 (a) Decision Sought:  

Amend 13.13.1.2.1 to read: 

Ensure that, where reasonably practicable, new or substantially upgraded utilities: 

a. do not result in a reduction in the values of outstanding natural landscapes, features and Sites of 
Ecological Significance; 

... 

  

3689.58  Enable 
Networks 

Support 13.13.1.2.1 (b) Decision Sought:    
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Limited 

Amend 13.13.1.2.1 to read: 

Ensure that, where reasonably practicable, new or substantially upgraded utilities: 

... 

b. do not result in a significant reduction in the heritage value of heritage items or settings, or a 
reduction in the health, structural integrity or values of significant trees; 

... 

3689.72  Enable 
Networks 
Limited 

Support 13.13.2.5.1 (P1)(a) Decision Sought:  

Amend 13.13.2.5.1 P1 (a) to read: 

a. Utilities shall not be located in a: 

i. Significant Feature, or 

ii. Site of Ecological Significance 

... 

   

3689.73  Enable 
Networks 
Limited 

Support 13.13.2.5.1 (P1)(b) Decision Sought:  

Amend 13.13.2.5.1 P1 (b) to read: 

... 

b. Utilities shall not be located within: 

i. The dripline of a significant tree; 
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ii. 20 m or a heritage item, unless located in a road reserve, or setting. 

... 

3689.8  Enable 
Networks 
Limited 

Oppose Chapter 11 
Utilities and 
Energy 

Decision Sought: Include within Chapters 9 and 11 a clear statement that if a matter is dealt with in 
Chapter 11, the rules of Chapter 11 prevail.   

   

3689.8 FS5049.39 Orion New 
Zealand 
Limited 

Support Chapter 11 
Utilities and 
Energy 

OP 3689.8 Decision Sought:  

Orion supports the submissions insofar as they seek to clarify the relationship between Chapter 9 and 
Chapter 11. 

Orion retains the position that all matters relating to utilities and Chapter 9 matters be located in a 
single chapter. Although its original submission sought that these matters be contained in Chapter 9, it 
is not averse to the matters being located in Chapter 11, as sought by the Utilities Group. 

   

3689.8 FS5049.83 Orion New 
Zealand 
Limited 

Support Chapter 11 
Utilities and 
Energy 

OP 3689.8 Decision Sought: Orion supports the submission insofar as it seeks to clarify the 
relationship between Chapter 9 and Chapter 11. Orion retains the position that all matters relating to 
utilities and Chapter 9 matter be located in a single chapter. Although its original submission sought 
that these matters be contained Chapter 9, it is not averse to the matters being located in Chapter 11 
as sought by the Utilities Group.  

   

3689.9  Enable 
Networks 
Limited 

Not 
Stated 

11.3 Rules Decision Sought: Include within Chapters 9 and 11 a clear statement that if a matter is dealt with in 
Chapter 11, the rules of Chapter 11 prevail.   

   

3689.9 FS5049.40 Orion New 
Zealand 
Limited 

Support 11.3 Rules OP 3689.9 Decision Sought:  

Orion supports the submissions insofar as they seek to clarify the relationship between Chapter 9 and 
Chapter 11. 

Orion retains the position that all matters relating to utilities and Chapter 9 matters be located in a 
single chapter. Although its original submission sought that these matters be contained in Chapter 9, it 
is not averse to the matters being located in Chapter 11, as sought by the Utilities Group. 

   

3720.100  Orion New 
Zealand 
Limited 

Support 11.3.2.1 Permitted 
activities - 
Electricity 
transmission and 

Decision Sought: Relocate permitted activity standards Rule 11.3.2.1 P1 (1)(g) to Chapter 9.     
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distribution 

3720.100 FS5056.78 BP Oil Ltd, 
Mobil Oil NZ 
Ltd and Z 
Energy 

Oppose 11.3.2.1 Permitted 
activities - 
Electricity 
transmission and 
distribution 

OP 3720.100 Decision Sought: The intent of the submission is supported to the extent that it seeks to 
clarify the relationship between the utilities provisions and Chapter 9 matters.  The submission is 
opposed to the extent that the Oil Companies prefer the relief sought in their own submission, which 
is to consolidate ensure all provisions relating to utilities, including Chapter 9 matters, within Chapter 
11 Utilities.  It is considered more efficient to include all provisions applying to utilities in one stand-
alone chapter (Chapter 11) rather than separating some provisions (relating to natural and cultural 
heritage) into a different part of the plant (Chapter 9).  

   

3720.101  Orion New 
Zealand 
Limited 

Support 11.3.2.1 Permitted 
activities - 
Electricity 
transmission and 
distribution 

Decision Sought: Relocate permitted activity standards Rule 11.3.2.1 P1 (1)(h) to Chapter 9.     

3720.101 FS5056.79 BP Oil Ltd, 
Mobil Oil NZ 
Ltd and Z 
Energy 

Oppose 11.3.2.1 Permitted 
activities - 
Electricity 
transmission and 
distribution 

OP 3720.101 Decision Sought: The intent of the submission is supported to the extent that it seeks to 
clarify the relationship between the utilities provisions and Chapter 9 matters.  The submission is 
opposed to the extent that the Oil Companies prefer the relief sought in their own submission, which 
is to consolidate ensure all provisions relating to utilities, including Chapter 9 matters, within Chapter 
11 Utilities.  It is considered more efficient to include all provisions applying to utilities in one stand-
alone chapter (Chapter 11) rather than separating some provisions (relating to natural and cultural 
heritage) into a different part of the plant (Chapter 9).  

   

3720.103  Orion New 
Zealand 
Limited 

Support 11.3.2.1 Permitted 
activities - 
Electricity 
transmission and 
distribution 

Decision Sought: Relocate permitted activity standard Rule 11.3.2.1 P1 (2) to Chapter 9.     

3720.103 FS5056.81 BP Oil Ltd, 
Mobil Oil NZ 
Ltd and Z 
Energy 

Oppose 11.3.2.1 Permitted 
activities - 
Electricity 
transmission and 
distribution 

OP 3720.103 Decision Sought: The intent of the submission is supported to the extent that it seeks to 
clarify the relationship between the utilities provisions and Chapter 9 matters.  The submission is 
opposed to the extent that the Oil Companies prefer the relief sought in their own submission, which 
is to consolidate ensure all provisions relating to utilities, including Chapter 9 matters, within Chapter 
11 Utilities.  It is considered more efficient to include all provisions applying to utilities in one stand-
alone chapter (Chapter 11) rather than separating some provisions (relating to natural and cultural 
heritage) into a different part of the plant (Chapter 9).  

   

3720.105  Orion New 
Zealand 
Limited 

Support 11.3.2.1 Permitted 
activities - 
Electricity 

Decision Sought:     
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transmission and 
distribution Amend Rule 11.3.2.1 P1 (g) as follows: 

Utilities shall not be located within: 

(g) the dripline of a significant tree, except where the utility is underground. 

3720.105 FS5056.83 BP Oil Ltd, 
Mobil Oil NZ 
Ltd and Z 
Energy 

Oppose 11.3.2.1 Permitted 
activities - 
Electricity 
transmission and 
distribution 

OP 3720.105 Decision Sought: The intent of the submission is supported to the extent that it seeks to 
clarify the relationship between the utilities provisions and Chapter 9 matters.  The submission is 
opposed to the extent that the Oil Companies prefer the relief sought in their own submission, which 
is to consolidate ensure all provisions relating to utilities, including Chapter 9 matters, within Chapter 
11 Utilities.  It is considered more efficient to include all provisions applying to utilities in one stand-
alone chapter (Chapter 11) rather than separating some provisions (relating to natural and cultural 
heritage) into a different part of the plant (Chapter 9).  

   

3720.106  Orion New 
Zealand 
Limited 

Support 11.3.2.1 Permitted 
activities - 
Electricity 
transmission and 
distribution 

Decision Sought:  

Amend the principle of Rule 11.3.2.1 P1, clause (1)(h), as follows: 

Utilities shall not be located within: 

... 

(h) 20m of a heritage item, or setting. 

   

3720.106 FS5056.84 BP Oil Ltd, 
Mobil Oil NZ 
Ltd and Z 
Energy 

Oppose 11.3.2.1 Permitted 
activities - 
Electricity 
transmission and 
distribution 

OP 3720.106 Decision Sought: The intent of the submission is supported to the extent that it seeks to 
clarify the relationship between the utilities provisions and Chapter 9 matters.  The submission is 
opposed to the extent that the Oil Companies prefer the relief sought in their own submission, which 
is to consolidate ensure all provisions relating to utilities, including Chapter 9 matters, within Chapter 
11 Utilities.  It is considered more efficient to include all provisions applying to utilities in one stand-
alone chapter (Chapter 11) rather than separating some provisions (relating to natural and cultural 
heritage) into a different part of the plant (Chapter 9).  

   

3720.107  Orion New 
Zealand 
Limited 

Support 11.3.2.1 Permitted 
activities - 
Electricity 
transmission and 
distribution 

Decision Sought:  

Amend Rule 11.3.2.1 P1 clause 2 as follows: 
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1. Utilities shall not be located within a buffer of 10m 50m horizontal distance or 20m vertical 
distance, whichever is lesser, from any of the areas or items identified at (1)(a)-(e). 

3720.107 FS5056.85 BP Oil Ltd, 
Mobil Oil NZ 
Ltd and Z 
Energy 

Oppose 11.3.2.1 Permitted 
activities - 
Electricity 
transmission and 
distribution 

OP 3720.107 Decision Sought: The intent of the submission is supported to the extent that it seeks to 
clarify the relationship between the utilities provisions and Chapter 9 matters.  The submission is 
opposed to the extent that the Oil Companies prefer the relief sought in their own submission, which 
is to consolidate ensure all provisions relating to utilities, including Chapter 9 matters, within Chapter 
11 Utilities.  It is considered more efficient to include all provisions applying to utilities in one stand-
alone chapter (Chapter 11) rather than separating some provisions (relating to natural and cultural 
heritage) into a different part of the plant (Chapter 9).  

   

3720.108  Orion New 
Zealand 
Limited 

Support 11.4 Assessment 
Matters - Utilities 

Decision Sought: Retain Assessment Matters from 11.4(1).     

3720.108 FS5056.86 BP Oil Ltd, 
Mobil Oil NZ 
Ltd and Z 
Energy 

Oppose 11.4 Assessment 
Matters - Utilities 

OP 3720.108 Decision Sought: The intent of the submission is supported to the extent that it seeks to 
clarify the relationship between the utilities provisions and Chapter 9 matters.  The submission is 
opposed to the extent that the Oil Companies prefer the relief sought in their own submission, which 
is to consolidate ensure all provisions relating to utilities, including Chapter 9 matters, within Chapter 
11 Utilities.  It is considered more efficient to include all provisions applying to utilities in one stand-
alone chapter (Chapter 11) rather than separating some provisions (relating to natural and cultural 
heritage) into a different part of the plant (Chapter 9).  

   

3720.122  Orion New 
Zealand 
Limited 

Support 13.13.1.2.1 Policy - 
Adverse Effects 

Decision Sought:  

Retain Policy 13.13.1.2.1, and amend as follows: 

Ensure that, where reasonably practicable, new or substantially upgraded utilities: 

  

3720.123  Orion New 
Zealand 
Limited 

Support 13.13.1.2.1 (a) Decision Sought:  

Amend Policy 13.13.1.2.1 (a) as follows: 

... 

a. do not result in a significant reduction in the values of Significant Features or Landscapes and 
Features and Sites of Ecological Significance; 

  

3720.124  Orion New 
Zealand 

Support 13.13.1.2.1 (b) Decision Sought:    
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Limited 

Amend Policy 13.13.1.2.1 (b) as follows: 

... 

b. do not result in a significant reduction in the heritage value of heritage items or settings, or a 
significant reduction in the health, structural integrity or values of significant trees; 

3720.133  Orion New 
Zealand 
Limited 

Oppose 13.13.2.2.1 
Permitted 
Activities - General 

Decision Sought:  

Delete reference to Chapter 9 matter from the following rules, and insert them it into Chapter 9: 

Rule 13.13.2.2.1 P1 (a)(i) 

Consequential amendments to matters of discretion and rule references will also be required. 

  

3720.134  Orion New 
Zealand 
Limited 

Oppose 13.13.2.2.1 
Permitted 
Activities - General 

Decision Sought:  

Delete reference to Chapter 9 matter from the following rules, and insert them it into Chapter 9: 

Rule 13.13.2.2.1 P1 (a)(ii) 

Consequential amendments to matters of discretion and rule references will also be required. 

  

3720.135  Orion New 
Zealand 
Limited 

Oppose 13.13.2.2.1 
Permitted 
Activities - General 

Decision Sought:  

Delete reference to Chapter 9 matter from the following rules, and insert them it into Chapter 9: 

Rule 13.13.2.2.1 P1 (a)(iii) 

Consequential amendments to matters of discretion and rule references will also be required. 

  

3720.136  Orion New 
Zealand 
Limited 

Oppose 13.13.2.2.1 
Permitted 
Activities - General 

Decision Sought:  

Delete reference to Chapter 9 matter from the following rules, and insert them it into Chapter 9: 
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Rule 13.13.2.2.1 P1 (a)(iv) 

Consequential amendments to matters of discretion and rule references will also be required. 

3720.137  Orion New 
Zealand 
Limited 

Oppose 13.13.2.3.1 
Permitted 
Activities - 
Electricity 
Transmission and 
Distribution 

Decision Sought:  

Delete reference to Chapter 9 matter from the following rules, and insert them it into Chapter 9: 

Rule 13.13.2.3.1 P1 (a) 

Consequential amendments to matters of discretion and rule references will also be required. 

   

3720.138  Orion New 
Zealand 
Limited 

Oppose 13.13.2.3.1 
Permitted 
Activities - 
Electricity 
Transmission and 
Distribution 

Decision Sought:  

Delete reference to Chapter 9 matter from the following rules, and insert them it into Chapter 9: 

Rule 13.13.2.3.1 P1 (b) 

Consequential amendments to matters of discretion and rule references will also be required. 

   

3720.139  Orion New 
Zealand 
Limited 

Oppose 13.13.2.3.1 
Permitted 
Activities - 
Electricity 
Transmission and 
Distribution 

Decision Sought:  

Delete reference to Chapter 9 matter from the following rules, and insert them it into Chapter 9: 

Rule 13.13.2.3.1 P1 (c) 

Consequential amendments to matters of discretion and rule references will also be required. 

   

3720.145  Orion New 
Zealand 
Limited 

Support 13.13.2.3.1 
Permitted 
Activities - 
Electricity 
Transmission and 
Distribution 

Decision Sought: Retain Rule 13.13.2.3.1 P1, but delete permitted activity standard (a) and relocate 
these matters to Chapter 9.  

   

3720.146  Orion New 
Zealand 
Limited 

Support 13.13.2.3.1 
Permitted 
Activities - 

Decision Sought: Retain Rule 13.13.2.3.1 P1, but delete permitted activity standard (b) and relocate 
these matters to Chapter 9.  
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Electricity 
Transmission and 
Distribution 

3720.147  Orion New 
Zealand 
Limited 

Support 13.13.2.3.1 
Permitted 
Activities - 
Electricity 
Transmission and 
Distribution 

Decision Sought: Retain Rule 13.13.2.3.1 P1, but delete permitted activity standard (c) and relocate 
these matters to Chapter 9.  

   

3720.148  Orion New 
Zealand 
Limited 

Support 13.13.2.3.1 
Permitted 
Activities - 
Electricity 
Transmission and 
Distribution 

Decision Sought:  

Amend Rule 13.13.2.3.1 P1 (c)(i) as follows: 

(c) Utilities shall not be located within: 

(i) the dripline of a significant tree, except where the utility is underground. 

   

3720.149  Orion New 
Zealand 
Limited 

Support 13.13.2.3.1 
Permitted 
Activities - 
Electricity 
Transmission and 
Distribution 

Decision Sought:  

Amend the principle of Rule 13.13.2.3.1 P1 (c)(ii) as follows: 

(c) Utilities shall not be located within: 

... 

(ii) 20m of a heritage item, or setting. 

   

3720.174  Orion New 
Zealand 
Limited 

Not 
Stated 

Chapter 11 
Utilities and 
Energy 

Decision Sought:  

Seeks the inclusion of a suite of rules across all relevant zones and overlays which provide corridor 
protection for its strategic electricity distribution overhead lines. 

Corridor protection rules are sought in the relation the following chapters: 
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- Chapter 4 Pakakainga 

- Chapter 6 General Rules 

- Chapter 7 Transport 

- Chapter 8 Subdivision 

- Chapter 11 Utilities 

- Chapter 12 Hazardous Substances 

- Chapter 14 Residential 

- Chapter 15 Commercial 

- Chapter 16 Industrial 

- Chapter 17 Rural 

- Chapter 18 Open Space 

- Chapter 21 Specific Purpose 

3720.174 FS5000.5 Federated 
Farmers of 
New Zealand 

Oppose Chapter 11 
Utilities and 
Energy 

OP 3720.174 Decision Sought:  

The Government made a conscious decision, through the NPSET, to limit the requirement for corridors 
to Transpowefls National Grid assets.  

The NPS was specifically exclusive of distribution line assets.  

There is no requirement for buffer corridors for Orion's network. To extend corridors to distribution 
assets is also inconsistent with the RMA, which does not elevate electricity distribution above other 
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legitimate activities (such as farming) in the way proposed by Orion. 

The New Zealand Electrical Code of Practice 34:2001 (NZECP34:2001) provides adequate setback 
distances for distribution assets, which reflect the specifics of voltage/size of assets. We do not 
consider any additional protection beyond the NZECP34:2001 is required.  

We consider there are scope issues with what is being sought by the submitter.  

[continues] 

3720.174 FS5014.26 Transpower 
New Zealand 
Limited 

Support Chapter 11 
Utilities and 
Energy 

OP 3720.174 Decision Sought: On the basis that protective corridors are required for the National 
Grid under Policy 11 of the NPSET, Transpower retains an interest in the form and content of any 
protective corridor provisions for other electricity assets, if the hearings panel is of a mind to include 
them in the Replacement Plan.  

   

3720.174 FS5050.13 Horticulture 
NZ 

Oppose Chapter 11 
Utilities and 
Energy 

OP 3720.174 Decision Sought:  

The submitter is seeking, through Stage 3 submissions, to introduce a whole of plan provision to 
provide for an Electricity Distribution Line Corridor that traverses 12 chapters of the plan, which are 
not all part of Stage 3. It is inappropriate that a whole of plan submission is included in the specific 
Stage 3 provisions. 

Horticulture NZ opposes the electricity distribution line corridor sought by Orion. Land use activities 
adjacent to local distribution lines need to comply with NZECP34 which regulates activities adjacent to 
the lines. Additional protection through the district plan is therefore not required.  

   

3720.75  Orion New 
Zealand 
Limited 

Support 11.1.2.1 Policy: 
Adverse effects 
from utilities 

Decision Sought:  

Retain Policy 11.1.2.1, and amend as follows: 

1. To ensure that, where reasonably practicable, new or upgraded utilities:  

a. do not result in a reduction in the values of landscapes, features, important ridge lines, Site of 
Ecological Significant, and conservation reserves; 

b. do not result in a reduction in the heritage items or settings, or a reduction in the health, structural 
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integrity or values of significant trees; 

c. are localised and designed in a way that minimises adverse effects, having regard to their economic 
benefits and technical and operational needs; and 

d. avoid, remedy or mitigate the potential for adverse effects of noise from wind turbines. 

Ensure that, where reasonably practicable, new or upgraded utilities: 

a. do not result in a significant reduction in the values of Significant Features or Landscapes and Sites 
of Ecological Significance; 

b. do not result in a significant reduction in the heritage value of heritage items or settings, or a 
significant reduction in the health, structural integrity or values of significant trees; 

c. are located, designed and operated in a way which minimises adverse effects,; and  

d. avoid, remedy or mitigate the potential for adverse effects of noise from wind turbines, having 
regard to the benefits of utilities and their technical and operational needs. 

3720.75 FS5056.49 BP Oil Ltd, 
Mobil Oil NZ 
Ltd and Z 
Energy 

Oppose 11.1.2.1 Policy: 
Adverse effects 
from utilities 

OP 3720.75 Decision Sought:  

The intent of the submission is supported to the extent that it seeks to ensure clear and appropriate 
provision is made for network utilities in Outstanding Natural Features and Landscapes, Significant 
features and landscapes, Areas of Natural Character in the Coastal Environment, sites of ecological 
significance and in relation to significant trees and heritage items and that there is no duplication 
between Chapters 9 and 11. 

The submission is opposed to the extent that the Oil Companies prefer the relief sought in their own 
submission, which is to ensure all provisions relating to utilities are contained within Chapter 11 
Utilities, including in relation to natural and cultural heritage items. It is considered more efficient and 
effective to include all provisions applying to utilities in one stand-alone chapter (Chapter 11) rather 
than separating some provisions (relating to natural and cultural heritage) into a different part of the 
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plan (Chapter 9).  

  

3720.76  Orion New 
Zealand 
Limited 

Oppose 11.3.1.1 (P1) Decision Sought:  

Delete references to Chapter 9 matters from the following rule, and insert them into Chapter 9: 

- Rule 11.3.1.1 P1 

Consequential amendments to matters of discretion and rule references will also be required. 

   

3720.76 FS5030.34 Canterbury 
Earthquake 
Recovery 
Authority 
(CERA) 

Support 11.3.1.1 (P1) OP 3720.76 Decision Sought: Deleting reference to Proposal 9 matters in the General Utility Rules in 
Proposal 11 improves integration and ensures that these matters are addressed in a consistent 
manner throughout the Replacement Plan.  However in doing so cross-references are required to be 
inserted into the Replacement Plan to ensure that the values identified in Proposal 9 are taken into 
account when considering activities that are managed in Proposal 11.  

   

3720.76 FS5056.50 BP Oil Ltd, 
Mobil Oil NZ 
Ltd and Z 
Energy 

Oppose 11.3.1.1 (P1) OP 3720.76 Decision Sought:  

The intent of the submission is supported to the extent that it seeks to ensure clear and appropriate 
provision is made for network utilities in Outstanding Natural Features and Landscapes, Significant 
features and landscapes, Areas of Natural Character in the Coastal Environment, sites of ecological 
significance and in relation to significant trees and heritage items and that there is no duplication 
between Chapters 9 and 11. 

The submission is opposed to the extent that the Oil Companies prefer the relief sought in their own 
submission, which is to ensure all provisions relating to utilities are contained within Chapter 11 
Utilities, including in relation to natural and cultural heritage items. It is considered more efficient and 
effective to include all provisions applying to utilities in one stand-alone chapter (Chapter 11) rather 
than separating some provisions (relating to natural and cultural heritage) into a different part of the 
plan (Chapter 9).  

  

   

3720.76 FS5056.54 BP Oil Ltd, 
Mobil Oil NZ 
Ltd and Z 

Support 11.3.1.1 (P1) OP 3720.76 Decision Sought: The intent of the submission is supported to the extent that it seeks to 
clarify the relationship between the utilities provisions and Chapter 9 matters.  The submission is 
opposed to the extent that the Oil Companies prefer the relief sought in their own submission, which 
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Energy is to consolidate ensure all provisions relating to utilities, including Chapter 9 matters, within Chapter 
11 Utilities.  It is considered more efficient to include all provisions applying to utilities in one stand-
alone chapter (Chapter 11) rather than separating some provisions (relating to natural and cultural 
heritage) into a different part of the plant (Chapter 9).  

3720.77  Orion New 
Zealand 
Limited 

Oppose 11.3.1.1 Permitted 
activities - General 

Decision Sought:  

Delete references to Chapter 9 matters from the following rules, and insert them into Chapter 9: 

Rule 11.3.1.1 P2 (1) (a) 

Consequential amendments to matters of discretion and rule references will also be required. 

   

3720.77 FS5030.35 Canterbury 
Earthquake 
Recovery 
Authority 
(CERA) 

Support 11.3.1.1 Permitted 
activities - General 

OP 3720.77 Decision Sought: Deleting reference to Proposal 9 matters in the General Utility Rules in 
Proposal 11 improves integration and ensures that these matters are addressed in a consistent 
manner throughout the Replacement Plan.  However in doing so cross-references are required to be 
inserted into the Replacement Plan to ensure that the values identified in Proposal 9 are taken into 
account when considering activities that are managed in Proposal 11.  

   

3720.77 FS5056.51 BP Oil Ltd, 
Mobil Oil NZ 
Ltd and Z 
Energy 

Oppose 11.3.1.1 Permitted 
activities - General 

OP 3720.77 Decision Sought:  

The intent of the submission is supported to the extent that it seeks to ensure clear and appropriate 
provision is made for network utilities in Outstanding Natural Features and Landscapes, Significant 
features and landscapes, Areas of Natural Character in the Coastal Environment, sites of ecological 
significance and in relation to significant trees and heritage items and that there is no duplication 
between Chapters 9 and 11. 

The submission is opposed to the extent that the Oil Companies prefer the relief sought in their own 
submission, which is to ensure all provisions relating to utilities are contained within Chapter 11 
Utilities, including in relation to natural and cultural heritage items. It is considered more efficient and 
effective to include all provisions applying to utilities in one stand-alone chapter (Chapter 11) rather 
than separating some provisions (relating to natural and cultural heritage) into a different part of the 
plan (Chapter 9).  

  

   

3720.77 FS5056.55 BP Oil Ltd, 
Mobil Oil NZ 

Oppose 11.3.1.1 Permitted 
activities - General 

OP 3720.77 Decision Sought: The intent of the submission is supported to the extent that it seeks to 
clarify the relationship between the utilities provisions and Chapter 9 matters.  The submission is 
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Ltd and Z 
Energy 

opposed to the extent that the Oil Companies prefer the relief sought in their own submission, which 
is to consolidate ensure all provisions relating to utilities, including Chapter 9 matters, within Chapter 
11 Utilities.  It is considered more efficient to include all provisions applying to utilities in one stand-
alone chapter (Chapter 11) rather than separating some provisions (relating to natural and cultural 
heritage) into a different part of the plant (Chapter 9).  

3720.78  Orion New 
Zealand 
Limited 

Oppose 11.3.1.1 Permitted 
activities - General 

Decision Sought:  

Delete references to Chapter 9 matters from the following rule, and insert them into Chapter 9: 

Rule 11.3.1.1 P2 (1) (b) 

Consequential amendments to matters of discretion and rule references will also be required. 

   

3720.78 FS5030.36 Canterbury 
Earthquake 
Recovery 
Authority 
(CERA) 

Support 11.3.1.1 Permitted 
activities - General 

OP 3720.78 Decision Sought: Deleting reference to Proposal 9 matters in the General Utility Rules in 
Proposal 11 improves integration and ensures that these matters are addressed in a consistent 
manner throughout the Replacement Plan.  However in doing so cross-references are required to be 
inserted into the Replacement Plan to ensure that the values identified in Proposal 9 are taken into 
account when considering activities that are managed in Proposal 11.  

   

3720.78 FS5056.52 BP Oil Ltd, 
Mobil Oil NZ 
Ltd and Z 
Energy 

Oppose 11.3.1.1 Permitted 
activities - General 

OP 3720.78 Decision Sought:  

The intent of the submission is supported to the extent that it seeks to ensure clear and appropriate 
provision is made for network utilities in Outstanding Natural Features and Landscapes, Significant 
features and landscapes, Areas of Natural Character in the Coastal Environment, sites of ecological 
significance and in relation to significant trees and heritage items and that there is no duplication 
between Chapters 9 and 11. 

The submission is opposed to the extent that the Oil Companies prefer the relief sought in their own 
submission, which is to ensure all provisions relating to utilities are contained within Chapter 11 
Utilities, including in relation to natural and cultural heritage items. It is considered more efficient and 
effective to include all provisions applying to utilities in one stand-alone chapter (Chapter 11) rather 
than separating some provisions (relating to natural and cultural heritage) into a different part of the 
plan (Chapter 9).  

  

   

3720.78 FS5056.56 BP Oil Ltd, Oppose 11.3.1.1 Permitted OP 3720.78 Decision Sought: The intent of the submission is supported to the extent that it seeks to    
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Mobil Oil NZ 
Ltd and Z 
Energy 

activities - General clarify the relationship between the utilities provisions and Chapter 9 matters.  The submission is 
opposed to the extent that the Oil Companies prefer the relief sought in their own submission, which 
is to consolidate ensure all provisions relating to utilities, including Chapter 9 matters, within Chapter 
11 Utilities.  It is considered more efficient to include all provisions applying to utilities in one stand-
alone chapter (Chapter 11) rather than separating some provisions (relating to natural and cultural 
heritage) into a different part of the plant (Chapter 9).  

3720.79  Orion New 
Zealand 
Limited 

Oppose 11.3.1.1 Permitted 
activities - General 

Decision Sought:  

Delete references to Chapter 9 matters from the following rule, and insert them into Chapter 9: 

Rule 11.3.1.1 P2 (1) (c) 

Consequential amendments to matters of discretion and rule references will also be required. 

   

3720.79 FS5030.37 Canterbury 
Earthquake 
Recovery 
Authority 
(CERA) 

Support 11.3.1.1 Permitted 
activities - General 

OP 3720.79 Decision Sought: Deleting reference to Proposal 9 matters in the General Utility Rules in 
Proposal 11 improves integration and ensures that these matters are addressed in a consistent 
manner throughout the Replacement Plan.  However in doing so cross-references are required to be 
inserted into the Replacement Plan to ensure that the values identified in Proposal 9 are taken into 
account when considering activities that are managed in Proposal 11.  

   

3720.79 FS5056.53 BP Oil Ltd, 
Mobil Oil NZ 
Ltd and Z 
Energy 

Oppose 11.3.1.1 Permitted 
activities - General 

OP 3720.79 Decision Sought:  

The intent of the submission is supported to the extent that it seeks to ensure clear and appropriate 
provision is made for network utilities in Outstanding Natural Features and Landscapes, Significant 
features and landscapes, Areas of Natural Character in the Coastal Environment, sites of ecological 
significance and in relation to significant trees and heritage items and that there is no duplication 
between Chapters 9 and 11. 

The submission is opposed to the extent that the Oil Companies prefer the relief sought in their own 
submission, which is to ensure all provisions relating to utilities are contained within Chapter 11 
Utilities, including in relation to natural and cultural heritage items. It is considered more efficient and 
effective to include all provisions applying to utilities in one stand-alone chapter (Chapter 11) rather 
than separating some provisions (relating to natural and cultural heritage) into a different part of the 
plan (Chapter 9).  
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3720.79 FS5056.57 BP Oil Ltd, 
Mobil Oil NZ 
Ltd and Z 
Energy 

Oppose 11.3.1.1 Permitted 
activities - General 

OP 3720.79 Decision Sought: The intent of the submission is supported to the extent that it seeks to 
clarify the relationship between the utilities provisions and Chapter 9 matters.  The submission is 
opposed to the extent that the Oil Companies prefer the relief sought in their own submission, which 
is to consolidate ensure all provisions relating to utilities, including Chapter 9 matters, within Chapter 
11 Utilities.  It is considered more efficient to include all provisions applying to utilities in one stand-
alone chapter (Chapter 11) rather than separating some provisions (relating to natural and cultural 
heritage) into a different part of the plant (Chapter 9).  

   

3720.80  Orion New 
Zealand 
Limited 

Oppose 11.3.1.1 Permitted 
activities - General 

Decision Sought:  

Delete references to Chapter 9 matters from the following rule, and insert them into Chapter 9: 

Rule 11.3.1.1 P2 (1) (d) 

Consequential amendments to matters of discretion and rule references will also be required. 

   

3720.80 FS5030.38 Canterbury 
Earthquake 
Recovery 
Authority 
(CERA) 

Support 11.3.1.1 Permitted 
activities - General 

OP 3720.80 Decision Sought: Deleting reference to Proposal 9 matters in the General Utility Rules in 
Proposal 11 improves integration and ensures that these matters are addressed in a consistent 
manner throughout the Replacement Plan.  However in doing so cross-references are required to be 
inserted into the Replacement Plan to ensure that the values identified in Proposal 9 are taken into 
account when considering activities that are managed in Proposal 11.  

   

3720.80 FS5056.58 BP Oil Ltd, 
Mobil Oil NZ 
Ltd and Z 
Energy 

Oppose 11.3.1.1 Permitted 
activities - General 

OP 3720.80 Decision Sought: The intent of the submission is supported to the extent that it seeks to 
clarify the relationship between the utilities provisions and Chapter 9 matters.  The submission is 
opposed to the extent that the Oil Companies prefer the relief sought in their own submission, which 
is to consolidate ensure all provisions relating to utilities, including Chapter 9 matters, within Chapter 
11 Utilities.  It is considered more efficient to include all provisions applying to utilities in one stand-
alone chapter (Chapter 11) rather than separating some provisions (relating to natural and cultural 
heritage) into a different part of the plant (Chapter 9).  

   

3720.81  Orion New 
Zealand 
Limited 

Oppose 11.3.1.1 Permitted 
activities - General 

Decision Sought:  

Delete references to Chapter 9 matters from the following rule, and insert them into Chapter 9: 

Rule 11.3.1.1 P2 (1) (e) 

Consequential amendments to matters of discretion and rule references will also be required. 

   

3720.81 FS5030.39 Canterbury Support 11.3.1.1 Permitted OP 3720.81 Decision Sought: Deleting reference to Proposal 9 matters in the General Utility Rules in    
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Earthquake 
Recovery 
Authority 
(CERA) 

activities - General Proposal 11 improves integration and ensures that these matters are addressed in a consistent 
manner throughout the Replacement Plan.  However in doing so cross-references are required to be 
inserted into the Replacement Plan to ensure that the values identified in Proposal 9 are taken into 
account when considering activities that are managed in Proposal 11.  

3720.81 FS5056.59 BP Oil Ltd, 
Mobil Oil NZ 
Ltd and Z 
Energy 

Oppose 11.3.1.1 Permitted 
activities - General 

OP 3720.81 Decision Sought: The intent of the submission is supported to the extent that it seeks to 
clarify the relationship between the utilities provisions and Chapter 9 matters.  The submission is 
opposed to the extent that the Oil Companies prefer the relief sought in their own submission, which 
is to consolidate ensure all provisions relating to utilities, including Chapter 9 matters, within Chapter 
11 Utilities.  It is considered more efficient to include all provisions applying to utilities in one stand-
alone chapter (Chapter 11) rather than separating some provisions (relating to natural and cultural 
heritage) into a different part of the plant (Chapter 9).  

   

3720.82  Orion New 
Zealand 
Limited 

Oppose 11.3.1.1 Permitted 
activities - General 

Decision Sought:  

Delete references to Chapter 9 matters from the following rule, and insert them into Chapter 9: 

Rule 11.3.1.1 P2 (1) (f) 

Consequential amendments to matters of discretion and rule references will also be required. 

   

3720.82 FS5030.40 Canterbury 
Earthquake 
Recovery 
Authority 
(CERA) 

Support 11.3.1.1 Permitted 
activities - General 

OP 3720.82 Decision Sought: Deleting reference to Proposal 9 matters in the General Utility Rules in 
Proposal 11 improves integration and ensures that these matters are addressed in a consistent 
manner throughout the Replacement Plan.  However in doing so cross-references are required to be 
inserted into the Replacement Plan to ensure that the values identified in Proposal 9 are taken into 
account when considering activities that are managed in Proposal 11.  

   

3720.82 FS5056.60 BP Oil Ltd, 
Mobil Oil NZ 
Ltd and Z 
Energy 

Oppose 11.3.1.1 Permitted 
activities - General 

OP 3720.82 Decision Sought: The intent of the submission is supported to the extent that it seeks to 
clarify the relationship between the utilities provisions and Chapter 9 matters.  The submission is 
opposed to the extent that the Oil Companies prefer the relief sought in their own submission, which 
is to consolidate ensure all provisions relating to utilities, including Chapter 9 matters, within Chapter 
11 Utilities.  It is considered more efficient to include all provisions applying to utilities in one stand-
alone chapter (Chapter 11) rather than separating some provisions (relating to natural and cultural 
heritage) into a different part of the plant (Chapter 9).  

   

3720.83  Orion New 
Zealand 
Limited 

Oppose 11.3.1.1 Permitted 
activities - General 

Decision Sought:  

Delete references to Chapter 9 matters from the following rule, and insert them into Chapter 9: 
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Rule 11.3.1.1 P2 (1) (g) 

Consequential amendments to matters of discretion and rule references will also be required. 

3720.83 FS5030.41 Canterbury 
Earthquake 
Recovery 
Authority 
(CERA) 

Support 11.3.1.1 Permitted 
activities - General 

OP 3720.83 Decision Sought: Deleting reference to Proposal 9 matters in the General Utility Rules in 
Proposal 11 improves integration and ensures that these matters are addressed in a consistent 
manner throughout the Replacement Plan.  However in doing so cross-references are required to be 
inserted into the Replacement Plan to ensure that the values identified in Proposal 9 are taken into 
account when considering activities that are managed in Proposal 11.  

   

3720.83 FS5056.61 BP Oil Ltd, 
Mobil Oil NZ 
Ltd and Z 
Energy 

Oppose 11.3.1.1 Permitted 
activities - General 

OP 3720.83 Decision Sought: The intent of the submission is supported to the extent that it seeks to 
clarify the relationship between the utilities provisions and Chapter 9 matters.  The submission is 
opposed to the extent that the Oil Companies prefer the relief sought in their own submission, which 
is to consolidate ensure all provisions relating to utilities, including Chapter 9 matters, within Chapter 
11 Utilities.  It is considered more efficient to include all provisions applying to utilities in one stand-
alone chapter (Chapter 11) rather than separating some provisions (relating to natural and cultural 
heritage) into a different part of the plant (Chapter 9).  

   

3720.84  Orion New 
Zealand 
Limited 

Oppose 11.3.1.1 Permitted 
activities - General 

Decision Sought:  

Delete references to Chapter 9 matters from the following rule, and insert them into Chapter 9: 

Rule 11.3.1.1 P2 (1) (h) 

Consequential amendments to matters of discretion and rule references will also be required. 

   

3720.84 FS5030.42 Canterbury 
Earthquake 
Recovery 
Authority 
(CERA) 

Support 11.3.1.1 Permitted 
activities - General 

OP 3720.84 Decision Sought: Deleting reference to Proposal 9 matters in the General Utility Rules in 
Proposal 11 improves integration and ensures that these matters are addressed in a consistent 
manner throughout the Replacement Plan.  However in doing so cross-references are required to be 
inserted into the Replacement Plan to ensure that the values identified in Proposal 9 are taken into 
account when considering activities that are managed in Proposal 11.  

   

3720.84 FS5056.62 BP Oil Ltd, 
Mobil Oil NZ 
Ltd and Z 
Energy 

Oppose 11.3.1.1 Permitted 
activities - General 

OP 3720.84 Decision Sought: The intent of the submission is supported to the extent that it seeks to 
clarify the relationship between the utilities provisions and Chapter 9 matters.  The submission is 
opposed to the extent that the Oil Companies prefer the relief sought in their own submission, which 
is to consolidate ensure all provisions relating to utilities, including Chapter 9 matters, within Chapter 
11 Utilities.  It is considered more efficient to include all provisions applying to utilities in one stand-
alone chapter (Chapter 11) rather than separating some provisions (relating to natural and cultural 
heritage) into a different part of the plant (Chapter 9).  
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3720.86  Orion New 
Zealand 
Limited 

Oppose 11.3.2.1 Permitted 
activities - 
Electricity 
transmission and 
distribution 

Decision Sought:  

Delete references to Chapter 9 matters from the following rule, and insert them into Chapter 9: 

Rule 11.3.2.1 P1 (a) 

Consequential amendments to matters of discretion and rule references will also be required. 

   

3720.86 FS5030.44 Canterbury 
Earthquake 
Recovery 
Authority 
(CERA) 

Support 11.3.2.1 Permitted 
activities - 
Electricity 
transmission and 
distribution 

OP 3720.86 Decision Sought: Deleting reference to Proposal 9 matters in the General Utility Rules in 
Proposal 11 improves integration and ensures that these matters are addressed in a consistent 
manner throughout the Replacement Plan.  However in doing so cross-references are required to be 
inserted into the Replacement Plan to ensure that the values identified in Proposal 9 are taken into 
account when considering activities that are managed in Proposal 11.  

   

3720.86 FS5056.64 BP Oil Ltd, 
Mobil Oil NZ 
Ltd and Z 
Energy 

Oppose 11.3.2.1 Permitted 
activities - 
Electricity 
transmission and 
distribution 

OP 3720.86 Decision Sought: The intent of the submission is supported to the extent that it seeks to 
clarify the relationship between the utilities provisions and Chapter 9 matters.  The submission is 
opposed to the extent that the Oil Companies prefer the relief sought in their own submission, which 
is to consolidate ensure all provisions relating to utilities, including Chapter 9 matters, within Chapter 
11 Utilities.  It is considered more efficient to include all provisions applying to utilities in one stand-
alone chapter (Chapter 11) rather than separating some provisions (relating to natural and cultural 
heritage) into a different part of the plant (Chapter 9).  

   

3720.87  Orion New 
Zealand 
Limited 

Oppose 11.3.2.1 Permitted 
activities - 
Electricity 
transmission and 
distribution 

Decision Sought:  

Delete references to Chapter 9 matters from the following rule, and insert them into Chapter 9: 

Rule 11.3.2.1 P1 (2) 

Consequential amendments to matters of discretion and rule references will also be required. 

   

3720.87 FS5030.45 Canterbury 
Earthquake 
Recovery 
Authority 
(CERA) 

Support 11.3.2.1 Permitted 
activities - 
Electricity 
transmission and 
distribution 

OP 3720.87 Decision Sought: Deleting reference to Proposal 9 matters in the General Utility Rules in 
Proposal 11 improves integration and ensures that these matters are addressed in a consistent 
manner throughout the Replacement Plan.  However in doing so cross-references are required to be 
inserted into the Replacement Plan to ensure that the values identified in Proposal 9 are taken into 
account when considering activities that are managed in Proposal 11.  

   

3720.87 FS5056.65 BP Oil Ltd, 
Mobil Oil NZ 
Ltd and Z 

Oppose 11.3.2.1 Permitted 
activities - 
Electricity 

OP 3720.87 Decision Sought: The intent of the submission is supported to the extent that it seeks to 
clarify the relationship between the utilities provisions and Chapter 9 matters.  The submission is 
opposed to the extent that the Oil Companies prefer the relief sought in their own submission, which 
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Energy transmission and 
distribution 

is to consolidate ensure all provisions relating to utilities, including Chapter 9 matters, within Chapter 
11 Utilities.  It is considered more efficient to include all provisions applying to utilities in one stand-
alone chapter (Chapter 11) rather than separating some provisions (relating to natural and cultural 
heritage) into a different part of the plant (Chapter 9).  

3720.89  Orion New 
Zealand 
Limited 

Support 11.3.1.1 (P1) Decision Sought: Retain Rule 11.3.1.1 P1, but delete the permitted activity standards.     

3720.89 FS5056.67 BP Oil Ltd, 
Mobil Oil NZ 
Ltd and Z 
Energy 

Oppose 11.3.1.1 (P1) OP 3720.89 Decision Sought: The intent of the submission is supported to the extent that it seeks to 
clarify the relationship between the utilities provisions and Chapter 9 matters.  The submission is 
opposed to the extent that the Oil Companies prefer the relief sought in their own submission, which 
is to consolidate ensure all provisions relating to utilities, including Chapter 9 matters, within Chapter 
11 Utilities.  It is considered more efficient to include all provisions applying to utilities in one stand-
alone chapter (Chapter 11) rather than separating some provisions (relating to natural and cultural 
heritage) into a different part of the plant (Chapter 9).  

   

3720.91  Orion New 
Zealand 
Limited 

Support 11.3.1.1 (P1)(1)(h) Decision Sought:  

Amend the principle of clause (h), as follows: 

Access tracks shall not be located within: 

(h) 20m of a heritage item, or setting. 

   

3720.91 FS5056.69 BP Oil Ltd, 
Mobil Oil NZ 
Ltd and Z 
Energy 

Oppose 11.3.1.1 (P1)(1)(h) OP 3720.91 Decision Sought: The intent of the submission is supported to the extent that it seeks to 
clarify the relationship between the utilities provisions and Chapter 9 matters.  The submission is 
opposed to the extent that the Oil Companies prefer the relief sought in their own submission, which 
is to consolidate ensure all provisions relating to utilities, including Chapter 9 matters, within Chapter 
11 Utilities.  It is considered more efficient to include all provisions applying to utilities in one stand-
alone chapter (Chapter 11) rather than separating some provisions (relating to natural and cultural 
heritage) into a different part of the plant (Chapter 9).  

   

3720.93  Orion New 
Zealand 
Limited 

Support 11.3.2.1 Permitted 
activities - 
Electricity 
transmission and 
distribution 

Decision Sought: Retain Rule 11.3.2.1 P1.     

3720.93 FS5056.71 BP Oil Ltd, Oppose 11.3.2.1 Permitted OP 3720.93 Decision Sought: The intent of the submission is supported to the extent that it seeks to    
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Mobil Oil NZ 
Ltd and Z 
Energy 

activities - 
Electricity 
transmission and 
distribution 

clarify the relationship between the utilities provisions and Chapter 9 matters.  The submission is 
opposed to the extent that the Oil Companies prefer the relief sought in their own submission, which 
is to consolidate ensure all provisions relating to utilities, including Chapter 9 matters, within Chapter 
11 Utilities.  It is considered more efficient to include all provisions applying to utilities in one stand-
alone chapter (Chapter 11) rather than separating some provisions (relating to natural and cultural 
heritage) into a different part of the plant (Chapter 9).  

3720.94  Orion New 
Zealand 
Limited 

Support 11.3.2.1 Permitted 
activities - 
Electricity 
transmission and 
distribution 

Decision Sought: Relocate permitted activity standards Rule 11.3.2.1 P1 (1)(a) to Chapter 9.     

3720.94 FS5056.72 BP Oil Ltd, 
Mobil Oil NZ 
Ltd and Z 
Energy 

Oppose 11.3.2.1 Permitted 
activities - 
Electricity 
transmission and 
distribution 

OP 3720.94 Decision Sought: The intent of the submission is supported to the extent that it seeks to 
clarify the relationship between the utilities provisions and Chapter 9 matters.  The submission is 
opposed to the extent that the Oil Companies prefer the relief sought in their own submission, which 
is to consolidate ensure all provisions relating to utilities, including Chapter 9 matters, within Chapter 
11 Utilities.  It is considered more efficient to include all provisions applying to utilities in one stand-
alone chapter (Chapter 11) rather than separating some provisions (relating to natural and cultural 
heritage) into a different part of the plant (Chapter 9).  

   

3720.95  Orion New 
Zealand 
Limited 

Support 11.3.2.1 Permitted 
activities - 
Electricity 
transmission and 
distribution 

Decision Sought: Relocate permitted activity standards Rule 11.3.2.1 P1 (1)(b) to Chapter 9.     

3720.95 FS5056.73 BP Oil Ltd, 
Mobil Oil NZ 
Ltd and Z 
Energy 

Oppose 11.3.2.1 Permitted 
activities - 
Electricity 
transmission and 
distribution 

OP 3720.95 Decision Sought: The intent of the submission is supported to the extent that it seeks to 
clarify the relationship between the utilities provisions and Chapter 9 matters.  The submission is 
opposed to the extent that the Oil Companies prefer the relief sought in their own submission, which 
is to consolidate ensure all provisions relating to utilities, including Chapter 9 matters, within Chapter 
11 Utilities.  It is considered more efficient to include all provisions applying to utilities in one stand-
alone chapter (Chapter 11) rather than separating some provisions (relating to natural and cultural 
heritage) into a different part of the plant (Chapter 9).  

   

3720.96  Orion New 
Zealand 
Limited 

Support 11.3.2.1 Permitted 
activities - 
Electricity 
transmission and 
distribution 

Decision Sought: Relocate permitted activity standards Rule 11.3.2.1 P1 (1)(c) to Chapter 9.     
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3720.96 FS5056.74 BP Oil Ltd, 
Mobil Oil NZ 
Ltd and Z 
Energy 

Oppose 11.3.2.1 Permitted 
activities - 
Electricity 
transmission and 
distribution 

OP 3720.96 Decision Sought: The intent of the submission is supported to the extent that it seeks to 
clarify the relationship between the utilities provisions and Chapter 9 matters.  The submission is 
opposed to the extent that the Oil Companies prefer the relief sought in their own submission, which 
is to consolidate ensure all provisions relating to utilities, including Chapter 9 matters, within Chapter 
11 Utilities.  It is considered more efficient to include all provisions applying to utilities in one stand-
alone chapter (Chapter 11) rather than separating some provisions (relating to natural and cultural 
heritage) into a different part of the plant (Chapter 9).  

   

3720.97  Orion New 
Zealand 
Limited 

Support 11.3.2.1 Permitted 
activities - 
Electricity 
transmission and 
distribution 

Decision Sought: Relocate permitted activity standards Rule 11.3.2.1 P1 (1)(d) to Chapter 9.     

3720.97 FS5056.75 BP Oil Ltd, 
Mobil Oil NZ 
Ltd and Z 
Energy 

Oppose 11.3.2.1 Permitted 
activities - 
Electricity 
transmission and 
distribution 

OP 3720.97 Decision Sought: The intent of the submission is supported to the extent that it seeks to 
clarify the relationship between the utilities provisions and Chapter 9 matters.  The submission is 
opposed to the extent that the Oil Companies prefer the relief sought in their own submission, which 
is to consolidate ensure all provisions relating to utilities, including Chapter 9 matters, within Chapter 
11 Utilities.  It is considered more efficient to include all provisions applying to utilities in one stand-
alone chapter (Chapter 11) rather than separating some provisions (relating to natural and cultural 
heritage) into a different part of the plant (Chapter 9).  

   

3720.98  Orion New 
Zealand 
Limited 

Support 11.3.2.1 Permitted 
activities - 
Electricity 
transmission and 
distribution 

Decision Sought: Relocate permitted activity standards Rule 11.3.2.1 P1 (1)(e) to Chapter 9.     

3720.98 FS5056.76 BP Oil Ltd, 
Mobil Oil NZ 
Ltd and Z 
Energy 

Oppose 11.3.2.1 Permitted 
activities - 
Electricity 
transmission and 
distribution 

OP 3720.98 Decision Sought: The intent of the submission is supported to the extent that it seeks to 
clarify the relationship between the utilities provisions and Chapter 9 matters.  The submission is 
opposed to the extent that the Oil Companies prefer the relief sought in their own submission, which 
is to consolidate ensure all provisions relating to utilities, including Chapter 9 matters, within Chapter 
11 Utilities.  It is considered more efficient to include all provisions applying to utilities in one stand-
alone chapter (Chapter 11) rather than separating some provisions (relating to natural and cultural 
heritage) into a different part of the plant (Chapter 9).  

   

3720.99  Orion New 
Zealand 
Limited 

Support 11.3.2.1 Permitted 
activities - 
Electricity 
transmission and 

Decision Sought: Relocate permitted activity standards Rule 11.3.2.1 P1 (1)(f) to Chapter 9.     
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distribution 

3720.99 FS5056.77 BP Oil Ltd, 
Mobil Oil NZ 
Ltd and Z 
Energy 

Oppose 11.3.2.1 Permitted 
activities - 
Electricity 
transmission and 
distribution 

OP 3720.99 Decision Sought: The intent of the submission is supported to the extent that it seeks to 
clarify the relationship between the utilities provisions and Chapter 9 matters.  The submission is 
opposed to the extent that the Oil Companies prefer the relief sought in their own submission, which 
is to consolidate ensure all provisions relating to utilities, including Chapter 9 matters, within Chapter 
11 Utilities.  It is considered more efficient to include all provisions applying to utilities in one stand-
alone chapter (Chapter 11) rather than separating some provisions (relating to natural and cultural 
heritage) into a different part of the plant (Chapter 9).  

   

3721.1019  Canterbury 
Earthquake 
Recovery 
Authority 

Amend 13.13.2 Rules Decision Sought: Amend Proposal 13, section 13.13 to: 
 
(ii) ensure that there is consistency between setback requirements for specific utilities and 
provide sound justification where differences in setbacks are necessary; 
  

   

3721.1022  Canterbury 
Earthquake 
Recovery 
Authority 

Oppose 13.13.2.2.1 (P1) Decision Sought: Remove ‘and navigation aids’ from 13.13.2.2.1 (P1);    

3721.1023  Canterbury 
Earthquake 
Recovery 
Authority 

Amend 13.13.2.2.1 (P1) Decision Sought:  

Add as a separate permitted activity 13.13.2.2.1 (PX) as follows: 

  

P1  Weather stations and 
navigation aids except 
those otherwise provided 
for in this table. 

1. Weather stations and navigation aids greater than 1m in 
height or 6m2 in area shall not be located within:  

i. A Significant Feature; 
ii. A Site of Ecological Significance. 

iii. The dripline of a significant tree; 
iv. 20m or a heritage item or setting. 

 

  

3721.1024  Canterbury 
Earthquake 
Recovery 

Amend 13.13.2.2.1 
Permitted 
Activities - General 

Decision Sought:    

http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=54669
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=54481
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=54531
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=54532
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Authority 

Add as a separate permitted activity 13.13.2.2.1 (PX) as follows: 

  

PX Navigation aids a. Navigation aids for the purpose of: 

i. Civil Aviation Act 1990; 
ii. Maritime Transport Act 1994. 

  

3721.1029  Canterbury 
Earthquake 
Recovery 
Authority 

Amend 13.13.2.4.1 
(P1)(c)(i) 

Decision Sought:  

Amend 13.13.2.4.1 (P1) to adjust the setback distances in clauses (i) so that they are consistent with 
Proposal 11. 

P1  Installation and operation of 
equipment for assessing a site for 
suitability for renewable electricity 
generation. 

a. … 
b. Equipment shall not be located within:  

i. 50m of the dripline of a significant tree; 

  

   

3721.1030  Canterbury 
Earthquake 
Recovery 
Authority 

Amend 13.13.2.4.1 
(P1)(c)(ii) 

Decision Sought:  

Amend 13.13.2.4.1 (P1) to adjust the setback distances in clauses (ii) so that they are consistent with 
Proposal 11. 

P1  Installation and operation of 
equipment for assessing a site for 
suitability for renewable electricity 
generation. 

a. … 
b. Equipment shall not be located within:  

i. 50m of the dripline of a significant tree; 
ii. 520m of a heritage item, or setting; 
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3721.1033  Canterbury 
Earthquake 
Recovery 
Authority 

Amend 13.13.2.5.1 
(P1)(a)(i) 

Decision Sought:  

Amend 13.13.2.5.1 (P1) as follows: 

P1  a. Except when located in a Transport Zone, 
Uutilities shall not be located in a:  

i. Significant Feature; or 
ii. Site of Ecological Significance. 

a. Nil 

 

   

3721.1034  Canterbury 
Earthquake 
Recovery 
Authority 

Amend 13.13.2.5.1 
(P1)(b)(ii) 

Decision Sought:  

Amend 13.13.2.5.1 (P1) as follows: 

P1  a.  
b. Utilities shall not be located within:  

i. The dripline of a significant tree; 
ii. 20m or of a heritage item, or setting 

except when located in a Transport 
Zone. 

a. Nil 

 

   

3721.547  Canterbury 
Earthquake 
Recovery 
Authority 

Amend Chapter 11 
Utilities and 
Energy 

Decision Sought:  

Amend Proposal 11 to: 

Remove overly restrictive provisions that may adversely affect the efficient and safe operation of 
essential services 

   

3721.547 FS5056.95 BP Oil Ltd, 
Mobil Oil NZ 
Ltd and Z 
Energy 

Support Chapter 11 
Utilities and 
Energy 

OP 3721.547 Decision Sought: The submission is supported.  There is a need for more clarity around 
the utility provisions in Chapter 11 and particularly their relationship to Chapter 9  

   

3721.548  Canterbury 
Earthquake 
Recovery 

Amend Chapter 11 
Utilities and 
Energy 

Decision Sought:     

https://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=54703
https://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=54669
https://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=54703
https://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=54481
https://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=54531
https://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=54532
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Authority 

Amend Proposal 11 to: 

Ensure that Proposal 11 addresses any inconsistencies in activity status and provides guidance and 
clarity regarding the operation of the provisions in other Proposals where the utility is also a building 
(as defined Proposal 2) 

3721.548 FS5056.96 BP Oil Ltd, 
Mobil Oil NZ 
Ltd and Z 
Energy 

Support Chapter 11 
Utilities and 
Energy 

OP 3721.548 Decision Sought: The submission is supported.  There is a need for more clarity around 
the utility provisions in Chapter 11 and particularly their relationship to Chapter 9  

   

3721.549  Canterbury 
Earthquake 
Recovery 
Authority 

Amend 11.3 Rules Decision Sought:  

Amend Proposal 11 to: 

Ensure that there are either Restricted Discretionary , Discretionary, or Non-Complying activities 
linked to those activities not meeting the Permitted Activity Standards 

   

3721.549 FS5056.97 BP Oil Ltd, 
Mobil Oil NZ 
Ltd and Z 
Energy 

Support 11.3 Rules OP 3721.549 Decision Sought: The submission is supported.  There is a need for more clarity around 
the utility provisions in Chapter 11 and particularly their relationship to Chapter 9  

   

3721.550  Canterbury 
Earthquake 
Recovery 
Authority 

Amend Chapter 11 
Utilities and 
Energy 

Decision Sought:  

Amend Proposal 11 to: 

Cross-reference to Proposal 9 where appropriate to provide clarity around the protection of those 
aspects contained in Proposal 9 and delete any duplicated assessment matters 

   

3721.550 FS5056.98 BP Oil Ltd, 
Mobil Oil NZ 
Ltd and Z 
Energy 

Support Chapter 11 
Utilities and 
Energy 

OP 3721.550 Decision Sought: The submission is supported.  There is a need for more clarity around 
the utility provisions in Chapter 11 and particularly their relationship to Chapter 9  

   

3721.551  Canterbury 
Earthquake 
Recovery 
Authority 

Oppose 11.1.2.1 (a) Decision Sought:     
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Amend 11.1.2.1 as follows: 

1. To ensure that, where reasonably practicable, new or upgraded utilities: 

a. do not result in a reduction in the values of outstanding natural landscapes, or features, important 
ridgelines, significant indigenous flora and habitats of significant indigenous fauna, Sites of Ecological 
Significance the coastal environment or and conservation reserves; 

3721.552  Canterbury 
Earthquake 
Recovery 
Authority 

Oppose 11.3.1.1 (P1) Decision Sought:  

Amend 11.3.1.1 (P1)(1) as follows: 

P1 Construction or extension of any 
access tracks to utilities. 
Clarification: 
The National Environmental Standards 
for Electricity Transmission Activities 
Regulations 2009 permits the use of an 
access track to an existing transmission 
line 

1.       Access tracks shall not be located within or on: 

 

   

3721.552 FS5049.90 Orion New 
Zealand 
Limited 

Support 11.3.1.1 (P1) OP 3721.552 Decision Sought: Orion supports the submission insofar as it seeks to clarify the 
relationship between Chapter 9 and Chapter 11. Orion retains the position that all matters relating to 
utilities and Chapter 9 matters be located in a single chapter. Although its original submission sought 
that these matters be contained in Chapter 9, it is not averse to the matters being located in Chapter 
11 as sought by CERA.  

   

3721.552 FS5059.28 Te Runanga o 
Ngai Tahu 

Oppose 11.3.1.1 (P1) OP 3721.552 Decision Sought:  

In the interests of the efficient management of the Plan the relief sought is supported, on the proviso 
that any consequential amendments to the relief sought by Ngai Tahu to Chapter 9 are also made. 

   

3721.553  Canterbury 
Earthquake 
Recovery 
Authority 

Oppose 11.3.1.1 (P1)(1)(a) Decision Sought:  

Amend 11.3.1.1 (P1)(1)(a) as follows: 
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P1 Construction or extension of any 
access tracks to utilities. 
Clarification: 
The National Environmental Standards 
for Electricity Transmission Activities 
Regulations 2009 permits the use of an 
access track to an existing transmission 
line 

1. 
  
a. Outstanding Natural Landscape; 
... 

 

3721.553 FS5049.91 Orion New 
Zealand 
Limited 

Support 11.3.1.1 (P1)(1)(a) OP 3721.553 Decision Sought: Orion supports the submission insofar as it seeks to clarify the 
relationship between Chapter 9 and Chapter 11. Orion retains the position that all matters relating to 
utilities and Chapter 9 matters be located in a single chapter. Although its original submission sought 
that these matters be contained in Chapter 9, it is not averse to the matters being located in Chapter 
11 as sought by CERA.  

   

3721.553 FS5059.29 Te Runanga o 
Ngai Tahu 

Oppose 11.3.1.1 (P1)(1)(a) OP 3721.553 Decision Sought:  

In the interests of the efficient management of the Plan the relief sought is supported, on the proviso 
that any consequential amendments to the relief sought by Ngai Tahu to Chapter 9 are also made. 

   

3721.554  Canterbury 
Earthquake 
Recovery 
Authority 

Oppose 11.3.1.1 (P1)(1)(b) Decision Sought:  

Amend 11.3.1.1 (P1)(1)(b) as follows: 

P1 Construction or extension of any 
access tracks to utilities. 
Clarification: 
The National Environmental Standards 
for Electricity Transmission Activities 
Regulations 2009 permits the use of an 
access track to an existing transmission 
line 

1. 
  
... 
b. Outstanding Natural Feature; 
... 

 

   

3721.554 FS5049.92 Orion New 
Zealand 
Limited 

Support 11.3.1.1 (P1)(1)(b) OP 3721.554 Decision Sought: Orion supports the submission insofar as it seeks to clarify the 
relationship between Chapter 9 and Chapter 11. Orion retains the position that all matters relating to 
utilities and Chapter 9 matters be located in a single chapter. Although its original submission sought 
that these matters be contained in Chapter 9, it is not averse to the matters being located in Chapter 
11 as sought by CERA.  
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3721.554 FS5059.30 Te Runanga o 
Ngai Tahu 

Oppose 11.3.1.1 (P1)(1)(b) OP 3721.554 Decision Sought:  

In the interests of the efficient management of the Plan the relief sought is supported, on the proviso 
that any consequential amendments to the relief sought by Ngai Tahu to Chapter 9 are also made. 

   

3721.555  Canterbury 
Earthquake 
Recovery 
Authority 

Oppose 11.3.1.1 (P1)(1)(c) Decision Sought:  

Amend 11.3.1.1 (P1)(1)(b) as follows: 

P1 Construction or extension of any 
access tracks to utilities. 
Clarification: 
The National Environmental Standards 
for Electricity Transmission Activities 
Regulations 2009 permits the use of an 
access track to an existing transmission 
line 

1. 
  
... 
c. Significant Feature or Significant Landscape; 
... 

 

   

3721.555 FS5049.93 Orion New 
Zealand 
Limited 

Support 11.3.1.1 (P1)(1)(c) OP 3721.555 Decision Sought: Orion supports the submission insofar as it seeks to clarify the 
relationship between Chapter 9 and Chapter 11. Orion retains the position that all matters relating to 
utilities and Chapter 9 matters be located in a single chapter. Although its original submission sought 
that these matters be contained in Chapter 9, it is not averse to the matters being located in Chapter 
11 as sought by CERA.  

   

3721.555 FS5059.31 Te Runanga o 
Ngai Tahu 

Oppose 11.3.1.1 (P1)(1)(c) OP 3721.555 Decision Sought:  

In the interests of the efficient management of the Plan the relief sought is supported, on the proviso 
that any consequential amendments to the relief sought by Ngai Tahu to Chapter 9 are also made. 

   

3721.556  Canterbury 
Earthquake 
Recovery 
Authority 

Oppose 11.3.1.1 (P1)(1)(e) Decision Sought:  

Amend 11.3.1.1 (P1)(1)(e) as follows: 

P1 Construction or extension of any 
access tracks to utilities. 
Clarification: 
The National Environmental Standards 
for Electricity Transmission Activities 

1. 
  
... 
e. Area of Outstanding, Very High or High Natural 

Character; 
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Regulations 2009 permits the use of an 
access track to an existing transmission 
line 

... 

 

3721.556 FS5049.94 Orion New 
Zealand 
Limited 

Support 11.3.1.1 (P1)(1)(e) OP 3721.556 Decision Sought: Orion supports the submission insofar as it seeks to clarify the 
relationship between Chapter 9 and Chapter 11. Orion retains the position that all matters relating to 
utilities and Chapter 9 matters be located in a single chapter. Although its original submission sought 
that these matters be contained in Chapter 9, it is not averse to the matters being located in Chapter 
11 as sought by CERA.  

   

3721.556 FS5059.32 Te Runanga o 
Ngai Tahu 

Oppose 11.3.1.1 (P1)(1)(e) OP 3721.556 Decision Sought:  

In the interests of the efficient management of the Plan the relief sought is supported, on the proviso 
that any consequential amendments to the relief sought by Ngai Tahu to Chapter 9 are also made. 

   

3721.557  Canterbury 
Earthquake 
Recovery 
Authority 

Oppose 11.3.1.1. (P1)(1)(f) Decision Sought:  

Amend 11.3.1.1 (P1)(1)(f) as follows: 

P1 Construction or extension of any 
access tracks to utilities. 
Clarification: 
The National Environmental Standards 
for Electricity Transmission Activities 
Regulations 2009 permits the use of an 
access track to an existing transmission 
line 

1. 
  
... 
f. Site of Ecological Significance; 
... 

 

   

3721.557 FS5049.95 Orion New 
Zealand 
Limited 

Support 11.3.1.1. (P1)(1)(f) OP 3721.557 Decision Sought: Orion supports the submission insofar as it seeks to clarify the 
relationship between Chapter 9 and Chapter 11. Orion retains the position that all matters relating to 
utilities and Chapter 9 matters be located in a single chapter. Although its original submission sought 
that these matters be contained in Chapter 9, it is not averse to the matters being located in Chapter 
11 as sought by CERA.  

   

3721.557 FS5059.33 Te Runanga o 
Ngai Tahu 

Oppose 11.3.1.1. (P1)(1)(f) OP 3721.557 Decision Sought:  

In the interests of the efficient management of the Plan the relief sought is supported, on the proviso 
that any consequential amendments to the relief sought by Ngai Tahu to Chapter 9 are also made. 

   

3721.558  Canterbury Support 11.3.1.1 (P1) Decision Sought: Remove 'navigation aids' from 11.3.1.1 (P1)     
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Earthquake 
Recovery 
Authority 

3721.559  Canterbury 
Earthquake 
Recovery 
Authority 

Support 11.3.1.1 Permitted 
activities - General 

Decision Sought:  

Amend 11.3.1.1 P2 as follows: 

P2 Weather stations and navigation aids 
except those otherwise provided for in 
this table. 

1.       Weather stations and navigation aids greater 
than 1m in height or 6m

2
 in area shall not be 

located within: 

  

Stage 2 

 

   

3721.560  Canterbury 
Earthquake 
Recovery 
Authority 

Support 11.3.1.1 Permitted 
activities - General 

Decision Sought:  

Amend 11.3.1.1(P2)(1)(e) as follows: 

P2 Weather stations and navigation aids 1.       Weather stations and navigation aids greater 
than 1m in height or 6m

2
 in area shall not be 

located within: 
a.       … 
e. Areas of Outstanding or, Very High or at least High 
Natural Character; 

 

   

3721.561  Canterbury 
Earthquake 
Recovery 
Authority 

Support 11.3.1.1 Permitted 
activities - General 

Decision Sought:  

Amend 11.3.1.1 (P2)(1)(f) as follows: 

P2 Weather stations and navigation aids 1.       Weather stations and navigation aids greater 
than 1m in height or 6m

2
 in area shall not be 

located within: 
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a.       … 
f. A Site of Ecological Significance Significant 
indigenous flora and habitats of significant 
indigenous fauna; 

 

3721.562  Canterbury 
Earthquake 
Recovery 
Authority 

Support 11.3.1.1 Permitted 
activities - General 

Decision Sought:  

Add a separate permitted activity (PX) within 11.3.1.1 as follows: 

PX Navigation aids 1. Navigation aids for the purpose of: 
 a. Civil Aviation Act 1990; 
 b. Maritime Transport Act 1994. 

  

  

   

3721.563  Canterbury 
Earthquake 
Recovery 
Authority 

Support 11.3.1.2 RD1 Decision Sought:  

Amend 11.3.1.2 (RD1) as follows: 

RD1 Any activity listed in Rule 11.3.1.1 that 
does not comply with the Activity 
Specific Standards for permitted 
activitiesy P1 and P2. 

11.4 (1), (2) and (3) 
  

 

   

3721.564  Canterbury 
Earthquake 
Recovery 
Authority 

Support 11.3.2.1 P1 Decision Sought:  

Amend 11.3.2.1 (P1)(1)(e) as follows: 

P1 Installation of lines and utility poles for 
the purpose of electricity transmission 
and distribution in any Rural Zone or 
Transport Zone. 

1.       Utilities shall not be located within: 
a.       … 
e. Areas of Outstanding or, Very High or at least 
High Natural Character, 

 

   

3721.564 FS5049.12
6 

Orion New 
Zealand 
Limited 

Support 11.3.2.1 P1 OP 3721.564 Decision Sought: Orion supports in part the submission on Rule 11.3.2.1 (P1) insofar as it 
amends the references to the landscape areas to reflect those areas identified on the planning maps.  
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3721.565  Canterbury 
Earthquake 
Recovery 
Authority 

Support 11.3.2.1 P1 Decision Sought:  

Amend 11.3.2.1 (P1)(1)(f) as follows: 

P1 Installation of lines and utility poles for 
the purpose of electricity transmission 
and distribution in any Rural Zone or 
Transport Zone. 

1.       Utilities shall not be located within: 
a.       … 
f. A Site of Ecological Significance Significant 
indigenous flora and habitats of significant 
indigenous fauna; 

 

   

3721.566  Canterbury 
Earthquake 
Recovery 
Authority 

Support 11.3.3.1 Permitted 
activities - Energy 

Decision Sought:  

Amend 11.3.3.1 (P1)(3)(e) as follows: 

P1 Installation and operation of 
equipment for assessing a site suitably 
for renewable energy. 

1.       … 
3. 

a.       … 
e. Areas of Outstanding or, Very High or at least 
High Natural Character; 

 

   

3721.567  Canterbury 
Earthquake 
Recovery 
Authority 

Support 11.3.3.1 Permitted 
activities - Energy 

Decision Sought:  

Amend 11.3.3.1 (P1)(3)(f) as follows: 

P1 Installation and operation of 
equipment for assessing a site suitably 
for renewable energy. 

1.       … 
3. 

a.       … 
f. A Site of Ecological Significance Significant 
indigenous flora and habitats of significant 
indigenous fauna; 

 

   

3721.568  Canterbury 
Earthquake 
Recovery 
Authority 

Support 11.3.3.1 P5 (7)(e) Decision Sought:  

Amend 11.3.3.1 (P5)(7)(e) as follows: 

P5 Installation and operation of a wind 1.       … 
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turbine for small or community-scale 
renewable energy generation in Rural 
or Industrial Zone. 

7. 
a.       … 
e. Areas of Outstanding or, Very High or at least 
High Natural Character; 

 

3721.569  Canterbury 
Earthquake 
Recovery 
Authority 

Support 11.3.3.1 P5 (7)(f) Decision Sought:  

Amend 11.3.3.1 (P5)(7)(f) as follows: 

P5 Installation and operation of a wind 
turbine for small or community-scale 
renewable energy generation in Rural 
or Industrial Zone. 

1.       … 
7. 

a.       … 
f. A Site of Ecological Significance Significant 
indigenous flora and habitats of significant 
indigenous fauna; 

 

   

3721.570  Canterbury 
Earthquake 
Recovery 
Authority 

Support 11.3.3.2 RD6 (7)(e) Decision Sought:  

Amend 11.3.3.2 (RD6)(7)(e) as follows: 

RD6 Installation and operation of a wind turbine for small 
or community-scale renewable energy generation in 
Rural or Industrial Zone where: 

1.       … 
7. Any wind turbine is not located within: 
a. … 
e. Areas of Outstanding or, Very High or at least 
High Natural Character; 

11.4 (1), (2)(a), (3)(a), (4)(a), and (5)(a) and 
(j) 

 

   

3721.571  Canterbury 
Earthquake 
Recovery 
Authority 

Support 11.3.3.2 RD6 (7)(f) Decision Sought:  

Amend 11.3.3.2 (RD6)(7)(f) as follows: 

RD6 Installation and operation of a wind turbine for small 
or community-scale renewable energy generation in 
Rural or Industrial Zone where: 

1.       … 

11.4 (1), (2)(a), (3)(a), (4)(a), and (5)(a) and 
(j) 
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7. Any wind turbine is not located within: 
a. … 
f. A Site of Ecological Significance Significant 
indigenous flora and habitats of significant 
indigenous fauna; 

 

3721.572  Canterbury 
Earthquake 
Recovery 
Authority 

Support 11.3.3.3 
Discretionary 
activities - Energy 

Decision Sought:  

Amend 11.3.3.3 (D1)(3)(e) as follows: 

D1 Installation and operation of wind turbines for large scale renewable energy generation 
where: 

1.       … 
3.       Any wind turbines for large scale renewable energy generation are not located 

within: 
a.       … 
e. Areas of Outstanding or, Very High or at least High Natural Character; 

 

   

3721.573  Canterbury 
Earthquake 
Recovery 
Authority 

Support 11.3.3.3 
Discretionary 
activities - Energy 

Decision Sought:  

Amend 11.3.3.3 (D1)(3)(f) as follows: 

D1 Installation and operation of wind turbines for large scale renewable energy generation 
where: 

1.       … 
3.       Any wind turbines for large scale renewable energy generation are not located 

within: 
a.       … 
f. A Site of Ecological Significance Significant indigenous flora and habitats of 
significant indigenous fauna; 

 

   

3721.574  Canterbury 
Earthquake 
Recovery 
Authority 

Not 
Stated 

11.3.3.3 D2 Decision Sought:  

Amend 11.3.3.3 (D2)(4)(e) as follows: 

D2 Installation and operation of wind turbines for large scale renewable energy generation 
where: 
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1.       … 
4.       Any solar cell or concentrator for large scale renewable energy generation is not 

located within: 
a.       … 
e. Areas of Outstanding or, Very High or at least High Natural Character; 

 

3721.575  Canterbury 
Earthquake 
Recovery 
Authority 

Amend 11.3.3.3 D2 (4)(f) Decision Sought:  

Amend 11.3.3.3 (D2)(4)(f) as follows: 

D2 Installation and operation of wind turbines for large scale renewable energy generation 
where: 

1.       … 
4.       Any solar cell or concentrator for large scale renewable energy generation is not 

located within: 
a.       … 
f. A Site of Ecological Significance Significant indigenous flora and habitats of 
significant indigenous fauna; 

 

   

3721.576  Canterbury 
Earthquake 
Recovery 
Authority 

Support 11.3.4.1 (P1)(1)(c) Decision Sought:  

Amend 11.3.4.1 (P1)(1)(c) as follows: 

P1 Freestanding communications facilities 
… 

1.       Freestanding communications utilities shall not 
be located in: 
a.       … 
c. Significant Feature; 

 

   

3721.577  Canterbury 
Earthquake 
Recovery 
Authority 

Support 11.3.4.1 (P1)(1)(e) Decision Sought:  

Amend 11.3.4.1 (P1)(1)(e) as follows: 

P1 Freestanding communications facilities 
… 

1.       Freestanding communications utilities shall not 
be located in: 
a.       … 
e. Areas of Outstanding or, Very High or at least 
High Natural Character; 
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3721.578  Canterbury 
Earthquake 
Recovery 
Authority 

Support 11.3.4.1 (P1)(1)(f) Decision Sought:  

Amend 11.3.4.1 (P1)(1)(f) as follows: 

P1 Freestanding communications facilities 
… 

1.       Freestanding communications utilities shall not 
be located in: 
a.       … 
f. Except when located in a Transport Zone, A 
Site of Ecological Significance Significant 
indigenous flora and habitats of significant 
indigenous fauna; 

 

   

3721.579  Canterbury 
Earthquake 
Recovery 
Authority 

Support 11.3.4.1 (P1)(1)(h) Decision Sought:  

Amend 11.3.4.1 (P1)(1)(h) as follows: 

P1 Freestanding communications facilities 
… 

1.       Freestanding communications utilities shall not 
be located in: 
a.       … 
h. Except when located in a Transport Zone, 20m 
of a heritage item, or setting. 

 

   

3721.580  Canterbury 
Earthquake 
Recovery 
Authority 

Amend 11.4 (1)(a) Decision Sought:  

Delete 11.4.1 Assessment Matter (a) and cross reference to Proposal 9. 

a. The extent to which the utility and associated structures affect the values of areas identified in the 
District Plan as an Outstanding Natural Landscape, Outstanding Natural Feature, Outstanding Natural 
Character areas in the Coastal Environment or Sites of Ecological Significance. 

   

3721.581  Canterbury 
Earthquake 
Recovery 
Authority 

Amend 11.4 (1)(d) Decision Sought:  

Delete 11.4.1 Assessment Matter (d) and cross reference to Proposal 9. 

a. ... 
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d. Any relevant assessment matters in Chapter 9, if any activity is proposed within an Outstanding 
Natural Landscape, Outstanding Natural Feature, Significant Feature or Significant Landscape, 
Important Ridgeline, Area of Outstanding, Very High or High Natural Character, Site of Ecological 
Significance, on the site of or within 20m of a heritage item, or setting; and relevant assessment 
matters in Chapter 9. 

3722.84  Te Runanga o 
Ngai Tahu 

Amend 11.1.2.1 Policy: 
Adverse effects 
from utilities 

Decision Sought: Add the following consequential amendment:  
11.1.2.1 Policy: Adverse effects from utilities  
a. do not result in a reduction in the values of landscapes, features, important ridgelines, Sites of Ngai 
Tahu Cultural Significance, Sites of Ecological Significance and conservation reserves;  
  

   

3722.85  Te Runanga o 
Ngai Tahu 

Amend 11.3.2.1 P1 Decision Sought: i. Site of Ngai Tahu Cultural Significance; or      

3722.86  Te Runanga o 
Ngai Tahu 

Amend 11.4 Assessment 
Matters - Utilities 

Decision Sought: 1.  Heritage and natural environment  
a.  The extent to which the utility and associated structures affect the values of areas identified 
in the District Plan as a Site of Ngai Tahu Cultural Significance, an Outstanding Natural Landscape, 
Outstanding Natural Feature, Outstanding Natural Character areas in the Coastal Environment or Sites 
of Ecological Significance.  
  

   

 

 


